


INTRODUCTION

What  is Devy Wat ch?

Devy Watch originated as Dynasty Football Factory's way of following college football players or 
fantasy football developmental prospects. In less than one year, Devy Watch evolved from a 
Twitter hashtag and occasional article into this project where the Devy Team watched, analyzed, 
and profiled 200 college football players.

Who is Devy Wat ch useful t o?

If you live for college football, you can use Devy Watch to get to know players at schools other 
than your alma mater. Do you want to know just how good your rival's best player is? Are you 
already looking for the top prospects in the 2018 NFL Draft or would you like to know the 
nation's top incoming freshmen? We've got you covered. After reading through this report, you'll 
see that helmet sticker coming long before Mark May can award it on ESPN's College Football 
Final.

If you play fantasy football in any capacity, Devy Watch is for you. If you play in a Devy league, 
you'll find  profiles for everyone worthy of being drafted no matter how deep your Devy draft 
goes. If you are in a full college football league, there are enough profiles here to help you build 
a winner for years to come. If your 2017 rookie drafts are over and you are just looking to get a 
leg up on your league in 2018 then you can't go wrong with these profiles.

How is Devy Wat ch laid out ?

As you begin to scroll through Devy Watch, the first thing you'll come across is the Index so you 
know where each section begins. The pages don't have page numbers but you can use the page 
search function in your PDF reader. 

As you continue, you'll find the About Us page. This page identifies the nine writers who poured 
countless hours of time and energy into this project. This page includes a link to each writer 's 
DFF articles, Twitter account, and individual Devy rankings if applicable.

Then you'll find a sample template with a quick explanation of what you will be looking at.

Next, you'll find the Overall Rankings pages. Our team selected 200 of the best college football 
players for this project and then ranked them accordingly. If you need more than 200 players or 
just want to see how deep DFF's rankings go then visit this page.

If you feel like you are in need of more specific rankings after you've made it through the Overall 
Rankings section then you are in luck. You'll find each position broken down by Big Board, 2018 
draft eligible class, 2019 draft eligible class, and then 2020 draft eligible class. 

http://dynastyfootballfactory.com/dynasty-devy-overall-rankings-2017/
http://dynastyfootballfactory.com/dynasty-devy-overall-rankings-2017/
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SAMPLE PROFILE

Player  Inform at ion: name, position, school, measureables, birth date, draft eligible year, stats

Rank ings: overall rank out of 200, positional rank, rank amongst others in their earliest potential 
draft class

Social Media: each profile has links to a play, game or highlights on YouTube as well as a Twitter 
account (if applicable)

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round: derived from our overall rankings and based on 12 team leagues 
(every league and draft is different so this is simply an outline)

St rengt hs, Weaknesses, and Sum m ary: analysis done by the writer whose name is listed in 
bottom right corner of the profile



OVERALL RANKINGS

1 Derrius Guice LSU RB

2 Saquon Barkley Penn State RB

3 Courtland Sutton SMU WR

4 N'Keal Harry Arizona State WR

2018

2018

2018

2019

5 Nick Chubb Georgia RB 2018

6 DeKaylin Metcalf Ole Miss WR 2019

7 Deon Cain Clemson WR 2018

8 Equanimeous St Brown Notre Dame WR 2018

9 Kalen Ballage Arizona State RB 2018

10 L.J. Scott Michigan State RB 2018

11 Calvin Ridley Alabama WR 2018

12 Cam Akers Florida State RB 2020

13 Auden Tate Florida State WR 2018

14 Ahmmon Richards Miami WR 2019

15 Josh Rosen UCLA QB 2018

16 Ronald Jones II USC RB 2018

17 James Washington Oklahoma State WR 2018

18 Elijah Holyfield Georgia RB 2019

19 Royce Freeman Oregon RB 2018

20 Bryan Edwards South Carolina WR 2019

21 Trayveon Williams Texas A&M RB 2019

22 Myles Gaskin Washington RB 2018

23 Christian Kirk Texas A&M WR 2018

24 Sam Darnold USC QB 2018

25 Bo Scarbrough Alabama RB 2018



OVERALL RANKINGS

26 Joseph Lewis USC WR

27 Donovan Peoples-Jones Michigan WR

28 Jerry Jeudy Alabama WR

29 A.J. Brown Ole Miss WR

2020

2020

2020

2019

30 Miles Sanders Penn State RB 2019

31 Antonio Callaway Florida WR 2018

32 Josh Allen Wyoming QB 2018

33 Jauan Jennings Tennessee WR 2018

34 Sony Michel Georgia RB 2018

35 Najee Harris Alabama RB 2020

36 Mike Weber Ohio State RB 2019

37 Richie James Middle Tennessee WR 2018

38 Jordan Scarlett Florida RB 2018

39 Tee Higgins Clemson WR 2020

40 Deebo Samuel South Carolina WR 2018

41 Demetris Robertson California WR 2019

42 Allen Lazard Iowa State WR 2018

43 Miles Boykin Notre Dame WR 2018

44 D'Andre Swift Georgia RB 2020

45 Jacob Eason Georgia QB 2019

46 Khalan Laborn Florida State RB 2020

47 Jarrett Stidham Auburn QB 2018

48 Mark Andrews Oklahoma TE 2018

49 Isaac Nauta Georgia TE 2019

50 Trevon Grimes Ohio State WR 2020



OVERALL RANKINGS

51 Simmie Cobbs Indiana WR

52 Chris Warren Texas RB

53 Tyrie Cleveland Florida WR

54 Josh Adams Notre Dame RB

2018

2018

2019

2018

55 Damien Harris Alabama RB 2018

56 Mason Rudolph Oklahoma State QB 2018

57 Damarea Crockett Missouri RB 2019

58 J.K. Dobbins Ohio State RB 2020

59 Jake Browning Washington QB 2018

60 Alize Jones Notre Dame TE 2018

61 George Campbell Florida State WR 2018

62 Stephen Carr USC RB 2020

63 Luke Falk Washington State QB 2018

64 Lamar Jackson Louisville QB 2018

65 Dante Pettis Washington WR 2018

66 Tavien Feaster Clemson RB 2019

67 Mike Gesicki Penn State TE 2018

68 Austin Mack Ohio State WR 2019

69 Jhamon Ausbon Texas A&M WR 2020

70 Kerryon Johnson Auburn WR 2018

71 Kyle Davis Auburn WR 2019

72 Deondre Francois Florida State QB 2018

73 Michael Gallup Colorado State WR 2018

74 Preston Williams Colorado State WR 2018

75 Benny Snell Kentucky RB 2019



OVERALL RANKINGS

76 Justin Jackson Northwestern RB

77 Ty Chandler Tennessee RB

78 Mark Walton Miami RB

79 Jordan Villamin Oregon State WR

2018

2020

2018

2018

80 Anthony Miller Memphis WR 2018

81 Tyler Vaughns USC WR 2019

82 Nate Craig-Myers Auburn WR 2019

83 Terry Godwin Georgia WR 2018

84 Lawrence Cager Miami WR 2018

85 Jake Wieneke South Dakota State WR 2018

86 Jeff Thomas Miami WR 2020

87 Amir Rasul Florida State RB 2019

88 Devwah Whaley Arkansas RB 2019

89 Kareem Walker Michigan RB 2019

90 Dallas Goedert South Dakota State TE 2018

91 Shea Patterson Ole Miss QB 2019

92 Colby Parkinson Stanford TE 2020

93 Ahmir Mitchell Rutgers WR 2019

94 Jeremiah Holloman Georgia WR 2020

95 John Kelly Tennessee RB 2018

96 Jaylen Smith Louisville WR 2018

97 Akrum Wadley Iowa RB 2018

98 Trey Sermon Oklahoma RB 2020

99 Darren Carrington Oregon WR 2018

100 Michael Pittman USC WR 2019



OVERALL RANKINGS

101 Soso Jamabo UCLA RB

102 Ty Johnson Maryland RB

103 B.J. Emmons Alabama RB

104 Chase Claypool Notre Dame WR

2018

2018

2019

2019

105 Rico Dowdle South Carolina RB 2019

106 Lamical Perine Florida RB 2019

107 Salvon Ahmed Washington RB 2020

108 Cedrick Wilson Boise State WR 2018

109 DaMarkus Lodge Ole Miss WR 2018

110 Lavon Coleman Washington RB 2018

111 Chris Evans Michigan RB 2019

112 Bryce Love Stanford RB 2018

113 Jacques Patrick Florida State RB 2018

114 Kelvin Harmon NC State WR 2019

115 Shannon Brooks Minnesota RB 2018

116 Kamryn Pettway Auburn RB 2018

117 Henry Ruggs Alabama WR 2020

118 D.J. Chark LSU WR 2018

119 Jester Weah Pittsburgh WR 2018

120 Binjimen Victor Ohio State WR 2018

121 Tyrell Shavers Alabama WR 2020

122 Shane Buechele Texas QB 2019

123 Devonta Smith Alabama WR 2020

124 Theo Howard UCLA WR 2019

125 J'Mon Moore Missouri WR 2018



OVERALL RANKINGS

126 Donnie Corley Michigan State WR

127 Javon McKinley Notre Dame WR

128 Will Grier West Virginia QB

129 Trent Irwin Stanford WR

2019

2019

2018

2018

130 Travis Homer Miami RB 2019

131 Ralph Webb Vanderbilt RB 2018

132 Jonathon Taylor Wisconsin RB 2020

133 Justice Hill Oklahoma State RB 2019

134 Amari Rodgers Clemson WR 2020

135 Jalin Moore Appalachian State WR 2018

136 Baker Mayfield Oklahoma QB 2018

137 Antonio Williams Ohio State RB 2019

138 Devin Asiasi Michigan TE 2019

139 Tarik Black Michigan WR 2020

140 Diondre Overton Clemson WR 2019

141 Demario McCall Ohio State RB 2019

142 Quartney Davis Texas A&M WR 2019

143 Madre London Michigan State RB 2018

144 Travon McMillian Virginia Tech RB 2018

145 Davis Mills Stanford QB 2020

146 Tren'Davion Dickson Houston WR 2019

147 Melquise Stovall California WR 2019

148 Anthony McFarland Maryland RB 2020

149 Kaden Smith Stanford TE 2019

150 Chase Litton Marshall QB 2018



OVERALL RANKINGS

151 Troy Fumagalli Wisconsin TE

152 Hayden Hurst South Carolina TE

153 Mike Warren Iowa State RB

154 Sewo Olonilua TCU RB

2018

2018

2018

2019

155 Drew Lock Missouri QB 2018

156 Tre Bryant Nebraska RB 2019

157 Jarrett Guarantano Tennessee QB 2019

158 Juwan Johnson Penn State WR 2018

159 Tua Tagovailoa Alabama QB 2020

160 Adam Breneman UMass TE 2018

161 Kyle Allen Houston QB 2018

162 Octavious Cooley Ole Miss TE 2018

163 Brett Rypien Boise State QB 2018

164 Jalen Reagor TCU WR 2020

165 Brian Robinson Alabama RB 2020

166 Drake Davis LSU WR 2019

167 Nyqwan Murray Florida State WR 2018

168 Josh Jacobs Alabama RB 2019

169 Trace McSorley Penn State QB 2018

170 Dylan Crawford Michigan WR 2019

171 Abdul Adams Oklahoma RB 2019

172 Bruce Jordan-Swilling Georgia Tech RB 2020

173 Devonte Boyd UNLV WR 2018

174 Phillip Lindsay Colorado RB 2018

175 Qadree Ollison Pittsburgh RB 2018



OVERALL RANKINGS

176 Taj Griffin Oregon RB

177 Brandon Wimbush Notre Dame QB

178 Brock Wright Notre Dame TE

179 Devin Duvernay Texas WR

2018

2018

2020

2019

180 Dylan McCaffrey Michigan QB 2020

181 Justin Crawford West Virginia RB 2018

182 Cordarrian Richardson Central Florida RB 2020

183 Cam Serigne Wake Forest TE 2018

184 Ty Jones Washington WR 2020

185 Zaquandre White Florida State RB 2020

186 Cole Kmet Notre Dame TE 2020

187 J.J. Taylor Arizona RB 2019

188 Josh Falo USC TE 2020

189 Toneil Carter Texas RB 2020

190 Eno Benjamin Arizona State RB 2020

191 Dillon Mitchell Oregon WR 2019

192 Quinten Dormady Tennessee QB 2018

193 Austin Allen Arkansas QB 2018

194 Daniel Jones Duke QB 2018

195 Keith Gavin Florida State WR 2019

196 Penny Hart Georgia State WR 2018

197 Ray-Ray McCloud Clemson WR 2018

198 Jovon Durante West Virginia WR 2018

199 Nick Wilson Arizona RB 2018

200 Markell Pack Ole Miss WR 2018



QB BIG BOARD

1 Josh Rosen UCLA

2 Sam Darnold USC

3 Josh Allen Wyoming

4 Jacob Eason Georgia

5 Jarrett Stidham Auburn

6 Mason Rudolph Oklahoma State

7 Jake Browning Washington

8 Luke Falk Washington 

9 Lamar Jackson Louisville

10 Deondre Francois Florida State

11 Shea Patterson Ole Miss

12 Shane Buechele Texas

13 Will Grier West Virginia

14 Baker Mayfield Oklahoma

15 Davis Mills Stanford

16 Chase Litton Marshall

17 Drew Lock Missouri

18 Jarrett Guarantano Tennessee

19 Tua Tagovailoa Alabama

20 Kyle Allen Houston

21 Brett Rypien Boise State

22 Trace McSorley Penn State

23 Brandon Wimbush Notre Dame

24 Dylan McCaffrey Michigan

25 Quinten Dormady Tennessee

26 Austin Allen Arkansas

27 Daniel Jones Duke



2018 QB RANKINGS

1 Josh Rosen UCLA

2 Sam Darnold USC

3 Josh Allen Wyoming

4 Jarrett Stidham Auburn

5 Mason Rudolph Oklahoma State

6 Jake Browning Washington

7 Luke Falk Washington 

8 Lamar Jackson Louisville

9 Deondre Francois Florida State

10 Will Grier West Virginia

1 Jacob Eason Georgia

2 Shea Patterson Ole Miss

3 Shane Buechele Texas

4 Jarrett Guarantano Tennessee

1 Davis Mills Stanford

2 Tua Tagovailoa Alabama

3 Dylan McCaffrey Michigan

11 Baker Mayfield Oklahoma

12 Chase Litton Marshall

13 Drew Lock Missouri

14 Kyle Allen Houston

15 Brett Rypien Boise State

16 Trace McSorley Penn State

17 Brandon WImbush Notre Dame

18 Quinten Dormady Tennessee

19 Austin Allen Arkansas

20 Daniel Jones Duke

2019 QB RANKINGS

2020 QB RANKINGS



Height 6'4" Comp 59.7

Weight 218 Yards 5584

DOB 2/10/1997 TDs 33

Overall Ranking

15

Positional Ranking

Class Junior Int 16 1

Draft Eligible 2018 Rush Yds - 57 Class of 2018 Ranking

Rush TDs 4 11

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

QUARTERBACK UCLA

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY
Josh Rosen is a polarizing prospect. He's everything that NFL teams want in a QB but there are 
areas that he still needs time to develop and his personality has some NFL teams worried.

Rosen is patient in the pocket and as a result, he takes a lot of hits. In fact, he's sometimes too 
willing to take a hit while waiting on plays to develop. He injured his throwing shoulder in 2016 and 
missed the final six games of the season after taking one too many hits in the pocket.

Rosen throws with a good base. He has a quick release and the ball jumps out of his hand. He 
knows when to rip a pass into a tight window and when to give it touch. He can make every NFL 
throw. In fact, he was making throws as a freshman that some college quarterbacks are never able 
to make. He's confident enough and able to put a ball into double coverage and make sure his 
receiver is the only one with a chance to catch it.

On the flip side, some of his routine passes end up high. He also needs to learn when take a sack 
versus when to throw the ball away.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  2

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Football intelligence
- Quick release
- Accurate when throwing on the run even 

to his left
- Play Action - skilled at selling run with play 

fakes
- Commands pocket

- Personality is a turn off to some teams
- Learn when to take a sack
- Accuracy
- Continue to learn how to regulate his 

aggressiveness

- McDaniel

JOSH ROSEN

https://twitter.com/josh3rosen
https://youtu.be/uW2Bs66a1tI


Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class of 2018 Ranking

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

Height 6'4" Comp 67.2

Weight 225 Yards 3086

DOB 6/5/1997 TDs 31

24

Class rs-Soph Int 9 2

Draft Eligible 2018 Rush Yds 250

Rush TDs 2 17

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

QUARTERBACK USC

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Overall, Sam Darnold has a ton of positives attributes you look for in a quarterback. He has a very 
quick release and can snap off a pass instantly. He uses good footwork when throwing the ball and 
stays light on his feet which helps him stay clean in the pocket and go through his progressions. He 
has solid arm strength to zip the ball to his receivers and puts good touch and accuracy on his 
throws. He is also a very sneaky athlete that can make plenty of plays with his feet. 

While his release is quick, Darnold needs to tighten up his throwing motion. His wind up is too long 
and can lead to too many fumbles along with needing to hold the ball higher when maneuvering 
the pocket. 

Overall, Darnold is one of the top QBs in college football and should be highly sought after in the 
2018 draft. With a few minor adjustments, he can become a high end QB at the next level.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  2

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Quick release - When he decides to throw 

the ball, he gets rid of it very quickly.
- Footwork - Has very good footwork and is 

light on his feet, helping him go through 
his progressions.

- Arm - Has nice arm strength and puts 
good touch on his throws.

- Throwing Motion - Has a long throwing 
motion. Needs to tighten it up.

- Holding onto Football - Has a tendency to 
hold the football too low, especially in the 
pocket, leading to fumbles. 

- Eyes - Occasionally locks onto one 
receiver.

- Garrrett

SAM DARNOLD

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KM82bzlZkdE


Height 6'5" Comp 56.2

Weight 222 Yards 3254

DOB N/A TDs 28

Overall Ranking

32

Positional Ranking

Class Junior Int 15 3

Draft Eligible 2018 Rush Yds 563 Class of 2018 Ranking

Rush TDs 7 20

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

QUARTERBACK WYOMING

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Allen has elite size and a strong arm to go with it. He is able to rifle the ball while standing in the 
pocket or on the run. Great ability to escape the pocket and throw accurately down field. Natural at 
challenging defenders in space. Has experience playing under center in a pro style offense. A 
threat on play action and boot legs. Displays excellent timing and anticipation. His mechanics and 
release are similar to that of Philip Rivers. Has a tight ball carriage and can make throws from all 
platforms. Stands firm in the pocket under pressure and isn't afraid to take a hit. His arm strength 
is a plus, but he does have the tendency to throw a fast ball on short and intermediate routes 
lacking the touch to be catchable. As accurate as he is, he tends to throw inaccurate at times on 
simplistic flat and screen routes. It seems like he has a knack for always wanting to throw the 
fastball without changing velocity and trajectory. Tends to stare down receivers and his decision 
making is questionable at times. This was exposed with his 5 INTs vs Nebraska in 2016. Josh Allen 
is a top QB prospect and should be considered a priority Devy in Superflex leagues. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  3

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Arm Strength 
- Quick Release 
- Anticipation 
- Pocket Awareness 
- Mobility 
- NFL Size 
- Accuracy 

- Decision-Making 
- Stares Down Receivers 
- Tendency to Force Throws 

- DiRienzo

JOSH ALLEN

https://twitter.com/j_prodigy_5?lang=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r8aifbyekMU


Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

Height 6'4" Comp 55.1

Weight 229 Yards 2430

DOB 11/17/1997 TDs 16

Overall Ranking

45

Positional Ranking

Class Sophomore Int 8 3

Draft Eligible 2019 Rush Yds - 45 Class of 2019 Ranking

Rush TDs 1 11

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

QUARTERBACK GEORGIA

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Eason was an early enrollee who came to Georgia in the spring of 2016. The true freshman 
stepped in on the fourth possession versus North Carolina (week 1) and went 8-12 for 131 yards 
and one touchdown. He experienced normal freshman ups and downs but still led Georgia to an 
8-5 record. His completion percentage of 55.1% would be more concerning for an older player. His 
16/8 TD to INT ratio was very solid but it leaves you a litt le hungry for more production. 

Despite throwing for over 300 yards in two games and he only averaged 186.9 passing yards per 
game. He is very light on his feet and he does not take any extra steps. His extremely quick release 
combined with his ability to stand tall and strong in the pocket will have NFL scouts pounding the 
table for him in 2019. He is already miles ahead of your typical sophomore QB. He makes throws 
with genius anticipation. With his big arm he can drive the ball anywhere on the field. He is also 
able to adjust his throws and arm angle on the fly. He is a true blue QB prospect and a valuable 
Devy asset.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  4

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Technique - Calculated footwork.
- IQ - Knowledge of route timing and 

development.
- Talent - Touch passer who understands 

velocity and placement.

- Offense - Helms a run centric offense.
- Inexperience - Young QB. Should be 

polished by the time he declares. 
- Composure on the road - Struggled on the 

road, especially versus top SEC teams.

- Johnson

JACOB EASON

https://twitter.com/skinnyqb10
https://youtu.be/z8fZk6jMb_0


Height 6'3" Comp 68.8

Weight 210 Yards 1265

DOB 8/8/1996 TDs 12

Overall Ranking

47

Positional Ranking

Class Junior Int 2 5

Draft Eligible 2018 Rush Yds -70 Class of 2018 Ranking

Rush TDs 2 28

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

QUARTERBACK AUBURN

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Stidham is an extremely talented player. He has the size, arm, and running ability to make him a 
difference maker. Throws a pretty ball and has good arm strength. As a true freshman, Stidham 
looked very poised and accurate for his age. Stidham has good mobility and uses his legs when 
needed. He's a pass first quarterback but is still a threat when he runs. As a freshman, Stidham 
already physically looked like a junior. He has good size and a great build to his body. In terms of 
pure raw talent at the quarterback position, Stidham ranks amongst the best of them. With all that 
being said he's still a young and inexperienced quarterback due to sitting out 2016 after 
transferring from Baylor. He's only started 3 games and only 109 career passing attempts. Stidham 
has all the talent in the world but needs to develop due to his inexperience. 

As it stands right now, Stidham is behind Josh Rosen and Sam Darnold at the quarterback position 
in the 2018 class. He'll be in a battle with Josh Allen for third spot in rookie drafts in 2018 if he 
declares. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  4

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Throws a great ball - Throws one of best 

balls. Very tight spiral.

- Accurate - Completed nearly 70% of his 
throws as a true freshman (109 attempts).

- Mobile -  Ran a 4.66 in high school. Has good 
mobility for size. Good fit for Auburn offense.

- Experience - Played in 10 games as a true 
freshman and started 3 before transferring 
and sitting out 2016.

- Stares down receivers - This is expected 
from a freshman. This will improve with more 
game time.

- Brandt

JARRETT STIDHAM

https://twitter.com/Jarrett_Stidham
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L5YZzi0MWDE&t=417s


Height 6'5" Comp 62.3

Weight 235 Yards 8714

DOB 6/17/1995 TDs 55

Overall Ranking

56

Positional Ranking

Class Senior Int 17 6

Draft Eligible 2018 Rush Yds -7 Class of 2018 Ranking

Rush TDs 7 34

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

QUARTERBACK OKLAHOMA STATE

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Rudolph has the stereotypical build GMs wish for in quarterbacks. He has a quick release on short to 
intermediate routes and lets the ball fly early when making deep throws. He anticipates well and has some 
of the best touch passes I have seen in a while. He knows how to drop the ball over in between corners and 
closing safeties.

Rudolph has nice mobility in the pocket and enough athleticism to escape and to pick up yards. He is very 
accurate on short to intermediate throws that don't require much velocity. When a throw calls for velocity 
down field he becomes a bit inaccurate and the ball sails on him or he under throws it. He has a nice base 
and keeps his feet moving in the pocket with two hands on the ball. He sometimes fails to step up and get 
rid of the ball when the pocket collapses and rather drops his eyes causing for him to take a sack. 

Rudolph makes accurate throws on the run and knows how to square up to deliver a strike. I would like to 
see him improve his velocity and accuracy. He has made huge strides as a passer and returning to school 
was a good call. If he continues his development he could end up atop the 2018 draft class.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  5

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Build - Athletic frame. Ideal size for the 

position.
- Touch - Drops the ball in between 

coverages or over the top hitting receivers 
in stride.

- Fundamentals - Shows good footwork in 
the pocket. Throws from the base up.

- Accuracy - Does well on most throws until 
he tries to make one where he needs to 
add velocity and drive the ball.

- Eyes - Will make reads but stares down his 
receivers too often.

- Chaney

MASON RUDOLPH

https://twitter.com/Rudolph2Mason
https://youtu.be/JaXFfgj42u8


Height 6'2" Comp 62.6

Weight 210 Yards 6385

DOB 4/11/1996 TDs 59

Overall Ranking

59

Positional Ranking

Class Junior Int 19 7

Draft Eligible 2018 Rush Yds 80 Class of 2018 Ranking

Rush TDs 5 35

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

QUARTERBACK WASHINGTON

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY
Browning is one of the smartest quarterbacks in college football. He recognizes coverages and knows 
how to attack a defense. He started as a true freshman for Washington, so he earned a lot of trust 
early from Coach Petersen. Browning was extremely productive and efficient in high school and that 
carried over to college.

I have seen Browning make the right reads, and work through his progressions on a consistent basis. 
He's limited athletically but he does show good movement within the pocket to avoid rushers and he 
is able to pick up yards outside the pocket. One of my favorite plays from Browning is him rolling to 
his right and throwing a rope to the back of the end zone 25 yards out. That was one display of the 
arm strength that he lacks tremendously. 

Browning is everything you want in a quarterback minus the physical traits that the NFL demands. 
He needs to get stronger and improve his ability to drive the ball. If he can do those two things he'll 
have a chance to quickly move up NFL boards. He's looks like a low ceiling player right now, but he 
can run an NFL offense.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  5

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Mental - Very high IQ football player.
- Poise - Seasoned quarterback. Stays calm 

within the chaos. Plays at a high level late 
in games.

- Anticipation - Makes a ton of anticipation 
throws. Throws receivers open.

- Arm - Could possibly have the weakest 
arm in college football.

- Build - Lanky build. Not very physical. 
Durability concerns long term.

- Chaney

JAKE BROWNING

https://twitter.com/KyleAllen_10
https://youtu.be/yeKIxGMk4yw


Height 6'4" Comp 68.8

Weight 216 Yards 10888

DOB 12/28/1997 TDs 89

Overall Ranking

63

Positional Ranking

Class Senior Int 26 8

Draft Eligible 2018 Rush Yds -253 Class of 2018 Ranking

Rush TDs 4 38

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

QUARTERBACK WASHINGTON STATE

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Luke Falk plays in the PAC12 for Mike Leach in an Air Raid offense. For some people, those could 
be strikes one, two and three against Falk, but he isn't your typical Air Raid quarterback because 
some of this traits can translate to the NFL.

Falk has good size, plus arm strength and is surprisingly mobile. He is calm in the pocket. He's not 
rushed or panicked and he goes through his progressions. He'll stand in there and take a hit when 
when needed but otherwise, gets the ball out quickly. His accuracy is noticeable any time you flip 
on the film because he generally only makes safe throws, some of which he creates by using his 
eyes to move defenders.

While Falk's arm strength is a positive, his lack of arm talent can hold him back some. He also 
tends to throw with all wrist and arm because he lets his base get too wide. The majority of his 26 
interceptions have come over the middle of the field because he's late, off-target or doesn't put the 
correct touch on the ball.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  6

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Accuracy
- Arm strength
- Pocket presence
- Looks off defenders to create easier 

throws

- Fundamentals - footwork, throws 
off-balance, throws with all wrist,

- Anticipation
- Struggles with middle of the field

- McDaniel

LUKE FALK

https://youtu.be/Er4ymV0XqQg


Height 6'2" Comp 55.6

Weight 202 Yards 5383

DOB 1/7/1997 TDs 42

Overall Ranking

64

Positional Ranking

Class Junior Int 17 9

Draft Eligible 2018 Rush Yds 2531 Class of 2018 Ranking

Rush TDs 32 39

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

QUARTERBACK LOUISVILLE

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Outstanding athletic ability and showcases natural explosion. Extends plays with his feet and has 
excellent ball carrier vision. Fluid movement in and out of the pocket. Lightning fast release. Gets the 
ball to his receivers quickly. A defender 's nightmare as he can maneuver inside the pocket with ease, 
showcasing his athleticism to escape oncoming tacklers. Can rifle the ball down field with the flick of 
his wrist. Throws on the run naturally, allowing enough time to identify an open receiver. Big time 
playmaker as a runner. Used strategically on read-option plays. Masks the hand off well and deceives 
defenders with his upper and lower body gestures. Steps into the pocket when the pocket collapses 
in order to create time to hit the open receiver. Tends to want to escape the pocket instead of 
standing firm and setting his platform. Intermediate and deep ball accuracy are below average. 
Makes questionable decisions in his reads. Will stare down receivers instead of going through his 
progressions. Lacks ideal size for the position. Footwork and mechanics need work. Jackson is 
questionable as a starting QB at the next level but his upside as a playmaker makes him an intriguing 
Devy asset. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  6

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Athleticism 
- Play making ability 
- Fast release 
- Throws on the run 
- Explosive 

- Accuracy 
- Footwork and mechanics 
- Decision-making
- Run first mentality 
- Stares down receivers 
- Lacks ideal size
- Holds the ball too long 

- DiRienzo

LAMAR JACKSON

https://twitter.com/lj_era8?lang=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WfINT5bBPX0


Height 6'2" Comp 58.8

Weight 205 Yards 3350

DOB 2/12/1997 TDs 20

Overall Ranking

72

Positional Ranking

Class rs-Soph Int 7 10

Draft Eligible 2018 Rush Yds 198 Class of 2018 Ranking

Rush TDs 5 43

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

QUARTERBACK FLORIDA STATE

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Deondre Francois embodies everything you want in a quarterback. He has a quick release and is 
very decisive in his play making. He has an excellent arm that he uses to zip passes into his 
receivers and make throws deep down field. He does an excellent job within the pocket using great 
footwork and standing strong even in the face of danger. 

Francois needs to do a better job of not locking on to one side of the field and tipping his targets. 
His big knock will be that, while he is good in many areas, he may not be elite in any of them.

At the end of the day, Francois does everything you want a QB to do. With his decision making and 
arm talent, Francois has the chance to be one of the top QBs taken whenever he declares. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  6

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Arm Strength - Puts excellent zip on his 

passes and can throw the ball deep with 
ease.

- Pocket Presence - Stands tall in the pocket 
even with defenders in his face.

- Quick Release - Gets the ball out quickly 
and is very decisive.

- Eyes - Has a tendency to lock onto one 
side of the field or onto one WR.

- Experience - As a redshirt sophomore, he 
has limited playing time and needs to 
show he can continue a high level of play.

- Garrrett

DEONDRE FRANCOIS

https://twitter.com/_dirtie12?lang=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1uYWwB2Cswg


Height 6'1" Comp 54.5

Weight 193 Yards 880

DOB 1/17/1997 TDs 6

Overall Ranking

91

Positional Ranking

Class Sophomore Int 3 11

Draft Eligible 2019 Rush Yds 169 Class of 2019 Ranking

Rush TDs 0 24

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

QUARTERBACK OLE MISS

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

When you put on the Patterson tape its easy to see the comparisons to Johnny Manziel. They have 
very similar builds, both improvise and create plays out of nothing, heck they even have a similar 
running style. Patterson has very good mobility skills within the pocket. This is a plus for him but 
also leads him to doing too much at times. There are times that you see Shea running backwards 
10 or 15 yards behind the line of scrimmage trying to avoid rushers then heave a risky pass down 
the field. He has very good scrambling ability, Patterson gained 169 yards rushing his freshman 
season. Patterson is still very young he only started 3 games as a true freshman but I see some 
issues translating his game to the NFL. His free-styling will have trouble working within an NFL 
offense.  Patterson doesn't throw a tight spiral, a lot of his passes will have a slight wobble to them. 

Right now Patterson shouldn't be a major target in Devy drafts. I have big questions about how his 
game currently will transfer to the NFL. Shea needs a lot of refinement and development before 
becoming a top asset in Devy leagues. Shea is a big risk but has some big play potential.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  8

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Improv Skills - Can turn a play from nothing 

into a big play.

- Mobility/Scrambling - Has great ability to 
scramble out of the pocket and gain yards.

- Reckless - Takes a lot of unnecessary risk 
with legs and arm. 

- Too Much Freestyle To Game - Can improvise 
outside of the offense too much at times.

- Brandt

SHEA PATTERSON

https://twitter.com/SheaPatterson_1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U205x_M6kWo


Height 6'1" Comp 60.4

Weight 191 Yards 2958

DOB 1/8/1998 TDs 21

Overall Ranking

122

Positional Ranking

Class Sophomore Int 11 12

Draft Eligible 2019 Rush Yds 161 Class of 2019 Ranking

Rush TDs 2 33

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

QUARTERBACK TEXAS

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Shane Buechele was a starter at QB for the Texas Longhorns as a true freshman. That tells me a lot 
about his makeup and helps me see past a few things that could be potential concerns as it 
translates to the next level. Listed at 6'1" and less than 200 pounds, he doesn't have the 
prototypical NFL QB1 size. He was also a very good baseball player and sometimes that can lead to 
mechanics that are challenging to repeat.

Buechele is a fantastic athlete that has a plus arm and a very quick release. While he doesn't fit the 
mold of a traditional NFL QB, I think his ability to use his mobility and unique arm slots give him 
dynamic play making abilit ies. He doesn't have the size or arm of former Texas Tech QB, Pat 
Mahomes, however, many of the knocks against him will be similar to those of Mahomes' critics. I 
see an NFL future for Shane Buechele but I think he will be a far greater college player than pro.  

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  11

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Arm - Shows a plus arm and a very quick 

release
- Mobility - Very good athlete, Buechele is a 

dual-threat that can win with his legs
- Experience - A starter as a true freshman, 

appears poised to be a four year starter in 
the Big 12

- Size - Listed at 6'1", he lacks prototypical 
NFL QB1 size

- Fundamentals - Son of a former MLB 
player, Buechele is a gifted baseball player 
and his throwing mechanics often show 
that

- Francis

SHANE BUECHELE

https://twitter.com/BGShaneBuechele
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D0madIU-8sI


Height 6'2" Comp 65.6

Weight 212 Yards 1202

DOB 4/3/1995 TDs 10

Overall ranking

128

Positional Ranking

Class rs-Junior Int 3 13

Draft Eligible 2018 Rush Yds 116 Class of 2018 Ranking

Rush TDs 2 71

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

QUARTERBACK WEST VIRGINIA

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY
Grier transfered to West Virginia after a suspension while at Florida. He led the Gators to a 6-0 
start before his suspension. Grier is a mobile quarterback who thrives in the pocket. He has the 
legs to pick up yards on the ground but he's a passer first. 

Grier is able to recognize what the defense is throwing at him. He works through his progressions 
and as soon as he finds the open man he shows a quick release to get the ball there. He has a 
lower arm slot. He doesn't quite side arm his throws but he doesn't work over the top. He keeps a 
wide base but gathers his feet and sets quickly to make his throws. He doesn't have the strongest 
arm but he still shows very crisp throws across the middle. Grier is a very accurate passer and he 
makes well anticipated throws before his window closes. He has a nice touch on his deep ball and 
isn't afraid to step up in the pocket and take a hit while maintaining accuracy. 

Grier is a dark horse to win the Heisman this year. The defenses he'll face in the BIG12 will allow 
him to showcase his play making ability. If Grier can continue to improve in the pocket he has a 
shot in the NFL.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  11

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Accuracy - Places the ball where he wants 

it to go. Nice touch on throws
- Mobility - Eludes rushers. Can create for 

himself outside the pocket.
- Reads - Recognizes coverage, works 

through his progressions.

- Size - Does not have ideal size for the 
position. Thinner build.

- Red Flags - PED suspension followed by 
transfer. 

- Arm - Drives the ball to parts of the field 
but doesn't have elite arm talent.

- Chaney

WILL GRIER

https://twitter.com/willgrier_
https://youtu.be/J_jE9oOvWeo


Height Comp 

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Int

Draft Eligible Rush Yds Class of 2018 Ranking

Rush TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'0" 67.8

209 9980

4/14/1995 88

136

Senior 24 14

2018 772

16 75

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

QUARTERBACK OKLAHOMA

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Baker Mayfield took huge strides in 2016, improving his passer rating from 173.3 to an astonishing 
196.4 with 40 TDs and only 8 INTs. His accuracy shows up in his game play. Has good enough arm 
strength to drive the ball down field. Impressive accuracy on deep and intermediate throws and does 
a good job of facilitating yards after the catch of short throws. Throws with very good anticipation. He 
has good pocket presence, always keeping his eyes locked down field and has no fear of taking a hit. 
He showcases very good competitive toughness and will not go down without a fight. Can extend 
plays with his feet, delivering a good amount of zip and impressive accuracy when throwing on the 
run. Makes adjustments at the line showing he has knowledge and understanding of defensive 
schemes. He does tend to hold the ball too long and too quickly escapes the pocket. Lacks a tight 
carriage and his release is slightly sidearm and elongated. Needs to improve his footwork and 
mechanics. Tends to throw off his back leg and from an unbalanced platform at times. Comes from an 
air raid system. Undersized for the position. Mayfield is going overlooked for what he is capable of 
doing on and off the field. He could find his way up many draft boards in 2017. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  12

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Good arm strength 
- Has already played in 34 college games
- Facilitates YAC
- Throws with anticipation 
- Accurate at all levels 
- Extends the play with his feet 
- Competitive toughness 

- Undersized
- Elongated release
- Raw footwork and mechanics
- Hindered by air raid system 

- DiRienzo

BAKER MAYFIELD

https://twitter.com/baker_mayfield6
https://youtu.be/AfuFf-Jwuf0


Height Comp 

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Int

Draft Eligible Rush Yds Class of 2020 Ranking

Rush TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'3" N/A

190 N/A

10/21/1998 N/A

145

Freshman N/A 15

2020 N/A

N/A 25

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

QUARTERBACK STANFORD

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Mills is a pro-style quarterback with good vision. He's a student of the game and he pays attention 
to detail. He is already polished given his age.

As a passer, he sees the field well. He is efficient, consistent, and reliable. He throws tight spirals 
making his passes easily catchable. Like any young quarterback, Mills will benefit from any 
improvement in pocket presence.

As a runner, he is effective with his feet in short yardage situations. He has a knack for knowing 
when to take off, but he is guilty of carrying the ball too loose at times.

By choosing Stanford, he joins a crowded quarterback group. He is talented enough to start day 
one but because of the depth and experience ahead of him, he might not see much action in 2017.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  13

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Sees the field well
- Efficient, consistent and reliable
- Puts good spin on the ball
- Effective with feet
- Student of the game

- Thin frame
- Pocket presence
- Forces throws
- Carries the football loose

- McDaniel

DAVIS MILLS

https://twitter.com/millsions
https://youtu.be/RCSulFPBI_k


Height 6'5" Comp 61.2

Weight 210 Yards 5220

DOB 10/5/1995 TDs 47

Overall Ranking

150

Positional Ranking

Class Junior Int 17 16

Draft Eligible 2018 Rush Yds -89 Class of 2018 Ranking

Rush TDs 1 78

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

QUARTERBACK MARSHALL

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Chase Litton is coming into his junior season and already has two years of starting experience 
under his belt. He started 11 games as a true freshman while completing 60% of his passes with 
only 8 INTs. Litton has 47 TDs to 17 INTs through his first two seasons. Litton has excellent size and 
has the frame to even add more weight. Litton isn't a threat with his legs. You won't see any 
designed runs and he won't be tucking and running for very many first downs. Litton has an above 
average arm. He's able to make many throws and has good zip on his passes. Puts a lot of air 
under his deep passes. This allows his receivers to run under his deep balls. Willing to throw jump 
balls down field for his receivers to go up and fight for. 

Right now for the 2018 class Litton cracks the top 10 in quarterbacks. I wouldn't expect Litton to 
enter the draft after 2017. Litton will need the full four years to reach his potential in college. I 
would expect some big numbers in the coming seasons for Litton. A potential four year starter 
with good size should be able to find a home in the NFL as a fringe starter. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  13

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Size - Really good height and frame. Could 

still easily add another 10-15 lbs.

- Arm - Has good arm talent. Above average 
arm strength. 

- Young producer - Started 11 games as true 
freshman. Completed 60% of passes with only 
8 INTs.

- Mobility - Not a threat to run. 

- Competition - Playing in Conference USA 
Litton doesn't play against many NFL caliber 
players.

- Brandt

CHASE LITTON

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2HE9j0CjWTU&t=226s


Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class of 2018 Ranking

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

Height 6'4" Comp 51.8

Weight 220 Yards 4731

DOB 11/10/1996 TDs 27

155

Class Junior Int 18 17

Draft Eligible 2018 Rush Yds 151

Rush TDs 2 82

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

QUARTERBACK MISSOURI

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Drew Lock does not have the same type of hype as other 2018 QBs but his ceiling is just as high. 
Lock has excellent arm talent as he can zip the ball down the field with ease. He stays very light on 
his feet allowing him to be ready to throw at a moment 's notice. He also adds very good accuracy 
and can place the ball in tight windows.

Lock does have a tendency to be erratic in the pocket, especially when his initial read isn't there. The 
system he plays in won't do him any favors at the next level as he will need to prove that he can 
work within a pro style offense and take snaps from under center. 

Overall, Lock has tremendous upside with all his physical abilit ies and if he can clean up some of his 
issues, could prove to be one of the top QBs in 2018. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  13

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Arm Strength - Has a rocket arm. Can 

launch it without much effort and puts 
tremendous zip on his passes.

- Feet - Has solid footwork. Stays very light 
on his feet. 

- Accuracy - Has good placement and can 
put the ball in tight windows. 

- Erratic - Can be erratic in the pocket at 
times when a receiver isn't open quickly. 

- System - Doesn't play in a pro style 
offense and will need to learn to play from 
under center.

- Eyes - Tends to lock onto one side of the 
field. 

- Garrrett

DREW LOCK

https://twitter.com/drewlock23?lang=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HZkTlpi5-d0


Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

Height 6'4" Comp N/A

Weight 201 Yards N/A

DOB 11/14/1997 TDs N/A

Overall Ranking

157

Positional Ranking

Class rs-Freshman Int N/A 18

Draft Eligible 2019 Rush Yds N/A Class of 2019 Ranking

Rush TDs N/A 49

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

QUARTERBACK TENNESSEE

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Good size for the position with very good athleticism. A threat to escape the pocket and covers a 
lot of ground with a long stride. Steps up in the pocket when the pockets collapses. Strong and 
authoritative runner that can extend the play with his feet. His long frame allows for him to have a 
long stride and cover a lot of ground when he runs. This also makes him susceptible to low level 
tackles. Can throw on the run well and rifle the ball with a good amount of accuracy. Handles 
himself well under pressure and can use his size to his advantage. His mechanics break down 
when forced to throw off platform. He tends to throw off his back leg at times and doesn't set his 
feet. Lacks proper judgment at times. Makes questionable decisions that lead to inaccurate throws 
and interceptions. Guilty of staring down his receivers. Guarantano has a lot of upside and time to 
develop and grow. Adding some muscle to his 6'4" frame would be ideal. Under the proper 
coaching and with a litt le patience, he could become a viable starting QB in dynasty leagues and a 
priority in Superflex.  

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  14

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Size
- Athleticism
- Mobility in and out of the pocket 
- Throws on the run  

- Mechanics 
- Footwork 
- Long ball accuracy 
- Decision Making 

- DiRienzo

JARRETT GUARANTANO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ErQOdgErvB8


Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

Height 6'1" Comp N/A

Weight 219 Yards N/A

DOB N/A TDs N/A

Overall Ranking

159

Positional Ranking

Class Freshman Int N/A 19

Draft Eligible 2020 Rush Yds N/A Class of 2020 Ranking

Rush TDs N/A 27

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

QUARTERBACK ALABAMA

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Tua Tagovailoa has all the tools. ?I?d say he?s probably the most gifted passer I?ve seen at this 
age,? said Trent Dilfer, ?I worked out with Aaron Rodgers a lot when he was at Cal. Tua 
throws it better than Aaron Rodgers threw it as a sophomore at Cal-Berkley. That?s not an 
exaggeration.? Through limited reps in the Alabama Spring Game, Tua certainly looked like 
the type of QB that Dilfer described.

Tua has outstanding arm strength. He throws the short and intermediate passes with both 
touch and accuracy and also shows he has the big arm needed for the deep ball. His 
mechanics are a bit unorthodox with the arm slot he uses, but it appears that he is very 
much in control and knows what he is doing. He throws wells on the run and has the 
athleticism to use his legs and pick up yardage when needed. While his size is less than ideal, 
he shows all the tools of an NFL QB1.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  14

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Arm Talent - Has ability to make every 

throw on the field.
- Mobility - Able to avoid pressure and is 

very good throwing on run.
- Poise - Shows outstanding leadership 

and composure for true freshman

- Size - Listed at 6'1" and 216 pounds, 
lacks ideal NFL QB1 size

- Opportunity - Currently second on 
depth chart behind a true sophomore 
that is unlikely to leave early for NFL

- Francis

TUA TAGOVAILOA

https://twitter.com/tuaamann_?lang=en
https://youtu.be/T37ta26uD14


Height 6'3" Comp 58.5

Weight 210 Yards 3532

DOB 3/8/1996 TDs 33

Overall Ranking

161

Positional Ranking

Class rs-Junior Int 14 20

Draft Eligible 2018 Rush Yds 146 Class of 2018 Ranking

Rush TDs 3 85

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

QUARTERBACK HOUSTON

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Allen came onto the scene as a freshman at Texas A&M before transferring to Houston. For the 
most part, Allen shows good fundamentals and his release is over the top. He can make throws 
from different arm slots and drop the ball in at different angles. It does however effect his release 
and causes him to wind up on throws which slows down his release. 

He knows how to manipulate the pocket and slide up to make throws. He has a nice frame and 
looks bigger than the 210 pounds he's listed at. He shows good anticipation and placement on 
back shoulder throws. He has a good internal clock and knows when to get rid of the ball.

Allen is a threat to run the ball and he keeps his eyes up when rolling out. He can deliver accurate 
throws on the run. Allen squares his shoulders and lets his arm do the rest. He shows good zip on 
his passes and has enough arm talent to make all of the throws. I think Allen has a very good 
chance to become a player at the next level and his year off gave him time to mature as a QB.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  14

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Athletic - Shows good mobility and has a 

solid build.
- Awareness - Knows how to keep two 

hands on the ball and work the pocket.
- Anticipation - Throws receivers open. 

- Accuracy - Inconsistent. Ball sails. Can be 
fixed from the ground up.

- Release - Arm slot tends to waiver and he 
has a bit of a wind up. 

- Chaney

KYLE ALLEN

https://twitter.com/KyleAllen_10
https://youtu.be/yeKIxGMk4yw


Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

Height 6'2" Comp 62.8

Weight 202 Yards 6996

DOB 7/9/1996 TDs 44

Overall Ranking

163

Positional Ranking

Class Junior Int 16 21

Draft Eligible 2018 Rush Yds - 93 Class of 2018 Ranking

Rush TDs 3 87

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

QUARTERBACK BOISE STATE

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Rypien was stepping up in the pocket to aid his WRs as a high school sophomore. He is a true 3-5 
step drop pocket passer. He will throw into traffic but not without some kind of open window. A 
timing based system has helped him catch up with the speed of the college game. 

He might not have cannon but he is profoundly accurate at all levels. His footwork has 
progressively become more antsy in a good way. This allows him to make his throws on point with 
the right kind of strength. Rypien knows how to maneuver in the pocket and step up to make his 
throws. His offense is quarterback friendly but he understands it and makes the right plays.

Do not be surprised if he stays for his senior year. The 2018 QB class is already loaded and if he 
waits he could have a lot buzz entering the 2019 season. If he could somehow gain 15-20 pounds 
prior to entering the draft his stock should certainly rise. He needs to be more consistent and 
continue to develop but his refined play since joining Boise State shows he'll continue to get better.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  14

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Development - Arm strength and 

technique continue to improve.
- Accuracy - Ball placement and touch are 

very good.
- Experience - 2017 will be his sixth as a 

starting QB.

- Inconsistent - Different player from game 
to game.

- Build - Very light framed.
- Competition level - Hasn't consistently 

faced top level competition.

- Johnson

BRETT RYPIEN

https://twitter.com/brettryp
https://youtu.be/a5vlk0P1ODA


Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

Height 6'0" Comp 57.1

Weight 205 Yards 3799

DOB 8/23/1995 TDs 31

Overall Ranking

169

Positional Ranking

Class Junior Int 8 22

Draft Eligible 2018 Rush Yds 408 Class of 2018 Ranking

Rush TDs 7 89

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

QUARTERBACK PENN STATE

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Trace McSorley has some elite QB traits such as arm strength, mobility  and decisiveness when 
making reads and throws. He lacks prototypical NFL QB1 measurables at 6'0" and 205 pounds. 
While he does have a very strong arm, he can often rely too heavily on his WR to win on contested 
balls. In 2016, he had the benefit of throwing to Chris Godwin who was as good as any college 
player in recent memory winning in those situations.

An extremely dynamic playmaker that has what many would describe as the "It" factor. A four year 
starter in high school, he was a three-time state champion with a record of 55-5. What he may lack 
in measurables I think he clearly makes up for in intangibles. He throws a brilliant deep ball and is 
a great asset to fantasy squads with his ability to run the football. I believe McSorley will be more 
than just a great college QB. I think he is likely one of the most underrated QB dynasty assets.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  15

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Athleticism - Poses great challenge to 

defenses with his ability to move in the 
pocket and run

- Deep Ball - Throws one of the better deep 
balls in college football

- Playmaker - Ability to create and win when 
plays break down

- Size - Listed at 6'0" and 205 pounds, lacks 
prototypical NFL QB1 size

- Risk-taker - McSorley can rely heavily on 
his receivers to win on contested balls. 
Being surrounded by big and talented WR 
is vital for him to flourish

- Francis

TRACE MCSORLEY

https://twitter.com/McSorley_IX
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nq-ItXcGzqY&t=170s


Height Comp 

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Int

Draft Eligible Rush Yds Class of 2018 Ranking

Rush TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'1" 3

226 17

12/17/1996 0

177

Junior 0 23

2018 96

1 94

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

QUARTERBACK NOTRE DAME

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Brandon Wimbush will know what it 's like to play under pressure and under the bright lights being 
the QB at Notre Dame in short time. He lacks significant reps at this point, as he was the backup to 
Deshone Kizer and is also learning a new offense in the 2017 off-season. That being said, he has 
the tools and the talent at the skill positions to really have a brilliant season in South Bend. 

Wimbush has elite arm-talent. There isn't a throw on the field he can't make. While he still has a 
ways to go to show the refinement and polish needed to be an NFL QB, he has the tools to succeed 
at the next level. Listed at 6'1 and 226 pounds, he will likely be dinged by scouts and analysts for 
being an inch too short, but that isn't something that I personally think is much of a hindrance. His 
mobility is an underrated aspect of his game that I think helps his value as a dynasty asset. He has 
a bright future and can grow into an NFL QB1.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  15

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Arm Talent - Arguably the strongest arm 

of any QB in his class. 
- Mobility - Moves well within pocket and 

has nice speed to use legs as a weapon.
- Instincts - Good understanding of when to 

hang in pocket or let play develop.

- Size - Listed at 6'1" and 216 pounds, lacks 
ideal NFL QB1 size.

- Raw - Lacking game experience and 
learning a new offense, he currently lacks 
polish but shows all the tools.

- Francis

BRANDON WIMBUSH

https://twitter.com/wimbushb7?lang=en
https://youtu.be/OChyWHS3a7Q


Height 6'5" Comp N/A

Weight 196 Yards N/A

DOB 3/25/1999 TDs N/A

Overall Ranking

180

Positional Ranking

Class Freshman Int N/A 24

Draft Eligible 2020 Rush Yds N/A Class of 2020 Ranking

Rush TDs N/A 32

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

QUARTERBACK MICHIGAN

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY
Dylan McCaffrey has good height but appears very skinny. On his senior film he appears to be no 
bigger than 170 lbs. He will need to add weight/muscle before he'll be able to play. Definitely needs 
one to two years in a college weight program before seeing the field. McCaffrey is the son of Ed 
McCaffrey and the brother of Max and Christian so you can see he has a great pedigree for 
football. McCaffrey had two seasons in H.S. with over 500+ yards rushing but I don't see this 
translating to the college game. He'll have the ability to tuck and run for a first down every now 
and then but I don't see his feet as a threat at the next level. McCaffrey appears to be a very 
accurate thrower but the passing windows in H.S. are very big to complete passes. He's able to hit 
his receivers in stride and they rarely have to adjust to throws. McCaffrey is a very mechanical 
sound for quarterback in high school.

At this point McCaffrey shouldn't be a priority in Devy drafts. Even in two QB or Superflex leagues 
taking a freshman QB is a big risk. But if you really need a quarterback I would not take him earlier 
than a late round flier.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  15

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Accuracy - Throws an accurate ball. Can't say 

that he has pinpoint accuracy with all the big 
passing windows in H.S. 

- Mechanics - Has very good mechanics for a 
H.S. quarterback, probably due to the fact his 
father was an NFL player and taught the 
importance of mechanics.

- Skinny - Has good height but needs to add 
weight. Listed at 196 but wouldn't surprise me 
if he was closer to 170 in H.S. Arms are very 
skinny and needs to add strength. 

- Brandt

DYLAN MCCAFFREY

https://twitter.com/dcaf20
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=adqFlq6ZBo4


Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

Height 6'4" Comp 24

Weight 216 Yards 357

DOB 2/19/1996 TDs 1

Overall Ranking

192

Positional Ranking

Class Junior Int 0 25

Draft Eligible 2018 Rush Yds 8 Class of 2018 Ranking

Rush TDs 0 97

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

QUARTERBACK TENNESSEE

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Listed at at 6'4" and 216 pounds, Dormady has the prototypical size of an NFL QB1. What Dormady 
lacks at this point is experience. While he has been on Tennessee's campus for two years, he has 
been used very sparingly. Most people got their first look at him in the Spring Game where he was 
an extremely impressive 10-10 for 120 yards and 2 TDs. Dormady showed the arm strength, touch 
and accuracy of a solid NFL prospect.

While Dormady was recruited as a pro-style QB, he does have good mobility and moves well in the 
pocket. He won't be the running threat that Josh Dobbs was last year nor will he be able to match 
Jarrett Guarantano's ability. The depth chart hasn't been friendly to Dormady thus far, as he sat 
behind Dobbs for two seasons and now has a super-talented player competing with him for the 
starting role in 2017. I like his size and arm and I think both of those traits project as NFL caliber. 
Would like to track him in 2017 before taking him in Devy Drafts.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  16

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Size - Listed at 6'4 and 216 pounds, has 

ideal size for NFL QB1.
- Arm Talent - Has strong arm and also 

shows nice touch and accuracy.
- Mobility - Pro-style QB, but is athletic 

enough to move in and out of pocket. 

- Depth Chart - Rarely got live reps as 
backup past 2 seasons and has talented 
competition coming in 2017.

- Fit - While UT has a new OC, there is still 
concern they may ask more out of QB in 
run game than he can give them.

- Francis

QUINTEN DORMADY

https://twitter.com/qdormady?lang=en
https://youtu.be/xczil4txsY0


Height 6'1" Comp 60.5

Weight 209 Yards 3618

DOB 8/21/1994 TDs 26

Overall Ranking

193

Positional Ranking

Class Senior Int 16 26

Draft Eligible 2018 Rush Yds - 122 Class of 2018 Ranking

Rush TDs 3 57

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

QUARTERBACK ARKANSAS

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Allen stands firm under pressure in the pocket. Doesn't see ghosts and reads through his 
progressions with no fear of taking a hit. Sets up and fires quickly. Good, compact throwing 
motion. Holds the ball high and firm with a good compact carriage. Above average athleticism to 
escape the pocket when needed. Can throw with good accuracy while on the run. Able to maintain 
good footwork and keep his eyes down field while being pressured almost 40% of the time at 
Arkansas. Can throw from almost every platform. Seems to be comfortable in bootlegs and roll 
outs. His ability to scramble out of the pocket and make plays is underrated. Reads through 
progressions quickly. Has good, not great footwork. Familiar with a pro-style system but mechanics 
and footwork could use some fine tuning. Accuracy diminishes on intermediate and deep passes. 
Shows he can make some NFL throws, but lacks consistency. Average arm strength. Can be 
deceived by defenses, lacks proper defensive reads. Lacks touch on deep balls. Allen could prove 
himself in 2017, but should be considered a low priority QB target in Devy leagues. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  17

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Athleticism 
- Pocket presence 
- Mobility 
- Throw on the run 
- Tenacity 
- Mental toughness 

- Size 
- Intermediate and deep ball accuracy 
- Footwork 
- Arm Strength 
- Reading defenses 

- DiRienzo

AUSTIN ALLEN 

https://twitter.com/austinallen8?lang=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OFFPw05OFq8&t=40s


Height 6'5" Comp 62.8

Weight 210 Yards 2836

DOB 5/27/1997 TDs 16

Overall Ranking

194

Positional Ranking

Class rs-Soph Int 9 27

Draft Eligible 2018 Rush Yds 486 Class of 2018 Ranking

Rush TDs 7 57

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

QUARTERBACK DUKE

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Daniel Jones won the starting QB job at Duke as a redshirt freshman in 2016. Jones' year went 
better than I would have expected given the deficiencies they had at RB, WR and on the OL. He 
completed 62.8% of his passes and had a 16/9 TD/INT ratio. While he has ideal NFL QB1 size at 6'5 
and 210 pounds, he is also a very good athlete that can win with his legs. He took entirely too 
many sacks last season but if you filter out the sack yardage he ran for an impressive 5.7 ypc and 
scored 7 rushing TD.

Jones has a big arm and is an intelligent football player. That should come as no surprise given that 
he is at Duke and coached by David Cutcliffe. Jones and the Blue Devils really struggled to connect 
on the deep ball and he will need to show improvement in 2017. He was the second best ACC QB 
while under pressure, hitting 46.4% of his passes. The intelligence, arm and mobility show that 
Jones has all of the tools to be an NFL QB in a few years.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  17

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Size - Prototypical NFL QB1 size
- Arm - Has a very strong arm and shows 

ability to make touch throws as well as fit 
the ball into tight windows

- Mobility - Very surprising speed and is a 
legitimate threat to win with his legs

- Deep Ball - Averaged just 6.6 yards per 
pass attempt. Deep ball was ineffective in 
2016 and improving that will be 
emphasized in 2017

- Sacks - While largely a function of his poor 
OL, he was sacked 29 times on 459 drop 
backs

- Francis

DANIEL JONES

https://twitter.com/daniel_jones10
https://youtu.be/FSDcCTnb9oE


RB BIG BOARD

1 Derrius Guice LSU

2 Saquon Barkley Penn State

3 Nick Chubb Georgia

4 Kalen Ballage Arizona State

5 L.J. Scott Michigan State

6 Cam Akers Florida State

7 Ronald Jones II USC

8 Elijah Holyfield Georgia

9 Royce Freeman Oregon

10 Trayveon Williams Texas A&M

11 Myles Gaskin Washington

12 Bo Scarbrough Alabama

13 Miles Sanders Penn State

14 Sony Michel Georgia

15 Najee Harris Alabama

16 Mike Weber Ohio State

17 Jordan Scarlett Florida

18 D'Andre Swift Georgia

19 Khalan Laborn Florida State

20 Chris Warren Texas

21 Josh Adams Notre Dame

22 Damien Harris Alabama

23 Damarea Crockett Missouri

24 J.K. Dobbins Ohio State

25 Stephen Carr USC

26 Tavien Feaster Clemson

27 Kerryon Johnson Auburn

28 Benn y Snell Jr Kentucky

29 Justin Jackson Northwestern

30 Ty Chandler Tennessee

31 Mark Walton Miami

32 Amir Rasul Florida State

33 Devwah Whaley Arkansas

34 Kareem Walker Michigan

35 John Kelly Tennessee

36 Akrum Wadley Iowa

37 Trey Sermon Oklahoma

38 Soso Jamabo UCLA

39 Ty Johnson Maryland

40 B.J. Emmons Alabama

41 Rico Dowdle South Carolina

42 Lamical Perine Florida

43 Salvon Ahmed Washington

44 Lavon Coleman Wasington

45 Chris Evans Michigan

46 Bryce Love Stanford

47 Jacques Patrick Florida State

48 Shannon Brooks Minnesota

49 Kamryn Pettway Auburn

50 Travis Homer Miami



RB BIG BOARD

51 Ralph Webb Vanderbilt

52 Jonathan Taylor Wisconsin

53 Justice Hill Oklahoma State

54 Jalin Moore  Appalachian State

55 Antonio Williams Ohio State

56 Demario McCall Ohio State

57 Madre London Michigan State

58 Travon McMillian Virginia Tech

59 Anthony Maryland

60 Mike Warren Iowa State

61 Sewo Olonilua TCU

62 Tre Bryant Nebraska

63 Brian Robinson Alabama

64 Josh Jacobs Alabama

65 Abdul Adams Oklahoma

66 Bruce Jordan-Swilling Georgia Tech

67 Phillip Lindsay Colorado

68 Qadree Ollison Pittsburgh

69 Taj Griffin Oregon

70 Justin Crawford West Virginia

71 Cordarrian Central Florida

72 Zaquandre White Florida State

73 J.J. Taylor Arizona

74 Toneil Carter Texas

75 Eno Benjamin Florida State

76 Nick Wilson Arizona



2018 RB RANKINGS

1 Derrius Guice LSU

2 Saquon Barkley Penn State

3 Nick Chubb Georgia

4 Kalen Ballage Arizona State

5 L.J. Scott Michigan State

6 Ronald Jones II USC

7 Royce Freeman Oregon

8 Myles Gaskin Washington

9 Bo Scarbrough Alabama

10 Sony Michel Georgia

11 Jordan Scarlett Florida

12 Chris Warren Texas

13 Josh Adams Notre Dame

14 Damien Harris Alabama

15 Kerryon Johnson Auburn

16 Justin Jackson Northwestern

17 Mark Walton Miami

18 John Kelly Tennessee

19 Akrum Wadley Iowa

20 Soso Jamabo UCLA

21 Ty Johnson Maryland

22 Lavon Coleman Washington

23 Bryce Love Stanford

24 Jacques Patrick Florida State

25 Shannon Brooks Minnesota

26 Kamryn Pettway Auburn

27 Ralph Webb Vanderbilt

28 Jalin Moore Appalachian State

29 Madre London Michigan State

30 Travon McMillian Virginia Tech

31 Mike Warren  Iowa State

32 Phillip Lindsay Colorado

33 Qadree Ollison Pittsburgh

34 Taj Griffin Oregon

35 Justin Crawford West Virginia

36 Nick Wilson Arizona



2019 RB RANKINGS

1 Elijah Holyfield Georgia

2 Trayveon Williams Texas A&M

3 Miles Sanders Penn State

4 Mike Weber Ohio State

5 Damarea Crockett Missouri

6 Tavien Feaster Clemson

7 Benny Snell Jr Kentucky

8 Amir Rasul Florida State

9 Devwah Whaley Arkansas

10 Kareem Walker Michigan

11 B.J. Emmons Alabama

12 Rico Dowdle South Carolina

13 Lamical Perine Florida

14 Chris Evans Michigan

15 Travis Homer  Miami

16 Justice Hill Oklahoma State

17 Antonio Williams Ohio State

18 Demario McCall Ohio State

19 Sewo Olonilua TCU

20 Tre Bryant Nebraska

21 Josh Jacobs Alabama

22 Abdul Adams Oklahoma

23 J.J. Taylor Arizona



2020 RB RANKINGS

1 Cam Akers Florida State

2 Najee Harris Alabama

3 D'Andre Swift Georgia

4 Khalan Laborn Florida State

5 J.K. Dobbins Ohio State

6 Stephen Carr USC

7 Ty Chandler Tennessee

8 Trey Sermon Oklahoma

9 Salvon Ahmed Washington

10 Jonathan Taylor Wisconsin

11 Anthony McFarland Maryland

12 Brian Robinson Alabama

13 Bruce Jordan-Swilling Georgia Tech

14 Cordarrian Richardson Central Florida

15 Zaquandre White Florida State

16 Toneil Carter Texas

17 Eno Benjamin Arizona State



Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

5'11" 234

215 1823

6/21/1997 18

1

Junior 14 1

2018 126

1 1

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK LSU

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

After watching his tape, Guice looks to be one of the best RB prospects I have ever studied. He has 
a special blend of size, strength, speed, and athleticism that he uses to perfection. He has elite 
suddenness, especially in the open field, that allows him to constantly charge forward and avoid 
defenders. His elite burst gives him the ability to explode through holes and use his speed to hit 
those home run plays. Guice also adds in some truly elite balance. His ability to give and receive 
contact, and stay on his feet to keep pushing forward, is special. 

Guice is widely considered one of the top Devy players and is even ranked #1 overall by many, 
including us. If he is able to sustain his elite play over the course of the year as the lead back, he 
should be talked about in the same vein as players like Todd Gurley and Ezekiel Elliott. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  1

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Vision - He has excellent vision that allows 

him to find open lanes in the defense.
- Athleticism - Has elite change of direction 

and is extremely fluid in his movements. 
Also adds elite balance. 

- Speed -  Elite burst and speed to out run 
defenders. 

- Experience - Has only started in 6 games 
so far in his career.

- Pass Catching - Isn't asked to catch many 
passes, 14 receptions thus far.

- Patience - Needs to be more patient and 
wait for his blocks to set up. 

- Garrett

DERRIUS GUICE

https://twitter.com/DhaSickest
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=73aKs9kTNKA


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

5'11" 454

215 2572

2/7/1997 25

2

Junior 48 2

2018 563

5 2

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK PENN STATE

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Saquon Barkley, our consensus number 2 overall player, is the most complete running back 
entering the 2017 college football season. 

Barkley's combination of athleticism, speed, burst, and lateral agility isn't common for someone 
who weighs 223 pounds. He is able to create on his own with an outstanding array of moves that 
allow him to string together one broken tackle after another. He goes after every yard on every 
carry. He doesn't voluntarily run out of bounds. He tries to punish the defense at the end of every 
run causing him to get dinged up unnecessarily at times. He can stay on the field all three downs 
because he's successful in the passing game (see his lethal wheel route) and he gives great effort in 
pass protection. Barkley has gotten better every season and there's nothing on offense that 
Barkley can't do. Ezekiel Elliott, Leonard Fournette and even Christian McCaffrey paved the way for 
Barkley to be a top 10 pick in the 2018 NFL Draft .

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  1

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Complete running back
- Vision and Anticipation
- Exceptional athleticism 
- Rare speed and burst for 223 pounds (ran 

a 4.33 forty according to a PSU video)

- HIstory of being dinged up
- Room to improve in pass protection

- McDaniel

SAQUON BARKLEY

https://twitter.com/saquonb21
https://youtu.be/XfMF-uBQGAI


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

5'11" 535

213 3424

12/27/1995 29

5

Senior 27 3

2018 331

4 4

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK GEORGIA 

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

After suffering a significant injury to his left knee in 2015, Nick Chubb decided to stay in school for 
his senior year. Although Chubb didn't look entirely like himself upon his return back from injury, 
his vision and quick mental processing didn't go anywhere. He identifies running lanes quickly 
using very quick mental processing. He posses above average vision, allowing his blockers to go 
through progressions in order to strategically maneuver through the trash in the trenches. Can run 
outside or inside. His footwork is top notch. He can seamlessly make one-cut moves and fluidly 
travel from east to west. He runs with a sense of authority and tenacity. High motor and high work 
ethic manifest in his game play. Keeps his feet moving through contact and maintains a good 
compact, pad level. A threat out of the backfield. Good hands catcher and decent route runner. His 
versatility as a runner makes him valuable in any rush scheme. He does tend to struggle with pass 
protection and will need to improve his footwork and anchor. Even with his injury, Chubb should 
be considered a priority first-round Devy prospect. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  1

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Vision
- Athleticism
- Footwork
- Competitive toughness 
- Lateral agility 
- Mental processing 
- Receiving  

- Injury History 
- Pass Protection 

- DiRienzo

NICK CHUBB

https://twitter.com/nickchubb21?lang=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eYqhKuipI6s


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'2" 293

227 1315

N/A 21

9

Senior 62 4

2018 469

2 7

RUNNING BACK ARIZONA STATE

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

His eight TDs on 15 touches versus Texas Tech put his name in the national spotlight. He ripped 
down 44 receptions as a junior after just 18 receptions in his first two seasons with the Sun Devils. 
He was a highly recruited player out of high school with Colorado, Colorado State, Nebraska, UCLA 
and Washington among the leaders of 19 schools that offered him a scholarship. Ballage should 
draw Derrick Henry comparisons from draftniks next winter but he may be more athletic than he 
has shown. This will be a very telling year for his pro prospects. 

He is able to run through tackles with his power thighs. He is somewhat deceptive with his hips 
and a shoulder dip. He also uses long strides to get down field quickly in the passing game. He is 
able stop and start sharply. He is an extremely unique blend of size, speed and versatility.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  1

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Powerful/hard to tackle
- Patient runner
- Showed massive improvement as a pass 

catcher in 2016

- Takes a while to find his top gear
- Runs very high at times

- Johnson

KALEN BALLAGE

https://youtu.be/wTAkvHAy4oo


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'1" 330

230 1693

9/15/1996 17

10

Junior 13 5

2018 162

1 8

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK MICHIGAN STATE

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

L.J. Scott 's vision and patience behind the line of scrimmage allows him to find open running lanes. 
He's able to use his jump cuts to navigate around lineman and defenders. Scott has decent speed. 
He will never be confused as a burner but he has enough speed to not be caught from behind by 
defenders in open field. Scott runs very physical. He's not a back who goes down on first contact. 
He's able to shed arm tacklers with ease. Scott 's receiving skills aren't displayed often in the 
Michigan State offense but when his number is called in the passing game he appears more than 
capable to catch out of the backfield. Expect Scott to be a bell cow back for the Spartans in 2017.

Scott is currently behind Guice, Barkley, Ballage and Chubb at the running back position for the 
2018 draft class. I don't foresee him being able to overtake any of those backs at the moment. I 
expect Scott to be coming off the board late in the first round of your 2018 Rookie Drafts.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  1

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Vision - Great vision. Almost always finds the 

opening.

- Patience - Very patient runner. Allows blocks 
to get set up.

- Physicality - Tough, physical runner. 

- Durable - Has shown the ability to be durable 
and shoulder the offensive load.

- Breakaway Speed - Isn't a burner. Doesn't 
have the elite breakaway speed. 

- Pass Blocking - Lack of blocking ability could 
limit his 3rd down usage at next level.

- Pass catching - MSU offense doesn't 
showcase his receiving ability. Looks good in 
small sample of opportunities. 

- Brandt

L.J. SCOTT

https://twitter.com/ljscott_03
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QMmmdnksnJM&t=277s


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2020 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

5'11" N/A

213 N/A

6/22/1999 N/A

12

Freshman N/A 6

2020 N/A

N/A 1

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK FLORIDA STATE

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Cam Akers is almost flawless as a runner and the best RB I have scouted at the high school level. He posted 
a 4.41 40 time in high school along with a 40.5" vertical. To test with numbers like that at his size and age is 
very profound. He can beat a defender to the edge and turn the corner while exploding to the next level. He 
runs mean and can hold up inside with the functional strength he owns. It is not an easy task to take Akers 
down as he's shown by the number of times he has carried a group of tacklers for extra yards. Akers makes 
electrifying cuts and tilts well with his flexibility and elusiveness as a runner. He carries a mean stiff arm and 
he's able to beat defenders in a number of ways. His initial burst paired with his long speed makes him a 
threat to score on every play. During the practice session for the U.S. Army high school All-American Game 
Akers did show his ability to run routes, beat defenders and catch the ball very well. There are a few things 
left to be determined but I look at Cam Akers as a complete back and an elite talent. He is a player I would 
be more than happy to take early in Devy drafts regardless of the 3 year wait for him to get into the league.  
He has a chance to be the best running back in college early in his career and that makes him a very high 
priority as a Devy asset. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  1

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Vision - Reads the defense extremely well.  
- Athleticism - Impressive blend of power, 

speed, agility, and balance. SPARQ'd.
- Strength & Size - Can run inside and break 

tackles w/ good pad level and explosiveness. 
Runs mean.

- Elusiveness- Makes sharp cuts to elude 
defenders and shows very good flexibility.

- Blocking - I only say this because there is no 
tape I've seen of him in pass protection. 

- Experience - Played as willdcat QB in high 
school so learning how to be primarily a RB in 
college should be a simple transition.  

- Chaney

CAM AKERS

https://twitter.com/thereal_cam3
https://youtu.be/J22LQ7M22Pw


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'1" 330

195 2069

8/3/1997 20

16

Junior 18 7

2018 115

2 12

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK USC

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Jones II looks to be a very athletic runner. His good vision and great cutback ability allow him to 
avoid on coming defenders, especially in the open field. He shows patience behind the line of 
scrimmage. His quick feet allow him to hit his stride as soon as he sees an opening. He has track 
speed that shows up on the football field. 

He does seem to invite contact too often, which is far from ideal because he's not a power runner. 
However, he will run through arm tackles and any other attempts to tackle him high. When he is 
brought down, his primary focus is to protect the ball. 

Looking forward, his skills will make him a solid NFL player. He likely won't be an every down back 
due to his lack of size and receiving talent, but he could be useful as a 1st and 2nd down back. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  2

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Good breakaway speed
- Patient behind the line of scrimmage
- Good vision
- Ball security

- Invites contact too easily
- Inexperienced in receiving game
- Not a powerful runner

- Hanmore

RONALD JONES II

https://twitter.com/RonaldJones25
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2WLz1deZ9D8


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2019 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'1" 6

223 29

11/30/1997 0

18

Sophomore 1 8

2019 19

0 4

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK GEORGIA

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Holyfield is one of the top running back prospects in the 2019 draft class. He has good size and is 
very sudden for a guy his size. He is able to use his quick feet to change direction crisply and find 
the open lanes in the defense. He wont be a pile mover at the next level, but he does have 
excellent strength that allows him to break tackles with ease. 

Holyfield did not see much time as a freshman, which is to be expected for most players. With his 
running mates, Chubb and Michel, returning to school, it may be another year before he sees an 
expanded role at Georgia. This should make him a cheap option come draft time that should pay 
huge dividends once he is able to take over the backfield full t ime. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  2

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Vision - Holyfield has excellent vision 

allowing him to weave through the 
defense and find the open lanes.

- Quickness - Has extremely quick feet that 
allow him to change direction quickly.

- Speed - Holyfield has good speed, but 
wont be a burner by any means at the 
next level.

- Experience - Didn't see the field much his 
freshman year and may have to wait one 
more year to see an expanded role.

- Garrett

ELIJAH HOLYFIELD 

https://twitter.com/EH_taught_me/media
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4z1VyV8UoYs&t=55s


Height 6'0" Carries 703

Weight 230 Yards 4148

DOB 2/24/1996 TDs 44

Overall Ranking

19

Positional Ranking

Class Senior Catches 65 9

Draft Eligible 2018 Yards 650 Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs 4 14

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK OREGON

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

There was a point in 2016 where an opposing PAC-12 coach said Freeman was a better runner 
than Christian McCaffrey and would be the first running back selected in the NFL Draft. A lot has 
changed since then. Freeman decided to play out his senior season at Oregon instead of entering 
the 2017 NFL Draft.

Freeman is a productive runner who has a rare combination of size, speed and balance. He's not 
going to outrun many people but he has more than enough speed for a 230-pound back. His vision 
and ability to anticipate openings in the line before they happen save him from being merely an 
average runner. He lacks the acceleration and burst to get through a hole if he sees it too late. This 
shows up sometimes as he fails to reach the edge on certain runs. He's solid in pass protection and 
has to be respected when he splits out as a receiver. 

For every one of Freeman's positive traits, there is a concerning negative trait. His NFL outcome will 
likely be determined by how he fits into the run scheme he lands in.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  2

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Productive
- Forces missed tackles
- Rare combination of power, speed and 

balance
- Receiving ability
- Vision

- Lacks burst
- Lacks acceleration
- Lacks long speed

- McDaniel

ROYCE FREEMAN



Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2019 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

5'9" 156

198 1057

10/18/1997 8

21

Sophomore 19 10

2019 91

0 6

RUNNING BACK TEXAS A&M

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Williams was a super-stud and broke onto the scene as a Freshman for the Aggies. He has 
excellent wiggle and lateral agility he uses to beat defenders in short spaces. He hits the 
open spaces quickly and can explode upfield in a hurry and also has the breakaway speed to 
pull away from the defense. 

He will needs to be more patient as a runner and not look to bounce it outside so much. But 
he will likely be on freak lists and the Heisman watch as the season gets closer. 

One thousand yards as a freshman in the SEC!? Just let that soak in for a minute. Williams 
may be a sleeper in Devy drafts for now so snatch him up while you can.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  2

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Agility - Has excellent wiggle and lateral 

agility.
- Explosion - Hits the hole fast and flies up 

the field.
- Speed - Has breakaway speed to pull 

away from defenses. 

- Patience - Needs to be a more patient 
runner, looks to bounce outside too often.

- Ball Security - Does not wrap up the ball 
when being tackled

- Johnson

TRAYVEON WILLIAMS

https://twitter.com/trayveonw?lang=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FZg8UNEpDnM


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

5'9" 464

192 2675

2/15/1997 24

22

Junior 25 11

2018 156

1 15

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK WASHINGTON 

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Gaskin reminds me of those smalls dogs that think they are big dogs. He plays with such tenacity and 
determination that sometimes you think he is bigger than his 5'9" 192lb frame. He is not a between 
the tackles runner, but on many occasions he shows he has the competitive toughness to do so. In 
games vs. Stanford and Cal, he was able to get his pad level low and generate enough speed to burst 
up the middle and break multiple tackles. He has above average ball carrier vision and processes 
information quickly, allowing him to identify proper running lanes.

His innate ability to decelerate instantly and then fluidly change direction without losing speed is a big 
part of his game. His deceptive body gestures and capability of flipping his hips for a smooth change 
of direction gives him an elusive advantage against defenders. An underrated aspect of his game is his 
blocking. For his size, he can anchor very well and uses his hands to drive into the shoulder pads of 
defenders. Overall, his size will limit his touches at the next level, but with him being used more in the 
pass game, he could be a very nice PPR Devy running back.   

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  2

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Acceleration 
- Vision and awareness 
- Lateral quickness 
- Burst and Explosion 
- Blocking 

- Size
- Power 
- Thin lower body 

- DiRienzo

MYLES GASKIN 

https://youtu.be/YTj3XdGxhB4


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'2" 143

234 916

9/7/1994 12

25

Junior 4 12

2018 22

0 18

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK ALABAMA

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Scarbrough is a big powerful back with some long speed. His size and build immediately jump off 
the page at you. This is on display with his physical running ability. He is able to run through 
defenders and beat arm tackles. Scarbrough has good speed but he has to build up to his top 
speed. Through 17 career games, he only has 4 receptions to his name at this point it appears he is 
lacking in his pass catching. Another concern for is the unknown. He has only 143 carries through 
two seasons and only 6 games with over 10 carries in a game. With Alabama's loaded backfield, he 
could still struggle to be a college work horse back. Scarbrough is extremely raw but displays some 
great raw talent. He ran for 273 yards and 4 touchdowns in the 2016 College Football Playoff. 

Currently Scarbrough appears to be a mid to late second round pick in 2018 rookie drafts. With a 
big season, I could see him battling for a late first round slot. He will turn 23 years old this fall. He 
will enter the NFL a few years older than others in his draft class due to the fact he wasn't able to 
enroll immediately at Alabama due to academics.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  3

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Size - Built like a Greek god. 
- Tackle Breaking - Very physical runner. 

Runs through arm tackles. 

- Raw - Doesn't have a lot of experience.
- Pass Catching - Very limited chances to 

show his pass catching ability. Alabama's 
offense will mostly not showcase his 
abilit ies as a receiver.

- Age - Will be entering his rookie season at 
24 years old.

- Brandt

BO SCARBROUGH

https://twitter.com/starbo06
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6XqkYjdxXP4


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2019 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

5'11" 25

224 184

5/1/1997 1

30

Sophomore 2 13

2019 24

1 8

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK PENN STATE

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

If Miles Sanders were at almost any other school than Penn State, he would likely already be a 
household name. Being the backup to Saquon Barkley at Penn State is the biggest obstacle that 
Sanders has to overcome as a player. Listed at 5'11 and 224 pounds, Sanders has ideal size for an 
NFL feature back. Sanders doesn't have elite top-end speed but the impact of that negative is 
greatly minimized by the way he accelerates through his breaks. Elite lateral agility is one of 
Sanders' greatest assets. On film, you see a player that is fluid and he appears to effortlessly slice 
through the line of scrimmage and aggressively get upfield.

While Sanders does possess fantastic agility and open-field moves, he also demonstrates 
outstanding strength and the ability to run through arm tackles. I don't see a player that necessarily 
seeks out contact but he certainly doesn't shy away from it. It is a great advantage for a running 
back when a defender has to guess whether or not he is about to be run over or made to look silly 
by a terrific spin move. Sanders has all of the tools to be a fantastic NFL feature back.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  3

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Well built, powerful runner that doesn't 

seek contact but is capable of running 
through it

- Agility - elite lateral agility 
- Good vision
- Outstanding burst

- Speed - ran 4.58 forty as high school 
senior

- Good but not great long speed
- Depth Chart - behind Saquon Barkley

- Francis

MILES SANDERS

https://twitter.com/BoobieMiles_4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kkaCET2aUU0


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

5'11" 434

222 2386

2/17/1995 17

34

Senior 55 14

2018 525

5 22

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK GEORGIA

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Michel has averaged 5.5 yards per carry as a runner in the SEC. He is listed at prototypical size and because 
of that his functional strength does show up on tape. He would benefit from running with a better pad level 
which in return would give him more balance and the ability to make more precise cuts. When Michel does 
have the ball in his hands he does make the necessary cuts though and shows good vision.

Michel shows willingness and the ability to slide into the right position to pass protect so that projects well 
to the next level. He is a threat out of the backfield and shows smooth hands paired with nice routes and a 
mismatch for linebackers trying to cover him.  One thing I did notice though is Michel will get ahead of 
himself instead of letting things develop at the line of scrimmage causing him to run into defenders.

Michel can run between the tackles , carries a nice stiff arm,  and  makes tackling hard on defenders. When 
watching him, I did notice he puts the ball on the ground a few times so that is a litt le concerning. He is well 
spoken and deemed to be a very good teammate so the NFL will love that side of him. Only significant injury 
is a broken arm. He projects as a mid-round pick in the NFL for me, but has the chance to be a starter.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  3

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Hands - Michel catches the ball very naturally. 

Runs routes well with quick breaks 
- Strength & Size - Listed at ideal size. Runs 

between tackles and shows functional 
strength needed.

- Speed/Cuts - Michel has the ability to outrun 
defenders and make tacklers miss with strong 
timely cuts.

- Upright runner - Runs tall and it sometimes 
effects his balance/pad level.

- Patience - prefers to get upfield at times 
before allowing lanes and the play to develop. 

- Chaney

SONY MICHEL

https://twitter.com/Flyguy2stackz
https://youtu.be/wIVgp3jR-Oo


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2020 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'3" N/A

224 N/A

3/9/1998 N/A

35

Freshman N/A 15

2020 N/A

N/A 5

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK ALABAMA

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Najee Harris looks like a man amongst boys. His large frame stands out immediately as he punishes 
defenders with a violent stiff arm and a bulldozer mentality. He has the build of a linebacker and the 
hitting mentality that comes with it. He uses all 224 lbs to drop his shoulders and punish oncoming 
defenders with a power blow. He displays outstanding balance and maintains excellent body control 
upon impact. His power and tenacity is evident as he can break multiple tackles and will not go down 
without a fight. I see some Marshawn  Lynch in his game when watching him run with so much 
power. He is not a burner by any means, but does have enough juice to break away from defenders 
once in the open field. His lateral quickness is impressive for his size as he can elude defenders with 
nice change of direction. He has enough athleticism to hurdle defenders and get airborne into the 
end zone. His blocking technique is raw but the aggressive nature to protect the QB is there. If he 
can learn to run with a lower pad level and improve his decisiveness instead of taking so many hits, 
he will be very successful at the next level. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  3

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Power 
- Stiff arm 
- Violent finisher 
- Balance
- Tenacity 
- Size 
- Body Control 

- Pad Level 
- Speed 
- Patience 

- DiRienzo

NAJEE HARRIS

https://twitter.com/najharris2?lang=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tZSWX5U0PTM


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

5'10" 182

212 1096

9/25/1997 9

36

rs-Soph 23 16

2018 91

0 9

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK OHIO STATE

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Weber is one of only three Ohio State running backs to run for over 1,000 yards in their freshman 
season. Robert Smith and Maurice Clarett were the other two. Archie Griffin, Eddie George and 
Ezekiel Elliott did not.

Weber is built to take the punishment that comes with being a Big Ten RB, but his violent, downhill 
running style says that he'd rather be the one who delivers it. His thick trunk and low center of 
gravity help him effortlessly shed tacklers. With 23 receptions, he can't be ignored as a receiver 
either.

He only has average speed, but he is able to get to his top speed fairly quickly. He struggled and all 
but disappeared against Michigan and Clemson in 2016.

Weber was good in 2016, but he hasn't completely shut the door on the rest of the Buckeyes' 
talented runners. He'll be pushed for playing time in 2017 by J.K. Dobbins and others.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  3

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Built to deliver punishment
- Effortlessly sheds tacklers
- Quickness

- Lacks top-end speed
- Disappeared against top defenses

- McDaniel

MIKE WEBER

https://twitter.com/mikeweberjr
https://youtu.be/Sk0SdMOxg1A


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

5'11" 222

213 1070

2/21/1996 7

38

Junior 5 17

2018 24

0 24

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK FLORIDA

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Jordan Scarlett has an excellent set of skills that allow him to be very productive. His footwork is 
top notch, especially for a back his size. His feet are lightning quick and in constant motion 
allowing him to change direction better and keep himself moving forward at all t ime. He combos 
this with vision to find the soft spots in the defense and balance to stay upright and always 
moving. 

Scarlett needs to become more fluid in his movements which will improve his change of direction 
skills even more to make him a more dangerous back. He will never be a speedster, but Scarlett 
needs to get faster and develop some breakaway speed.

As of right now, Scarlett is a top 50 Devy prospect. With some minor improvements and continued 
production, he has the upside to become a top 15 running back. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  4

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Vision - Has a great feel and excellent 

ability to find the holes in the defense.
- Footwork - Has very quick feet that help 

him change direction. Keeps them in 
constant motion.

- Balance - Has excellent balance and is 
tough to bring down on first contact.

- Stiffness - Runs too upright and can be 
stiff in his movements. 

- Speed - Doesn't posses breakaway speed 
to pull away from defenders. 

- Pass Catching - Used in a very limited 
fashion in the passing game, only 5 
catches in his career.

- Garrett

JORDAN SCARLETT

https://twitter.com/famousscarlett?lang=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YjiDkBbX8W8


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2020 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

5'9" N/A

222 N/A

1/14/1999 N/A

44

Freshman N/A 18

2020 N/A

N/A 7

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK GEORGIA

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

At 5'9" and 222 pounds with a thick trunk and low center of gravity, Swift is built for SEC football. 
He has enough speed and he's a powerful, explosive runner who rarely goes down on first contact. 
At this point in his career, his blocking is a liability but he'll be afforded the time to improve.

He joins arguably the most talented backfield in the nation. It 's easy to see a scenario where he 
gets buried in 2017, but his complete skill set (backfield, slot, returning kicks) should get him on the 
field some. At best in 2017, Swift plays a complimentary role to Nick Chubb, Sony Michel and Elijah 
Holyfield. Even with Chubb and Michel in their last year of eligibility, the Bulldogs' backfield will be 
their strength for the foreseeable future.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  4

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Built for SEC
- Route running
- Catching
- Finishes runs

- Blocking is a liability
- Joins a very crowded backfield

- McDaniel

D'ANDRE SWIFT

https://twitter.com/dandreswift
https://youtu.be/Sf5dZiaW1Uk


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2020 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

5'10" N/A

199 N/A

6/1/1999 N/A

46

Freshman N/A 19

2020 N/A

N/A 8

RUNNING BACK FLORIDA STATE

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Although he does not possess elite speed (4.57) his open field burst and ability to separate are 
dazzling. Laborn will enter 2017 as the second fiddle to the all-world Cam Akers. Yet we have seen 
the Seminoles keep two RBs in the limelight before. Laborn will need to stay mature and grind 
away to be ready for his opportunities. Do not be surprised or feel defeated if Laborn is 
red-shirted.

He looked like a man amongst boys in his high school tape. Even his sophomore tape will leave you 
astonished.

He runs heavy and hard with strong and fluid hips. He has that special kind of ability to make 
something out of nothing and extend plays.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  4

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Lateral Movement - Elite side to side 

movement and wiggle.
- Fluidity - A very smooth runner that glides 

across the field.
- Hands - Solid hands even in high school.

- Pad Level - Runs too tall at times.
- Running Style - Will look to bounce it 

outside too often and avoid contact.

- Johnson

KHALAN LABORN

https://twitter.com/Khalan2012?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
https://youtu.be/T77abY9l8i8


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'2" 133

252 836

N/A 7

52

Junior 5 20

2018 13

0 31

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK TEXAS

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Warren is a big punishing back with very light feet for his size. He was on his way to potential 
breakout season during his sophomore season before a season-ending knee injury. He rushed for 
over 95 yards in 3 of 4 games played. Warren displayed great physicality and patience when 
rushing. He allows his blocks to set up and then uses his quick feet to slide into the opening. 
Warren almost always finishes his runs with a surge and is able to gain additional yardage. During 
his freshman season, Warren set a UT freshman record with 276 yards and 4 rushing TDs against 
Texas Tech. Warren doesn't have great speed. Don't be disappointed at the combine when he's not 
running in the 4.4s. Warren is in a great position to breakout in 2017. With the departure of D'Onta 
Foreman he's the top guy now. Only playing in 4 games in 2016 Warren still finished with the 2nd 
most yards and 3rd most carries for UT. He shouldn't have much competition in 2017 for carries. 

Warren is a sneaky candidate to jump into the early to mid 2nd round of rookie drafts in 2018. 
Warren has the potential do be a later round steal in current Devy drafts. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  5

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Physicality - Punishing runner. Not afraid 

to take on the defender. Fights and gets 
the extra yard at the end of an run.

- Light feet - Has surprisingly light/quick 
feet for a back his size.

- Patience - Patient runner who allows 
blocks to set up.

- Speed - Doesn't have game breaking 
speed. Which is expected with this size.

- Pass catching - 5 catches in 12 career 
games. Isn't utilized in passing game. Pass 
catching ability is an unknown. 0 targets in 
4 games played in 2016.

- Brandt

CHRIS WARREN III

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qXxBHRHuubA


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'2" 274

220 1771

10/29/1996 11

54

Junior 28 21

2018 235

2 32

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK NOTRE DAME

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY
Adams is coming off of consecutive 800 plus yard rushing seasons. Setting a Notre Dame freshman 
rushing record with 838 yards. He was off to a bit of a slow start during his sophomore season due 
to a lingering lower leg injury. During 2016, Adams displayed the ability to catch the ball out of the 
backfield with 21 catches for over 9 yards per reception. Major weapon on wheel routes out of the 
backfield. Adams displays good straight line speed. Adams need a hole and time to build up to his 
speed. This was on display during his 98 touchdown run against Wake Forest his freshman season.

Adams has an upright running style that will lend himself to taking some big hits. Adams is 6'2" his 
running style gives defenders a big target to aim for. Adams lacks lateral quickness and the ability to 
make defenders miss with jukes and cuts. 

If Adams was to leave Notre Dame after his junior season you are looking at late second round early 
third round type of player. A big back with speed and the ability to catch Adams has the potential to 
move up boards. If he can improve his lateral ability Adams could be a top level running back.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  5

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Straight line speed - Once Adams has an 

open lane he displays good straight line 
speed.

- Receiving ability - Caught 21 passes as a 
sophomore. Displays good hands out of 
backfield.

- Runs Upright - A big target for defenders
- Injuries - Torn ACL during junior year of 

high school, hampered during 2016 with 
lower leg injuries.

- Lateral quickness - Straight line player. 
Lacks lateral quickness to make defenders 
miss.

- Brandt

JOSH ADAMS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=99Nbvh_GlV0


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

5'11" 192

214 1194

2/11/1997 3

55

Junior 18 22

2018 112

2 33

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK ALABAMA

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Harris displays good athleticism but nothing over the top.  He is looked at to be more of a change of pace 
back even though I would like to see more out of him in the passing game.  He ran a 4.40 forty during 
Alabama's 2016 spring tests and he does show that speed on tape. A majority of  Harris' yards seem to 
come on chunk plays with wide open running lanes. He has the ability to create for himself and weaves well 
through traffic. With that, being said I didn't see the elite side to side movement I was expecting from him 
on tape. 

He lacks strength both as a pass protector and as a ball carrier. He doesn't break that first tackle 
consistently. He does have a smooth running style and shows that he is a reliable player for an offense. 

Harris accounts for a lot of explosive plays and protects the ball well when he senses contact. Alabama 
loads up on talent at the position year after year and there is a good chance Harris might see reduced 
opportunities. He is a good player and does have a chance to fit somewhere at the next level but I think he 
needs to improve on passing downs and if he does he could continue to make waves for the Tide.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  5

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Recognition/Vision - Takes what is given to 

him and makes the most out of it. 
- Speed/Burst - Burns through the hole and 

gains a ton of yards when he gets to the 
second level.

- Reliable - Played a significant role in the 
offense and produced whenever he was 
called upon.

- Blocking - Doesn't have enough strength to be 
asked to take on blitzers or the awareness to 
block for teammates in open space.

- Strength - May break a few tackles but goes 
down too easily on first contact.

- Chaney

DAMIEN HARRIS

https://youtu.be/VaFO9MaH4lU


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2019 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

5'11" 153

225 1062

12/22/1997 10

57

Sophomore 5 23

2019 14

0 14

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK MISSOURI

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Crockett  has a nice blend of both quickness and power. His 40 time of 4.69 won't blow anyone 
away but his 4.00 pro shuttle, 40.3 inch vertical and 39 foot power ball throw show he has 
tremendous strength to go with his nice burst on film. I believe his greatest strength is his vision 
which is as good or better than any back's in his class.

Crockett has shown he can be a workhorse back for Missouri. He carried the ball 20+ times in three 
games as a freshman against SEC opposition. While he hasn't shown he can contribute as a pass 
catcher yet, his build and strength make him able to handle the workload of a feature back at the 
next level.  He has the unique ability as a freshman to understand how to shield himself from 
taking the brunt of defender 's contact while still showing a willingness to run with power through 
contact. Crockett will need to show his chops as pass catcher to fulfill his full potential.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  5

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Vision - Shows outstanding vision and hits 

hole with purpose and burst
- Athleticism - Scored 128 on SPARQ in high 

school (best at Dallas Combine)
- Strength - Shown he can carry a heavy 

load and runs through contact

- Limited - 5 career catches, unsure at this 
point how good his hands are

- Off-field - Arrested on misdemeanor 
marijuana possession and suspended at 
end of his freshman season

- Francis

DAMAREA CROCKETT

https://twitter.com/DamareaCrockett
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1eC6gwvn07M


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2020 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

5'10" N/A

190 N/A

N/A N/A

58

Freshman N/A 24

2020 N/A

N/A 10

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK OHIO STATE

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Dobbins was an extremely productive runner in high school as you would expect out of a player of 
his caliber. Dobbins was the SPARQ King at the 2016 Nike Opening running a 4.44 40 yard dash 
and 43.1" vertical jump. This athleticism shows up on his high school film. Dobbins is able to juke, 
cut, and spin past high school defenders with plenty of ease. He did miss all of his senior year with 
a broken fibula but is currently enrolled and participating in spring football with Ohio State. The 
early buzz from spring camp has Dobbins battling with Demario McCall for the number two back 
for the Buckeyes.  Dobbins should be a great fit into the Ohio State offense. He is versatile player 
who could even line up in the slot and play running back like a Curtis Samuels if needed down the 
road.  

Right now Dobbins is a top 5 running back in the class of 2020. With his versatility and his potential 
catching the ball out of the backfield Dobbins has first round rookie draft potential come 2020. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  5

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Athleticism - Was the top SPARQ scorer at 

the 2016 Nike Opening event. 43.1" Vertical 
jump.

- Exclusiveness - Can beat defenders in a 
number of ways. 

- Versatile - Can be used in a number of ways. 
Has ability to line up out wide if needed.

- Size - Size could limit how many touches he 
sees in the NFL. Not expected to be a back 
that can tote the rock 20+ times a game.

- Brandt

J.K. DOBBINS

https://twitter.com/Jkdobbins22
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ocQ0wTP9N3Y


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2020 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'0" N/A

203 N/A

N/A N/A

62

Freshman N/A 25

2020 N/A

N/A 11

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK USC

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Stephen Carr is an ultra-talented freshman that will be suiting up for the Trojans this fall. He has 
excellent athleticism and uses his agility to weave his way through traffic. He also has elite change 
of direction and can do so with very sudden and litt le wasted movements. 

Carr has adequate strength, but could use his size better to push the pile. And while he is able to 
generate some good top end speed, he should get a bit more explosive through the hole to break 
away from defenders.

Carr is currently a top 5 RB in the 2020 class with the skills and potential at becoming elite. If you 
have the flexibility to stash him on your roster, he is a good buy low that could pay huge dividends 
in a few years. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  6

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Vision - Excellent awareness of the soft 

spots in the defense. 
- Change of Direction - Elite COD skills. 

Combines his agility  and suddenness to 
cut on a dime

- Strength - Wont be a pile mover unless he 
puts on more muscle

- Explosiveness - Has decent top end speed, 
but could become more explosive through 
the hole.

- Experience - Has yet to see CFB action

- Garrett

STEPHEN CARR

https://twitter.com/yt_deon?lang=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O0lNqZvTA1E


Height 5'10" Carries 37

Weight 210 Yards 221

DOB N/A TDs 2

Overall Ranking

66

Positional Ranking

Class Sophomore Catches 0 26

Draft Eligible 2019 Yards 0 Class of 2019 Ranking

TDs 0 15

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK CLEMSON

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Feaster is undeniably fast. He was timed running a forty in 4.34 seconds. His 10.42-second 100 
meters was the second fastest 100 meters in the U.S. in 2015. His 20.54-second 200 meters broke 
the South Carolina record by a full second.

He was minimally productive as a true freshman behind Wayne Gallman in 2016. He found some 
playing time in the slot but failed to catch a pass. If speed is his biggest strength then his receiving 
ability is next , although he hasn't shown it at Clemson yet. With the ball in his hands, he struggles 
to break tackles despite his size. 

2016 was a disappointing season for Feaster. He underachieved on special teams and found 
himself as the 5th-string running back at one point. He didn't progress as the coaching staff 
expected, but 2017 is a new season and he has every opportunity to bounce back and prove that 
he is more than just a track star on a football field.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  6

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Fast, 4.34 fast
- Receiving skills
- Runs good routes
- Explosive

- Not a power back despite size
- Lacks tackle-breaking ability
- Tends to body catch too often
- Can he be more than a track star?

- McDaniel

TAVIEN FEASTER

https://twitter.com/fast_lane28
https://youtu.be/PH56V_1E8Fg


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'0" 234

200 1103

N/A 14

70

Junior 131 27

2018 284

0 42

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK AUBURN

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Known for his game day serving of mustard to reduce cramping, Kerryon Johnson is a physical 
runner that refuses to be taken down. Outstanding contact balance while keeping his legs moving 
through contact. He has showcased his athleticism by effectively hurdling over defenders. He uses a 
powerful stiff arm to send a message to any defenders in his way. He boasts a lightning quick spin 
move that he exercises strategically. He is not fluid in his lateral movement, but does use effective 
upper and lower body gestures to deceive oncoming tacklers. He had an insane 47-yard TD vs 
Arkansas in 2016 showcasing his elusivenesses. An underrated receiver that possess the ability to 
make contested catches.  Hands catcher with good concentration. A true weapon out of the backfield 
in the pass game. His relentless running style could expose his body to unnecessary wear and tear. 
Already needed shoulder surgery in 2016. Runs too upright leaving is body exposed. Holds the ball 
away from his body. Needs a more compact carriage. Possesses good not great speed. Overall, he 
has some David Johnson to his game and will hold great value in PPR leagues. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  6

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Contact balance 
- Stiff arm and spin move
- Power and tenacity 
- Ability to break tackles
- Vision
- Reviving 
- Versatility 

- Pad level - runs too upright 
- Lacks a second gear 
- Carries the ball away from his body 
- Impatient setting up his blockers 
- Running style leads to injury concerns

- DiRienzo

KERRYON JOHNSON 

https://twitter.com/AyeyoKEJO?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BaUkwBJ-cFg


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2019 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

5"11" 186

220 1091

N/A 13

75

Sophomore 2 28

2019 39

0 18

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK KENTUCKY

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Snell is a player that burst onto the scene as a true freshman. He has excellent power that is 
deceptive to defenders, allowing him to run defenders over and break through weak tackling. He 
uses excellent footwork to get in and out of cuts and does an excellent job of keeping them moving 
to push the pile. 

Snell tends to be a bit stiff in his running and needs to get more agile in his movements. Being able 
to sink his hips better will also help him get in and out of breaks much quicker and smoother. 
While he has functional speed, Snell wont be burning defenders at the next level.

Snell has excellent upside as a RB and should be the workhorse at Kentucky. If he can improve his 
agility, he could be a fast riser in the 2019 class. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  7

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Power - Has deceptive strength to run 

guys over and move the pile.
- Footwork - Has excellent footwork he uses 

to get in and out of cuts and keep 
churning forward.

- Stiffness - Isn't the most agile runner. 
Could stand to be more fluid in his cuts.  

- Speed - Has functional speed but wont be 
burning defenders. 

- Garrett

BENNY SNELL JR

https://twitter.com/benny_snell?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_d-keMaVAhE


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

5'11" 855

193 4129

4/22/1996 30

76

Senior 78 29

2018 582

1 46

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK NORTHWESTERN

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Jackson broke out his freshman year with 1,187 yards and 10 TDs. He made second-team All-Big 
Ten in 2015 and finished 2016 with 1,524 yards and 15 TDs. He is quick footed and has enough 
wiggle to elude defenders with ease. He lacks the functional strength to power himself through the 
trenches, but his competitive toughness helps make up for it as he broke 11 tackles in the 2016 
Pinstripe Bowl. He is deceptive in his movements as he stutters his feet and sink his hips in order 
to maneuver in tight quarters. He has adequate speed and acceleration. His vision is above 
average allowing him to identify running lanes quickly and strategically. His use in the pass game 
increased in 2016, which would really increase his value if this continues. His lack of size and thin 
build in his lower body is concerning for his success at the next level. If Northwestern manages his 
carries better it would be ideal for his shelf life. He has enough speed to be effective in the open 
field, but lacks the long speed to breakaway from NFL defenders. He lacks the strength and 
technique to be an effective pass blocker. Jackson should be considered a complimentary back 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  7

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Vision
- Elusiveness 
- Mental Processing 
- Pass Catching 
- Breakout Age 
- Production

- Size 
- Blocking 
- Functional Strength 
- Long Speed
- Amount of Carries  
- Burst 

- DiRienzo

JUSTIN JACKSON 

https://twitter.com/j_manprime21?lang=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oFSUs-Z2p2s&t=210s


Height 5'10" Carries N/A

Weight 187 Yards N/A

DOB 5/12/1998 TDs N/A

Overall Ranking

77

Positional Ranking

Class Freshman Catches N/A 30

Draft Eligible 2020 Yards N/A Class of 2020 Ranking

TDs N/A 13

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK TENNESSEE

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Ask yourself which traits you want to see in a running back. Ty Chandler can do all of that and then 
some. He is tough enough to run between the tackles. He can hit the home run play with his 4.40 
speed. He can routinely shed tacklers in the open field. In the passing game, he can pick up the 
blitz or be relied on as a receiver.

It 's hard to find many weaknesses for a player who rushed for 4,810 yards and 70 touchdowns in 
his last two high school seasons. Chandler is just 187 pounds and would benefit from adding some 
weight. Also, in high school, he had a tendency to hit the hole at the same speed on nearly every 
carry. He could get away with that most of the time at that level, but if that continues going 
forward, he will run himself out of any opportunity for a cut-back. 

Chandler will immediately back up John Kelly at Tennessee.  Eventually, whether it 's this season or 
next, he will become the starter. Ultimately, he will become the complete running back that NFL 
teams covet.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  7

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Speed
- Vision
- Cuts without sacrificing speed
- Can hold his own in pass protection
- Burst/Acceleration
- Versatility

- Add weight to frame
- Hits hole at same speed every time and 

runs himself out of cutback opportunities

- McDaniel

TY CHANDLER

https://twitter.com/channdler_35
https://youtu.be/aEneKAObrcE


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

5'9" 339

205 1578

3/29/1997 23

78

Junior 49 31

2018 533

2 47

RUNNING BACK MIAMI (FL)

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Walton is a tenacious and physical runner who makes tackle shedding look easy. He uses excellent 
balance to bounce off defenders and keeps himself pushing forward. 

He has excellent vision and does a great job weaving in traffic and his 49 receptions in his first two 
seasons should make you drool.

Walton can be a litt le tight hipped when moving laterally and will need to be a bit more fluid in his 
movements. He also does not have the best speed and wont be breaking away from defenders at 
the next level. 

Walton has some good upside and the talent to carve out a role in the NFL. His progression will 
help determine how significant that role will be.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  7

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Balance - Does an excellent job staying on 

his feet.
- Vision - Does a great job finding holes in 

the defense.
- Strength - Runs through potential tacklers 

with ease.

- Agility - Can be a litt le tight hipped when 
moving laterally.

- Speed - Doesn't posses breakaway speed.

- Johnson

MARK WALTON

https://twitter.com/f5_deuce?lang=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H2YJLd_EwlE


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2019 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

5'10" 6

195 46

6/10/1998 0

87

Sophomore 0 32

2019 0

0 21

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK FLORIDA STATE

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Rasul is a small shifty running back. He displays good athleticism and the ability to make defenders 
miss. He's able to plant his feet in the ground and quickly make cuts. He lacks power and ideal size. 
The biggest issue to Rasul's future is Florida State's loaded backfield. With the departure of Dalvin 
Cook it appeared Rasul would be battling with former 4-star running back Jacques Patrick for the 
number one running back spot. Florida State then signed three of the top ten running backs in the 
country according to 247Sports.com. With the addition of Cam Akers it appears Rasul could be 
dropped down to the third running back on the Seminoles. 

Rasul's future is very unclear at this point. With all the talent around him on the Florida State roster 
he could find himself lost in the shuffle. Rasul is only a late round option in Devy drafts. There will 
be plenty of players with a more defined role that can be had later instead of taking Rasul who will 
see limited opportunities. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  8

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Athleticism - Good athlete who shows nice 

movement and the ability to make defenders 
miss.

- Acceleration - Nice burst through the lane 

and out of his cuts to get back to top speed.

- Power - Not a powerful back that will break 
tackles.

- Playing Time - Florida State has a loaded 
back field. With two incoming 5-star running 
backs as well as Jacques Patrick. Playing time 
will be sparse. 

- Brandt

AMIR RASUL

https://twitter.com/Speedy_ARII
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mS0y4SHPG1Q&t=112s


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2019 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'0" 110

209 602

11/3/1997 3

88

Sophomore 6 33

2019 139

0 22

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK ARKANSAS

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Whaley had a good true freshman season. He split time with Rawleigh Williams and was able to 
rush for over 600 yards in the SEC. Whaley is a very stout running back. He has a very thick body 
that enables him to break and bounce off of tackles. In limited exposure he displayed good hands 
in the passing game. Averaging 23 yards per reception on 6 catches. Was very effective in running 
back screen passes. He burned the Gators twice for long yards on screen plays. Whaley is not a 
burner but he has enough speed to break off some big plays. He also has good vision to find the 
opening and allows his blockers to get in place. 

Whaley is a very good prospect who has a good deal of upside. The combination of his size, speed 
and pass catching ability could vault him up the rankings. He has the opportunity to be the team's 
lead back after Rawleigh Williams announced his retirement. Once he's the go to guy I would 
expect a big season from him.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  8

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Build - Has a great build at his age. Very stout 

and compact. 

- Power - Displays good power. Difficult to 
bring down.

- Lateral quickness - Not very exclusive. 
Doesn't change directions very well. 

- Brandt

DEVWAH WHALEY

https://twitter.com/devwah_whaley
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oyftUH6RxWw


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2019 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'1" N/A

207 N/A

5/18/1998 N/A

89

Sophomore N/A 34

2019 N/A

N/A 23

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK MICHIGAN

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Walker played his high school ball in New Jersey. He was one of the nation's top rated backs but he 
was far superior as an athlete to much of his competition which made it a challenge to effectively 
evaluate him. He showed a great jump cut but it was one of the only moves he displayed and he 
will want to add some more tricks to his bag at the next level.  

Walker has great size and the frame to be a feature back. His best assets appear to be his patience 
and vision both of which are outstanding to see from such a young player. The depth chart is 
pretty full at Michigan and after he missed most of his redshirt freshman season to focus on 
school, that could potentially be a detriment to his development if he isn't on the field. I think 
Walker has some nice tools as a back, however, I have some concerns about his ability to be the 
type of contributor that owners would want him to be both at the collegiate and NFL level.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  8

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Size - 6'1 and 207 pounds, great size as a 

freshman with additional room to grow
- Jump cut - Preferred moved is a jump cut 

that is effective in creating space
- Patience - Displays good patience and 

vision as a young player

- Academics - Didn't practice with team for 
half of freshman year as he needed to 
focus on his coursework

- Depth Chart - Michigan has a crowded 
backfield and there are no guarantees 
Walker gets consistent work anytime soon

- Francis

KAREEM WALKER

https://twitter.com/_KareemWalker
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NGsdlJ8DDCk


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

5'9" 138

212 795

10/4/1996 6

95

Junior 6 35

2018 51

0 54

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK TENNESSEE

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

John Kelly exceeded everyone's expectations in 2016. He assumed a leadership role when Jalen 
Hurd left the team mid-season. He's continued that by moderating a group text with incoming 
freshmen running backs in an effort to make sure they are fully prepared to contribute once they 
arrive on campus.

Kelly is a relentless runner with an angry running style. He has excellent speed. He displays good 
balance and can regain his footing quickly after breaking a tackle. His jump cut is his only real 
move. He hasn't shown the ability to string together multiple broken tackles.

Kelly is the only runner on the Vols' roster with more than 14 career carries. He will enter the 2017 
season as the lead back. Behind what can only be an improved offensive line, Kelly is a candidate 
for a 1,000-yard season, even if he ultimately splits reps with one of the talented incoming 
freshmen.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  8

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Leadership
- Relentless runner
- Reliable receiver

- Durability still a question
- Runs somewhat upright
- Room to improve in the open field

- McDaniel

JOHN KELLY

https://youtu.be/JugJwyAM920


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

5'11" 284

191 1763

3/13/1995 18

97

rs-Senior 43 36

2018 408

4 56

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK IOWA

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY
Wadley is a very intriguing prospect. He has shown the ability to be extremely dynamic. Although he isn't 
ideal size for the position at the next level, there is definitely a place for him. Wadley looks like a polished 
runner who knows how to let his blockers do the work for him. Even then he is one of the better backs at 
creating for himself. Wadley has some elite hips and flexibility. He has a nasty jump cut, hesitation, and spin 
move. I have seen some elite cuts from Wadley and he also shows nice burst to get through holes and erase 
angles from would be tacklers. One thing that might be limited for Wadley is his top end speed, but I have 
seen him outrun defenders as well as get caught from behind.

Despite Wadley's size, he does show physicality in his efforts to break tackles and get extra yards 
throughout the game. He is a real threat out of the backfield and quarterbacks can look to him as a safety 
blanket in the passing game. If Wadley can add a few pounds and keep his explosiveness he has the ability 
to be a 3-down back in the league. Right now,he projects as a change of pace back and a complimentary 
piece in a running back committee in the NFL but I see him as a very special player. He is set up to produce 
at a very high level this season and his stock should continue to climb. He's one of the safer players for me 
in Devy.

. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  9

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Elusiveness - Very shifty in the open field as 

well as condensed space.
- Versatility - Dynamic play-maker both in the 

running and passing games.
- Effort - Plays until the whistle, fights for every 

single yard.

- Small build - Built as a change of pace back 
with his smaller frame. 

- Strength - Willingness to slide in and pass 
protect but his strength might limit him from 
being a work horse .

- Chaney

AKRUM WADLEY

https://twitter.com/M_Warren4
https://youtu.be/ffYkpgLtLWQ


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2020 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'1" N/A

221 N/A

N/A N/A

98

Freshman N/A 37

2020 N/A

N/A 17

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK OKLAHOMA 

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Sermon is an absolute bull dozer as a ball carrier. Sermon runs with an aggressive demeanor and 
relentless nature. He keeps his legs moving through contact while displaying excellent contact 
balance. He pinball's from one tackler to the next while maintaining excellent balance to gain extra 
yards. Sermon is able to hurdle over on coming tacklers and punish them with a powerful stiff arm. It 
is not uncommon to see Sermon toss defenders aside like rag dolls and plow through anyone in his 
way. He drops his shoulder pads and drives himself into oncoming defenders while showing he can 
be a violent finisher. He is an underrated pass catcher and very aggressive at the catch point. His 
aggressive running style makes him more vulnerable to injury. He lacks the ability to drop his hips and 
move laterally with ease. Sermon doesn't make defenders miss in the open field. He relies on power 
more so than athleticism. Lacks patience and he's too anxious to accelerate into defenders. Rarely 
allows for blockers to set up to create running lanes. Will need an I formation or power run scheme to 
thrive. Underrated freshman RB with very good upside. He is being overlooked by the Devy 
community and should be considered a steal in the mid to late rounds.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  9

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Power and tenacity 
- Aggressive stiff arm 
- Contact balance 
- Ability to break tackles  
- Catching 
- Violent finisher  

- Lateral Movement 
- Pad level 
- Patience
- Overall athleticism 

- DiRienzo

TREY SERMON

https://twitter.com/treyera
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mMpyZA788mU


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'3" 148

210 725

10/13/1996 7

101

Junior 21 38

2018 255

0 58

RUNNING BACK UCLA

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

His breathtaking stutter-step has locked the knees of many unworthy opponents. He also excels 
into space with a furious second gear. Jamabo does a great job using his vision to find cut back 
lanes and his lightning quick feet to move around defenders.

He did see his yard per carry regress from 6.1 in 2015 to 3.9 in 2016. Jamabo will need to become 
the lead dog and surpass 1,000 yards as a junior if he wants to be a high NFL draft selection.

Jamabo needs to become more fluid in his movements to help with his lateral agility and make him 
more elusive. He will also need to catch more than his 21 combined career receptions this season. 
That could prove his 12.1 yards per catch is not a fluke. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  9

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Explosion - Has good explosion and a 

great second gear.
- Vision - Does a great job finding cut back 

lanes.
- Footwork - Has lightning quick feet.

- Agility - Needs to get more fluid in his 
movements.

- Runs very high - He is a very upright 
runner.

- Johnson

SOSO JAMABO

https://twitter.com/soso_jamabo1?lang=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gvuqBcdc7N8


Height 5'10" Carries 145

Weight 205 Yards 1254

DOB N/A TDs 9

Overall Ranking

102

Positional Ranking

Class Junior Catches 18 39

Draft Eligible 2018 Yards 236 Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs 1 59

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK MARYLAND

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Ty Johnson averaged 7.1 yards per carry as a freshman and upped that to a nation-best 9.1 yards 
per carry as a sophomore. He's just the 9th running back in school history to rush for more than 
1,000 yards in a season.

Johnson has speed to burn and possibly the quickest burst in college football. He has an incredible 
cutback instinct behind the line of scrimmage. He doesn't have a signature open-field move, but 
uses a juke move that is often effective. With his burst, he has a natural ability to start/stop and 
change direction. He was used more in the passing game in 2016 and showed good hands and 
great ability after the catch. He could show a litt le more patience at times, but he does help out his 
offensive lineman with the ability to set up his blocks.

Johnson isn't a complete back, but he is a name that should be on everyone's radar before the 
2017 season begins.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  9

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Burst
- Speed
- Sets up blocks well
- Change of direction
- Good hands

- No signature move
- Lacks patience
- A lot of his runs are outside, he hasn't 

shown much between the tackles

- McDaniel

TY JOHNSON

https://twitter.com/T_Johns6
https://youtu.be/S9co1q_J1EE


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2019 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'0" 35

220 173

7/3/1997 1

103

Sophomore 2 40

2019 20

0 27

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK ALABAMA

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Emmons was the consensus top 2 RB in last years recruiting class. He has good length and physicality. As a 
runner, Emmons shows a very strong core and balance despite his long frame. Emmons looks to be a long 
strider but still shows nice change of direction when running the ball.

When watching Emmons I can see his vision on display. He knows where to go with the ball and how to 
manipulate defenders at the second level. He can be elusive and uses a nice spin move. I have seen him get 
skinny to slide through the hole or use his frame to bulldoze his way, I like the pad level at which Emmons 
faces contact with. He runs upright at times but he knows how to leverage his size when lowering his 
shoulder to break tackles.

The perfect scenario for Emmons in my opinion would be to transfer schools. He is buried on the depth 
chart behind a number of backs. I do like him as a runner but the incoming freshman are built the same 
way Emmons is but a have bigger frames and they do things at a higher level.  I think he is a good back that 
will be able to succeed in the right situation but he is someone I wouldn't draft until the later rounds.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  9

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Size/Length - Big frame that is evenly 

weighted 
- Physicality - Uses his body and strength well 

to impose his physicality on defenders.
- Balance - Has the ability to keep a strong core 

and stay on his feet when making hard cuts or 
breaking tackles.

- Receiving - Can catch balls out of the backfield 
but it is not a strong suit.

- Opportunity - Players need opportunities to 
showcase their skills and he is in a crowded 
backfield.

- Chaney

B.J. EMMONS

https://twitter.com/LiltrillPhenom
https://youtu.be/wIVgp3jR-Oo


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2019 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

5'11" 133

211 764

6/14/1998 6

105

Sophomore 15 41

2019 55

1 29

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK SOUTH CAROLINA

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Rico Dowdle is very quick side to side. He stays low and shows a nice center of gravity which allows him to 
make brisk cuts. He keeps a square base that helps him make a cut any which way through the hole. 
Dowdle has very nice footwork and balance when weaving through traffic. He displays good patience and 
vision behind the line and once he sees a crease he's able to burst through it. Dowdle gets up to speed 
quick and might not possess elite top end speed but he shows enough to outrun defenders consistently. 

I noticed Dowdle has natural hands in the passing game. He is able to track well and show concentration 
when making a catch. I like Dowdle's compact build and it allows him to bounce off defenders but he 
doesn't seem very graceful when absorbing contact. That might cause him to wear down quicker over time. 
He is able to make defenders miss and gain those extra yards after first contact. Dowdle is a high effort 
runner but also has natural abilit ies so he should fair well in the coming years.

I really like Dowdle from a Devy standpoint. The coming classes are so loaded but I feel he has all the tools 
to find him self as an impact player at the next level.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  9

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Quick - swift cuts, fast feet.
- Balance - Shows nice pad level and a low 

center of gravity.
- Hands - Not many opportunities but shows 

natural hands as a pass catcher.

- Ungraceful - More something I noticed than a 
weakness. Looks to take a beating when 
absorbing contact. 

- Inconsistent - Shows nice vision and patience 
one play then none at all the next.

- Chaney

RICO DOWDLE

https://twitter.com/ricodowdle
https://youtu.be/HgPpMtpgA2w


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2019 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

5'11" 91

221 421

1/30/1998 1

106

Sophomore 9 42

2019 161

1 30

RUNNING BACK FLORIDA

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY
Perine was second on the Florida roster in rushing attempts and yards during his freshman 
season. He looks to be a typical power back who thrives as a down hill runner. He has shown 
instances where he is a threat out of the back field and he makes a living off of chunk plays as a 
pass catcher. Perine will finish runs and fight for every yard. His compact build makes it tough for 
defenders to bring him down. Despite running tall, Perine has good balance through contact. He 
knows when to lower his shoulder and drive through tacklers. 

Perine does lack that needed burst but once he gets up to speed he can out run defenders from 
time to time. He doesn't show much flexibility as a runner and sometimes struggles to  turn the 
corner and put his foot in the ground. Perine needs to work on his pad level through the hole and 
his technique as a runner to get the most out of every carry. His vision is above average and it 
helps his game out quite a bit. Perine won't make defenders miss consistently in the open field but 
he will run them over. He's slotted as second on the depth chart and should see added snaps. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  9

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Physicality - Uses his strong build to run 

through defenders.
- Finisher - Fights for every yard to finish 

the play by keeping his legs pumping.
- Size - Compact build. Ideal size for the 

position.

- Pad level - Runs tall through the hole. 
- Athleticism - Tested very poorly in high 

school. Doesn't show a ton of burst or 
lateral agility on tape.

- Stiff - Not very fluid as a runner.

- Chaney

LAMICAL PERINE

https://youtu.be/Z9HrX2rUsek


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2020 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'0" N/A

196 N/A

N/A N/A

107

Freshman N/A 43

2020 N/A

N/A 18

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK WASHINGTON 

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Known for his recorded 4.32 40-yard dash, Salvon Ahmed is extremely impressive with the ball in 
his hands. Lightning quick first step and accelerates on a dime. Can make himself skinny, sneaking 
through traffic. Has a good amount of wiggles to bob and weave through defenders. Fluid lateral 
movement to make defenders miss. Solid ankle flexion to make quick one-cuts.  Blazing fast speed 
to get past tacklers at all levels quickly. Threat to take it to the house anytime the ball is in his 
hands. Plus contact balance allowing for yards after contact. Vision is just average. Lacks some 
creativity in his runs. Lack instincts to see his blockers develop run lanes. Decision making is 
inconsistent. Needs to be more consistent as a blocker. Loses leverage due to bad anchor and 
technique. Shows he can be an effective pass catcher, but will need more experience in that area. 
Ahmed has all the tools to be a dynamic ball carrier. His has outstanding athleticism and elite 
speed brings a unique dynamic to his game. With some development he could be a very effective 
running back at the next level. Draft Ahmed in Devy drafts as a high upside RB2. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  9

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Elite speed
- Athleticism
- Lateral quickness
- Contact Balance 
- Acceleration

- Blocking 
- Vision 
- Decision making 
- Instincts 

- DiRienzo

SALVON AHMED 

https://twitter.com/ahmedsalvon?lang=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GZkckiLJ0TM


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

5'11" 285

225 1593

N/A 8

110

Senior 18 44

2018 97

0 62

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK WASHINGTON

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Coleman's greatest asset is his strength. He is a work-out warrior whose functional strength 
translates very well to the football field. He is a freight train and once he gets moving downhill, he 
is one of the more challenging backs in all of college football to bring down. He will consistently 
force defenders to make "business decisions" when he is coming at them.

While Coleman may not be the most elusive runner, he does have outstanding long speed and 
short area burst, especially considering he is a 225 pound bowling ball. Never having been involved 
in the passing game at Washington, I would have concerns on whether or not he could be a three 
down back at the next level. More than just a short-yardage back though, Coleman does provide 
versatility as a special teams contributor and has the natural athleticism to excel at next level. 
While he is not an elite prospect, I think Coleman is currently an underrated dynasty asset.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  10

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Strength - One of the strongest runners at 

collegiate level
- Athleticism - Ran high 4.4s 40 at pro day 

at 225 pounds
- Ball Security - Zero fumbles in '15 & '16 on 

147 carries

- Limited - Nine career catches through 
three seasons, not sure he can be three 
down back in NFL. In addition, more of a 
downhill runner that may limit the 
amount of teams whose needs and 
scheme he fits.

- Francis

LAVON COLEMAN

https://twitter.com/megatronkid
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aWdy-IwtUUU


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

5'11" 88

200 614

10/5/1997 4

111

Sophomore 6 45

2019 87

0 31

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK MICHIGAN

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Recruited to Michigan as an All-Purpose Back, Evans was surprisingly productive as a true 
freshman averaging 7.0 ypc. He's listed at 200, but I'd bet he weighs in 10 pounds lighter than that. 
Nevertheless, Evans runs with an aggressive attitude and has the ability to string together multiple 
missed tackles. He does this by using his excellent vision through the hole and on the outside. 
Evans makes good cuts, is quick enough to make defenders miss and runs with great 
determination. Physical limitations show up on tape though, as he shows very poor speed and is 
frequently caught from behind in the open field. Burst and overall athleticism are both below 
average from what I can see.

Ultimately, I see Chris Evans being used similarly to how he was as a freshman throughout his 
career. As a solid change of pace or 3rd down back, unlikely to garner a heavy workload or goal 
line work. I wouldn't recommend looking too much into him in Devy leagues until he shows more 
from an athleticism and workload standpoint. Reminds me of I'Tavius Mathers. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  10

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Vision - Shows good vision running inside 

and on the perimeter.
- Quickness - Not overly agile, but has good 

cutting ability and can make defenders 
miss with his quickness.

- Speed - Displays poor speed and has 
trouble outrunning defenders.

- Explosion - Doesn't show great burst or 
acceleration as running lanes appear.

- Size - Unlikely to receive a heavy workload 
or be used as a thumper near the goal 
line. 

- Stefan

CHRIS EVANS

https://twitter.com/Kidnplay_abc123?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
https://youtu.be/HQNbp83y62c


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

5'10" 140

187 1008

7/8/1997 5

112

Junior 23 46

2018 333

2 63

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK STANFORD

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Love has exceptional athleticism as a running back. He ran a 4.30 forty in high school and jumped 37" in the 
vertical. He put up nice SPARQ numbers with his short shuttle and power throw. Love will primarily be used 
as an outside runner because his build doesn't call for him to run between the tackles.  He doesn't possess 
the strength to run inside or break tackles consistently. 

Love's thin build will limit him at the next level unless he shows he can be more versatile. He does know 
how to use his size to his advantage though with his ability to make very sharp cuts and bounce runs into 
open space. Vision is one of Love's strong suits and he is a very instinctive runner. He can be used as a kick 
returner and that 's where his speed and quickness will really come into play.

His burst really stands out on tape and he should  account for quite a few explosive plays with Stanford's 
top rated offensive line. I would not ask Love to pass protect so that might take away from his opportunities 
on the field. He has some very big shoes to fill as Stanford's new running back. I wouldn't put too much 
stock into Love, but he is worth a flier in the later rounds in Devy drafts.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  10

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Speed - Ran a 4.30 in high school. Shows 

breakaway speed on film 
- Agility - Makes very quick precise cuts and 

slips defenders well.
- Burst - Blows through the hole quickly and 

gets up to speed fast.

- Build - Doesn't have prototypical size and has 
a thin build for a runner.

- Blocking - Can't pass protect. To small to make 
an impact protecting QB.

- Limited - Makeup calls for a change of pace 
back but doesn't necessarily excel in the 
passing game.

- Chaney

BRYCE LOVE

https://twitter.com/Blovee_20
https://youtu.be/nkSsyuKqJOs


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'1" 124

224 664

1/7/1997 9

113

Junior 10 47

2018 83

0 64

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK FLORIDA STATE

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Large back with a good amount of speed for a nice size/speed ratio. Ran a recorded 4.51 at time of 
his recruitment to FSU. Runs with tenacity and uses a powerful stiff-arm to plow defenders to the 
ground. Patrick is very difficult to take down due to his large frame and powerful running style. He 
showcases very good contact balance, rarely going down on the first attempted tackle. Uses 
effective upper and lower body gestures to throw off oncoming tacklers. Not an overly agile back 
but does a good job of stutter stepping and maneuvering out of pursuit. He has average vision and 
allows his blocks to set up. He will sometimes rely on climbing the back of his guard instead of 
creating his own space. His lack of lateral agility plagues him from fluidly changing direction. Runs 
with too high of a pad level. His tall frame makes this more challenging for him. Not very elusive. 
Makes defenders miss more so from his head jerks than his lateral quickness. Not used in the pass 
game much so his upside as a receiver is unknown. Patrick is a good running back but his role will 
be limited due to his lack of receiver experience and lack of agility. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  10

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Size
- Power
- Ability to break tackles 
- Contact balance
- Leverage 

- Lateral Agility 
- Pad Level
- Pass catching
- Acceleration 
- Can't create his own space

- DiRienzo

JACQUES PATRICK

https://twitter.com/jacques_patrick?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DAIglrCzACM


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'0" 257

210 1359

10/9/1996 12

115

Junior 25 48

2018 243

2 65

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK MINNESOTA

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Shannon Brooks is a very intriguing Devy prospect. Brooks has excellent size and a thick frame 
which allows him to have some top notch power and the ability to run through any defender; 
sometimes even seeking out contact. His footwork is solid as he uses it to make quick and sudden 
cuts. 

Brooks needs to get much faster as he doesn't quite have that breakaway speed you look for. His 
lack of agility will limit his ability to shake defenders. He also needs to show he can carry more of a 
workload and be productive doing so.

Brooks a nice running back with some quality traits that teams desire. He will need to do some 
work to prove that he is worthy of being a bell-cow back.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  10

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Strength - Has excellent strength to blow 

up defenders and actually seeks out 
contact.

- Size - Only 210lbs, but has a very thick 
frame and muscled up.

- Feet - Has some quick and sudden 
footwork.

- Speed - Needs to get faster to help him 
break away from defenders.

- Agility - Wont be shaking defenders 
anytime soon.

- Production - Hasn't been very productive 
thus far, has yet to hit 1,000 yards on the 
ground.

- Garrett

SHANNON BROOKS

https://twitter.com/thekid2335?lang=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C3HqKBQ8wIE&t=95s


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'0" 209

240 1224

N/A 7

116

rs-Junior 3 49

2018 26

0 66

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK AUBURN

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Kamryn Pettway redshirted in 2014 and rotated at fullback in 2015 before having a breakout 
season at tailback in 2016. He finished the regular season with an SEC-best 124.8 rushing yards per 
game. In each of his three seasons as a tailback, including high school, he has topped 1,000 yards 
rushing.

Pettway is a load at 6'0" and 240 pounds. He carries his size well and knows how to use it to his 
advantage. He is quick for his size. He gets to his top speed quickly, but that 's often not enough to 
out-run many SEC defensive backs. He's a straight-line runner without any moves, but he will make 
you regret trying to arm tackle him. He could stand to run behind his pads more as he tends to 
look off-balance in the open field. He is at his best when he can initiate contact by dropping his 
shoulder and bowling over a defender.

Had he entered the 2017 NFL Draft, he would have been selected in the mid-late rounds. Returning 
to school for another year of experience at the tailback position was a smart move.  

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  10

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Size
- Strength - With his size comes the 

strength you'd expect
- Quickness - Gets to his top speed quickly

- Lack of elusiveness and agility
- Balance
- Hesitant

- McDaniel

KAMRYN PETTWAY

https://twitter.com/uno_kam
https://youtu.be/J7p2PqlTKl4


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2019 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

5'11" 7

200 44

8/7/1999 0

130

Sophomore 0 50

2019 0

0 37

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK MIAMI (FL)

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Homer played very sparingly as a true freshman. He only saw 7 carries on the season. Based on 
high school film Homer displayed the ability to be a good threat receiving out of the backfield. He 
also showed an ability to lower his shoulder into defenders and get extra yardage. Homer isn't the 
biggest back; he'll have to add some strength to be able to do the same at the college level. In 
2017, Homer will be playing behind junior running back Mark Walton who's coming off an 1,100 
yard rushing season. Homer should be able to see the field more often than he did as a freshman.

Homer still has a lot of question marks about his ability at the collegiate level due to his lack of 
playing time. Homer has a lot of unknowns and I would proceed with caution before selecting him 
in any Devy drafts. He could be a late round flier but I don't see Homer becoming a top prospect 
down the road. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  11

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Pass catching - Showed good hands in high 

school. 

- Toughness - Showed good toughness in high 
school. Lowers shoulder into defenders when 
needed. 

- Speed - Has decent speed but don't foresee 
him being able to break off big plays.

- Brandt

TRAVIS HOMER

https://twitter.com/travishomer4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BaFUwLHgV2w&t=121s


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

5'10" 739

203 3347

11/21/1994 22

131

Senior 55 51

2018 384

2 73

RUNNING BACK VANDERBILT

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Webb has recorded 13 career 100- yard rushing games and eight of those have come versus Power 
Five schools. He produced 1,449 yards from scrimmage as a junior in 2016. No other Commodore 
had over 500 yards.

Webb could have went to a smaller school in lesser and likely dominated. Yet, he choose to play in 
the toughest conference versus elite NFL caliber defensive talent. With one season left to go, he 
already owns Vanderbilt 's record for career rushing yards.

He likely be a middling/development draft selection upon entering the draft. Comparable to Tyler 
Ervin, Mike Davis and Paul Perkins.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  11

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Interior vision
- Uses his blockers
- Leg do not stop upon contact

- Lacks ability to create as a pass catcher
- Not a burner

- Johnson

RALPH WEBB

https://twitter.com/TurnUpWebb
https://youtu.be/RgmVobGnpwA


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2020 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'0" N/A

211 N/A

N/A N/A

132

Freshman N/A 52

2020 N/A

N/A 22

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK WISCONSIN

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Jonathan Taylor is heading to Wisconsin this fall and he is already 6'0" and 211 pounds. He is a 
power back with speed, good vision, burst, and balance. He has a thick trunk and runs through 
arm tackles. He does work between the tackles. He is a patient and decisive runner with better 
than average balance. He keeps defenses off-guard with his ability to cutback behind the line of 
scrimmage and change directions in the open field.

He is a track star, even at 211 pounds. In 2016, he set a state record with a 10.55 second 100 
meters. He also anchored the 4x100 relay team who holds the state record in that event. Because 
track speed doesn't always translate to football speed, it would benefit Taylor to improve his 
top-end speed. He is fast enough to outrun most high school players, but he will get hawked down 
more often in college

Taylor 's skill set should make him a perfect fit in Wisconsin's offensive scheme.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  11

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Size
- Vision
- Burst
- Balance
- Quick feet

- Blocking ability
- Top-end speed

- McDaniel

JONATHAN TAYLOR

https://twitter.com/23j_taylor
https://youtu.be/0aSL-445uLg


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2019 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

5'10" 206

180 1142

N/A 6

133

Sophomore 5 53

2019 46

0 38

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK OKLAHOMA STATE

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Very good athleticism to be an all-purpose type back. Shows he has the speed to break away from 
coverage. Can hit top speed with a flick of a switch. Displays very good patience and sees the line of 
scrimmage very well, allowing running lanes to develop. He sets up his blockers in space, while using 
a stealthy one-cut in order to burst through the hole without defenders knowing he was even gone. 
His first step is top notch offering him the ability to make initial tacklers bite too early. His explosion 
is evident every time he has the ball in his hand. His recorded 42.5" vertical at 5'10" is very 
impressive. Has enough strength to be effective as a blocker. Wasn't used in the pass game much, 
but that is not a knock on his potential as a pass catcher. Could benefit from adding more muscle to 
his frame. Will sometimes cut prematurely, not allowing the progressions of his blockers develop, 
especially down field. His vision is based on what is provided. Could struggle creating his own space 
against better competition. Hill is an underrated running back Devy prospect. He has 3-down 
potential and should be a priority in mid to late rounds of Devy drafts. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  12

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Athleticism
- Lateral quickness
- Acceleration 
- One-cut 
- Explosion 
- Patience

- Smaller frame 
- Vision 
- Inconstant decision making 
- Functional strength 

- DiRienzo

JUSTICE HILL

https://twitter.com/jhill21_?lang=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-GWhtKqgohA


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

5'11" 336

205 2133

11/28/1995 15

135

Junior 5 54

2018 32

0 74

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK APPALACHIAN STATE

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Moore has shown that he can be a workhorse and handle a lot of carries. In 2016, he averaged 
eighteen carries per game and even had a 39 carry for 257 yard game. Moore makes positive plays 
and does a nice job picking up an extra yard or two on the majority of his runs. One of the 
downsides of his game is that he doesn't display a lot of elite level athletic traits. When watching 
his film, he has many lower level collegiate defenders catching him from behind.

Moore hasn't shown much in the way of his aptitude as a pass catcher through his two years of 
being a contributor. With just five receptions through two full seasons, I think it is a fair 
assumption that he may not be a very skilled pass catcher. Given his average athleticism on film 
and lack of productivity as a receiver, I think Moore's future at the next level could be limited. A 
solid college running back that puts up good numbers may be close to his ceiling.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  12

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Strength - Hard runner that has shown he 

can carry the load (18 carries per game in 
2016)

- Consistency - Consistently solid outputs  
that avoids making negative plays

- Ball Security - Only averaged one fumble 
per 168 carries through two seasons

- Athleticism - Does not have very good 
long speed and is regularly caught from 
behind

- Limited - Has only made five catches 
through two full seasons of collegiate 
work

- Francis

JALIN MOORE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kwComrw64Vw


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2019 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

5'11" 6

210 28

10/22/1997 0

137

Sophomore 0 55

2019 0

0 39

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK OHIO STATE

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Williams is an extremely athletic RB looking to breakout on the scene in his sophomore season. He 
has excellent burst allowing him to plant and get upfield in a hurry. His vision is solid allowing him 
to find the soft spots in the defense. 

As a true sophomore, Williams is still very young and inexperienced. He will need to earn more 
playing time at the college level and then show that he can handle the workload. It is important 
that he set himself apart considering he plays in a loaded backfield.

Williams has tremendous upside and should be able to make a name for himself at Ohio State this 
season.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  12

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Burst - Has excellent burst and is able to 

plant and turn up field quickly.
- Athleticism - Extremely athletic and uses it 

to weave through defenses. 
- Vision - Does an excellent job finding the 

holes in the defense.

- Patience - Needs to do a better job of 
waiting for his blocking to set up. 

- Experience/Opportunity - Only saw time in 
1 game with limited action. Also plays in a 
crowded backfield. 

- Garrett

ANTONIO WILLIAMS

https://twitter.com/a_b_williams26?lang=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=baN0AIVfr9k


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2019 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

5'9" 49

170 270

7/17/1997 3

141

Sophomore 4 56

2019 84

1 42

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK OHIO STATE

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

As soon as you start to watch McCall the first thing that pops out is his elite quickness and 
shiftiness. Not many running backs in the country will be able to match his ability to change 
directions. When he changes direction he's able to accelerate back to his top speed very quickly. 
Immediately you also notice his size and frame. McCall is built very slightly and most likely won't be 
able to handle the full t ime load at the college or NFL levels. I see McCall being a change of pace or 
third down running back. McCall only played in five games as a true freshman. Those five games 
where Ohio State's biggest blow outs on the season. McCall has the potential to play in a similar 
role as Curtis Samuels did at Ohio State. His pass catching ability was not displayed during his mop 
up duty but I believe he has the ability to be a good receiving threat out of the backfield. It would 
not surprise me to see him lining up in slot on occasion especially with freshman running back J.K. 
Dobbins getting rave reviews by OSU coaches in spring ball. 

McCall will most likely be a specialty back in the NFL, so draft accordingly. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  12

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Elite Quickness 

- Change of direction - Has ability to change 
directions with ease and lose very litt le speed. 

- Size - Very small and slight frame. Won't be 
able to be a full t ime back in NFL.

- Power - Runs with toughness but won't be 
able to break tackles at NFL level.

- Brandt

DEMARIO MCCALL

https://twitter.com/DemarioMccall
https://youtu.be/E65zrT1UbDI


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'1" 139

206 620

1/27/1996 5

143

rs-Junior 4 57

2018 38

0 76

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK MICHIGAN STATE

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Madre London is a redshirt junior lining up in the Spartans backfield. He has some very good 
vision, finding the cutback lanes and soft spots in the defense. He uses his long strides making him 
deceptively fast. Also does a great job of using his strength to shake off defenders. 

With one of the top RBs in the class playing ahead of him, it may be tough for London to find 
consistent playing time. He will need to prove that he should get more touches and also needs to 
work on not running straight up and down.

London will continue to fly under the radar so long that Scott is there. But if he can use his traits at 
a high level, he could be worth a late round flier.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  12

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Vision - Does a great job of seeing the 

field and finding holes in the defense.
- Speed - Deceptively fast using long strides 

to out run opponents.
- Strength - Does a great job busting though 

tackle attempts.

- Opportunity - With a high level RB in the 
backfield, his opportunities are limited. 

- Running Style - Has a litt le bit of an 
upright running style. 

- Garrett

MADRE LONDON

https://twitter.com/madrelondon?lang=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n_aRqNkX29A


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'0" 345

205 1719

2/5/1996 14

144

Junior 23 58

2018 184

4 77

RUNNING BACK VIRGINIA TECH

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

McMillian was out rushed by his quarterback in 2016. He received 55 less carries (145 total) in 2016 
(676 rushing yards) after he rushed for 1,043 yards on 200 carries in 2015.

He flashes a quality and quick-wristed stiff arm. He wins with power and a solid burst. He always 
finishes his runs strong by running through or right at defenders. He is a very good pass catcher 
but the Hokies do not ask him to do much in that department. Not a freak athlete but he gives you 
between the tackles thunder.

McMillian should have a chance to be the focal point of the Hokies' offense this fall especially with 
Bucky Hodges and Isaiah Ford gone. His stock will be very beholden to his production this year in 
an offense that will depend on him.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  12

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Runs with a desperate thirst for yardage
- Medium/safe size
- Dramatic one cut runner

- Runs too high too often
- Does not reach top speed early
- Not very creative

- Johnson

TRAVON MCMILLIAN

https://twitter.com/tmcmillian2
https://youtu.be/EN80KZjNits


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2020 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

5'9" NA

203 NA

N/A NA

148

Freshman NA 59

2020 NA

NA 26

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK MARYLAND

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

McFarland is a very intriguing prospect heading into Maryland. He has excellent balance making 
him difficult to bring down. His quickness, especially in his feet, allow him to make crisp cuts with 
litt le wasted movement. And his strength is top notch as he is able to blow up defenders. 

McFarland does run a bit straight up and down at times and comes in slightly undersized at only 
5'9.

McFarland has a ton of tools to work with and the upside to be a top notch back. He should get a 
shot at playing sooner than later so keep him on your radar. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  13

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Balance - Has excellent balance to keep 

himself on his feet.  
- Quickness - Has good quickness and quick 

footwork to help make strong cuts.
- Strength - His muscled up frame allows 

him to run over defenders. 

- Running Style - Tends to run a litt le 
straight up and down. 

- Size - Is a bit undersized from what you 
want out of a running back. 

- Garrett

ANTHONY MCFARLAND

https://twitter.com/AnttMacc_?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5IkkoAJkiD8


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'0" 361

205 1898

1/1/1996 8

153

rs-Junior 26 60

2018 168

0 81

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK IOWA STATE

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Warren is a very solid back and does a lot of things very well but nothing at an elite level. He exploded onto 
the scene as a redshirt freshman rushing for 1,339 yards with 5.9 yards per carry. He took a step back his 
redshirt sophomore season and started splitting time with freshman running back David Montgomery. 

Warren showed his ability to be a north and south runner and his effort to gain every yard possible was on 
full display when watching him. He cuts well both ways and has a nice hesitation/stall move then proceeds 
to explode forward. Warren had nice vision and knows how to cut backside when the defense over pursues. 
When the opportunity to bounce a run outside arises he'll take it but he does have the willingness to run 
between the tackles as well. Warren has enough speed to hit the home run play and he's not afraid to seek 
out contact.

I noticed at times when Warren tries to make a hard cut he tends to slip and that might have to do with a 
lack of flexibility. I think he will start the season as the lead back since he decided to return to school. 
Warren is faced with competition at the position but it should make him better. He is a late round target.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  13

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Effort - Leaves it all out on the field and fights 

for extra yards every play.
- Physicality - Not a big back but welcomes 

contact and does a good job of falling 
forward.

- Vision - Has a knack for finding open lanes 
and cutting back to open space.

- Balance - has an upright style and it hinders 
his balance when making cuts.

- Thin Build - His legs look like they are on the 
skinny side. Could effect him at the next level.

- Protection - Shows the willingness to block 
but lacks the actual build and power to make 
an impact there at the next level.

- Chaney

MIKE WARREN

https://twitter.com/M_Warren4
https://youtu.be/wIVgp3jR-Oo


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2019 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'3" 15

217 122

N/A 1

154

Sophomore 2 61

2019 17

0 47

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK TCU

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Sewo Olonilua played very sparingly in 2016. The few snaps Olonilua played I saw his athletic 
ability show up on the field. Olonilua is an extremely raw player. He was a top ranked athlete 
coming of high school. TCU Head Coach Gary Patterson expected Olonilua to be a defensive end. 
He thought he would be a Jerry Hughes type of player but was surprised at how well he took to the 
running back position. Once Olonilua gets some experience at the position his snaps and 
production will rise along with his stock. His athleticism and pass catching ability sets him apart 
from most running backs at his size. 

Right now Olonilua is flying under the radar in Devy drafts. If you're not in an extremely deep Devy 
league, it 's likely that he isn't being drafted. I see Olonilua getting more more opportunities this fall 
and with that I expect some big plays. He's an extremely high risk but high reward player at this 
point. A late round flier that could pay off big down the line.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  13

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Size - Has great size and a strong build.

- Athleticism -  Blessed with great athletic 
ability. 

- Pass catching - In limited targets and drills 
shows a good ability to catch.

- Inexperience - Very raw at position. Athlete 
out of high school. Coaches at TCU originally 
expected him to be a DE.

- Brandt

SEWO OLONILUA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-CXHkAZvDzY&t=63s


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2019 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

5'11" 43

205 172

10/6/1997 1

156

Sophomore 8 62

2019 56

1 48

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK NEBRASKA

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Tre Bryant tests as an elite athlete on paper. His 131 SPARQ score made waves around the 
recruiting industry and put the country on notice. The productivity has yet to meet to the lofty 
expectations that come with showing an elite athletic profile. While Bryant 's 4.53 40 is very 
impressive, his play speed on film doesn't always show that same type of long speed. 

Bryant was used primarily as a return man in 2016. He has shown good hands and the ability to 
contribute as a receiver out of the backfield. Bryant possesses a nice blend of vision, patience and 
power. In his film, he regularly shows nice fluidity stopping, starting and changing direction. My 
biggest concern when watching him do this is just how negligent he is in his responsibility to 
secure the football. In a small sample size, he has averaged a fumble every 22 carries in college. 
Bryant has a seemingly high ceiling and may be worth a flier in deep Devy Drafts.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  13

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Athleticism - 131 SPARQ score while in 

high school
- Versatility - Shown ability to be an asset in 

return game, pass game and as a runner
- Strength - Unique blend of burst and 

power

- Lack of opportunities - Lightly used as 
freshman as a running back and has 
crowded backfield in 2016

- Ball Security - Very sloppy with the way he 
carries the football. Fumbled twice in just 
44 carries in 2016

- Francis

TRE BRYANT

https://twitter.com/TreBryant_8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AAKokcpm7uA


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2020 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'1" N/A

218 N/A

3/22/1999 N/A

165

Freshman N/A 63

2020 N/A

N/A 29

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK ALABAMA

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Brian Robinson enters the Alabama backfield alongside decorated 5-star recruit Najee Harris. The 
Alabama native did not shy away from this situation and the crowded Bama backfield though, and 
is instead embracing the competition. This speaks to a competitive mental makeup. An impressive 
4-star recruit in his own right, Robinson has a taller frame than you typically see out of a RB. 
However, he uses that to his advantage and runs behind his pads extremely well with a good 
center of gravity for such a build. His combination of size and good pad-level allows him to run 
over defenders and through arm tackles with relative ease. Has incredibly quick feet and uses his 
footwork to elude defenders with his plus agility. Displays good vision and combines this with his 
good cutting ability to maximize yardage. Shows good burst at times when he is able to plant his 
foot in the dirt and get north south. Ran a 4.41 40 but I don't see it on tape. Robinson is a receiving 
threat in the passing game and this is how I see him earning playing time for the Tide. Has good 
potential but is in a flooded depth chart. Reminds me of a bigger Ahmad Bradshaw.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  14

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Strength/Power - Runs with good pad level 

and routinely runs through tackles.
- Hands - Looks natural catching passes out 

of the backfield with ease.
- Footwork - Quick feet and great footwork 

technique to set up defenders for cuts.

- Speed - Has decent burst but gets caught 
from behind as he lacks top-end long 
speed.

- Build - Taller frame is atypical for most 
RB's.

- Stefan

BRIAN ROBINSON

https://twitter.com/brianr_4?lang=en
https://youtu.be/VGwesAhri_A


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2019 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

5'11" 85

204 567

2/15/1996 4

168

Sophomore 14 64

2019 156

0 51

RUNNING BACK ALABAMA

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Jacobs is a twitched fire starter. He runs low, balanced, hard and graceful. He runs with a lot of 
movement in his torso and he forces many missed tackles. He cuts with a ballerina like agility. You 
watch him and he just screams special talent.

He is at risk of getting swallowed up by the talented RB depth around him at 'Bama. He will enter 
2017 as the third wheel of an incredible rushing machine. Injuries may have to happen for him to 
double his touch total.

But he is still a very worthy selection in the latter parts of your devy draft. If his reception total 
doubles he will be a very high priced talent next off season.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  14

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Vision - Has excellent vision to find holes 

in the defense.
- Balance - Runs through contact and keeps 

his legs always charging.
- Tackle Slipping - Uses excellent footwork 

to slip tackles. 

- Perception - Stigma of being an Alabama 
back.

- Opportunity - Will be in a crowded 
backfield.

- Johnson

JOSH JACOBS

https://twitter.com/iam_joshjacobs?lang=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q8TtbPdqeYk


Height 5'11" Carries 53

Weight 205 Yards 283

DOB N/A TDs 0

Overall Ranking

171

Positional Ranking

Class Sophomore Catches 3 65

Draft Eligible 2019 Yards 25 Class of 2019 Ranking

TDs 0 53

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK OKLAHOMA

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Adams has been praised by coaches as having made great strides heading into his sophomore 
season. A great athlete, Adams has the ability to make defenders miss and hit a home run on any 
given play. Adams shows nice patience in letting his blocks develop and he is elusive once in the 
open field. 

I believe Adams' greatest strength is his vision. He is an extremely instinctive player that can find 
creases and has the burst to get through them. While lightly used in the pass game in 2016, he has 
shown good hands and his athleticism helps him to create big plays once he is in space. My 
concern with Adams is his size. Listed at 5'11 and 205 pounds, he doesn't run "big" nor has he 
displayed much in the way of running with power in short yardage situations. Adams should have 
the ability in 2017 to answer some of these questions and give a better idea of his potential.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  15

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Athleticism - Displays great speed, burst 

and incredible balance 
- Receiver- Has great hands and can be a 

weapon as a receiver
- Vision - Displays great patience letting 

plays develop and shows elusiveness in 
open-field

- Size - Listed at 5'11"and 205 pounds but 
appears smaller and is more of a finesse 
back

- Durability - Dealt with some injuries 
towards end of 2016, needs to prove he 
can stay healthy and carry large load

- Francis

ABDUL ADAMS

https://twitter.com/Abdul_Adams2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ww6NzNhrc7c


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2020 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'1" N/A

209 N/A

N/A N/A

172

Freshman N/A 66

2020 N/A

N/A 30

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK GEORGIA TECH

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Jordan-Swilling is a a very high upside player with some quality traits to build on. He has the burst 
to break through to the second level and the vision to get there. Has the ability to find the cut back 
lanes and soft spots in defenses.

He needs to work on getting his movements to be more fluid as his lateral agility tends to be stiff. 
He also runs with a very straight up running style that he should tweak a bit.

With Jordan-Swilling having so much upside and seemingly litt le competition at Georgia Tech, look 
for him to start making a name for himself sooner rather than later. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  15

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Burst - Has solid burst to get through and 

past the second level.
- Vision - Does a great job finding the holes 

and cutback lanes in the defense.
- Power - Has a strong lower body to help 

him move the pile.

- Stiffness - Tends to be stiff in his lateral 
movements. Needs to loosen up. 

- Running Style - Has a straight up and 
down running style.

- Garrett

BRUCE JORDAN-SWILLING

https://twitter.com/BruceJSwilling?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rvu6YHt3QZA


Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

Height 5'8" Carries 464

Weight 190 Yards 2301

DOB 7/24/1994 TDs 22

Overall Ranking

174

Positional Ranking

Class Senior Catches 94 67

Draft Eligible 2018 Yards 827 Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs 2 91

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK COLORADO

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Lindsay is a former low 3-star all-purpose back recruit who earned his way into a starting role 
midway through his sophomore season. He wins with toughness, grit, and determination, rather 
than any outstanding athletic attributes. He is a good pass catching back and makes the most out 
of his touches. Refuses to go down and often gains yards after first contact, as he keeps his feet 
churning and shows tremendous fight for his size. Lindsay gets the most out of his limited 
athleticism and had a nice breakout junior campaign. Unfortunately, his frame is already maxed 
out and I don't see much more development out of this player, capping his pro potential. He is a 
one speed player who is undersized and lacks explosiveness, long speed, and great agility. 

Despite his recent breakout during the Buffs' exciting 2016 campaign, I don't believe Lindsay has 
the requisite athleticism to be an NFL contributer. I expect him to underwhelm at the combine and 
go undrafted. He may make his way onto a practice squad in a receiving back role. I would 
recommend avoiding Lindsay in Devy drafts. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  15

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Pass Catching - Solid receiving ability out 

of the backfield and consistent hands.
- Toughness - Hard-nosed player that fights 

for more on every play.

- Size - Small back who is undersized and 
already maxed out.

- Speed/Burst - Doesn't display exceptional 
breakaway speed or acceleration.

- Athleticism -  Limited athlete overall who 
lacks any exceptional physical traits.

- Stefan

PHILLIP LINDSAY

https://twitter.com/I_CU_boy?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
https://youtu.be/FtckM4wR5g0


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'2" 245

230 1248

9/8/1996 13

175

Junior 16 68

2018 115

1 92

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK PITTSBURGH

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY
Qadree Ollison had a big red-shirt freshman season in 2015. Once James Conner went down with 
his knee injury, Ollison was Pittsburgh's top back. He ran for over 1,100 yards and 11 touchdowns. 
2016 wasn't the same story. He only saw 33 carries on the year with a healthy Conner returning. 
Besides Conner, three other running backs in Pittsburgh's offense saw more carries than Ollison 
on the season. In 2015, he showed he was a big powerful back with decent speed and good vision. 
At 6'2" 230 Ollison is a big load to bring down. Once he's in open field he shows some decent 
speed for his size. He will not be known for shiftiness or his ability to make defenders miss, he'll 
either run through or attempt to run past them. The biggest question for Ollison is if he will return 
to his 2015 form. Two of the running backs that passed Ollison in 2016 are still on Pittsburgh's 
roster. 

Right now Ollison should be on the outside looking in for your Devy drafts. He's too big of a risk at 
this point. He was not the same player that he was in 2015. He will need a bounce back season 
before being Devy draft worthy.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  15

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Size - Tremendous size for a running back. 

- Powerful - Power back who can use his size 
and strength when called upon.

- Vision - Has good vision to find the open 
holes.

- Will he return to form? - Big season two 
years ago. Last season passed by 3 running 
backs on the depth chart. 

- Dedication - After his big season he had an 
"awful" spring practice according to coaches. 
Sounds like he might have gotten lazy after a 
big season.

- Brandt

QADREE OLLISON

https://twitter.com/QOllison
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Be1FeufEaIc&t=298s


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

5'9" 114

175 753

N/A 6

176

Junior 17 69

2018 251

2 93

RUNNING BACK OREGON

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Griffin possesses elite "shot out of a cannon" speed. He is in the mold Kenjon Barner, 
LaMichael James and De'Anthony Thomas. Basically your typical Oregon "X-factor " back who 
they turned to on third and long. They send him in-motion or against the grain of the 
defense and let him do damage in space.

Look for a possible position change to WR/KR in order for him to make hit in the NFL. The 
hopeful will compare him to Tyreek Hill or Dede Westbrook.

For at least this season Griffin is stuck as Royce Freeman's supplement backup. So we may 
have to wait another season to see him in a feature role. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  15

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Speed - Has blazing 4.3 speed.
- Agility - Has excellent lateral agility and 

fluid movements.
- Burst - Explodes out of his breaks quickly 

and eats up space.

- Size - Featherweight type size, will need to 
bulk up.

- Opportunity - With Freeman there, he will 
see less of a role early on.

- Injury History - Tore his ACL in high school.

- Johnson

TAJ GRIFFIN

https://twitter.com/taj_griffin?lang=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LxUDBMDn0KE&t=195s


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'0" 163

202 1184

N/A 4

181

Senior 14 70

2018 68

1 95

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK WEST VIRGINIA

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Crawford came out of nowhere to be a solid producer for WVU in 2016 after transferring from NW 
Mississippi Community College.  He had a monster performance vs Oklahoma that really put him 
on the map when he rushed for 330 yards in the snow! His move of choice to elude defenders is a 
jump cut, which can leave defenders grasping for air. Crawford wasn't very productive as a receiver 
in his first season with the Mountaineers, but showed very well in this aspect during his time in the 
JUCO ranks. Runs with an attitude and fights for extra yards despite his size. The major knock on 
Crawford is his speed and overall athleticism. He shows average burst and agility, but none of his 
athletic traits really stand out.

I expect an even more productive senior season for Crawford in 2017 with Rushel Shell leaving the 
backfield, but ultimately I believe Crawford's upside is that of a 3rd down back at best. I wouldn't 
count him out, but i also wouldn't recommend drafting him at this point. Reminds me of a far less 
athletic LeSean McCoy.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  16

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Determination - Runs with good fight and 

toughness for a player of his size.
- Hands -  Reliable hands out of the 

backfield.
- Jump cut - Has an excellent jump cut that 

he uses often.

- Speed - Lacks great speed and gets caught 
from behind in the open field.

- Athleticism - Not an exceptional all around 
athlete in terms of measurables.

- Stefan

JUSTIN CRAWFORD

https://twitter.com/datcrawfordboyy?lang=en
https://youtu.be/SUJqy5DE-zE


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2020 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

5'11" N/A

220 N/A

N/A N/A

182

Freshman N/A 71

2020 N/A

N/A 33

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK UCF

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Richardson is a thick, compact runner who wins with physicality. His favorite weapon is a nasty 
stiff-arm that he frequently uses to knock defenders to the ground and then use them as leverage 
to continue his runs. His low center of gravity allows him to maintain good balance after contact. 
Richardson shows good vision and makes nice cut backs on the second level. His main weakness is 
his speed, and while he was able to pull away from lower level high school competition, he won't 
be able to do so as often at the collegiate level. Richardson initially committed to Clemson, and 
subsequently de-committed following his high school undergoing a GPA scandal. He later 
committed to Maryland before de-committing one day later and signing with UCF.

Richardson has a really nice, pro ready build for a running back. I have some concerns about him 
filling out too much and it sapping some of his explosiveness, as he is already a legit 220 pounds. 
He has the ability to have a really productive college career and should be one to monitor for a 
couple seasons before targeting him in Devy drafts. Reminds me of a less powerful Samaje Perine.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  16

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Power - Extremely physical player who 

runs through contact consistently.
- Vision - Good vision to hit cut back lanes 

and find space on the second level.
- Balance - Shows good balance after intitial 

contact and is able to keep his feet well.

- Speed - Doesn't have top end speed, not a 
burner.

- Off-the-field - Richardson had a 
tumultuous recruiting process before 
ultimately signing with UCF.

- Stefan

CORDARRIAN RICHARDSON

https://twitter.com/thegreatest_5?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
https://youtu.be/g6lvpSr3Tkk


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2020 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'0" N/A

210 N/A

12/21/1998 N/A

185

Freshman N/A 72

2020 N/A

N/A 35

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK FLORIDA STATE

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

First thing first, White joins a backfield with Cam Akers, Khalan Laborn, Jacques Patrick, and Amir 
Rasul. If he is going to see the field in 2017, he'll need to bring something different than the other 
backs on the roster. His effectiveness in the passing game might be his ticket.

As a runner, he is a long strider who covers ground quickly. He displays good balance and vision. In 
high school, he was at his best when lining up at QB on designed runs.  He does tend to run 
upright and isn't very elusive. His ability as a receiver coupled with his size gives him the 
opportunity to become a three-down back in the future.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  16

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Balance
- Vision
- Size
- Hands

- Lack of elusiveness
- Upright runner

- McDaniel

ZAQUANDRE WHITE

https://twitter.com/Iam_ZWhite
https://youtu.be/yXFOyxYoqjw


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2019 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

5'6" 38

158 261

N/A 2

187

Sophomore 2 73

2019 16

0 55

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK ARIZONA

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Good amount of acceleration and explosion to break away from defenders. Initial short area 
quickness and twitchy first step allows for Taylor to gain an edge on his competition and accelerate 
past defenders. He has enough get-up to bounce to the outside or gain enough momentum to 
burst through a hole up the middle. He displays a high level of tenacity and his motor is always 
running hot. Gives his all on every play. Underrated receiver out of the backfield. Has proven he is 
a hands catcher and identifies the catch point well. Can adjust his body to the ball, manifesting 
very good body control. His low center of gravity allows him to shift his body fluidly and quickly. His 
stealthy running style allows him to gain yards that would be more difficult for larger backs. His 
size at 5'6" and 158 lbs will indeed limit is role and longevity as a running back at the next level. He 
doesn't have ideal speed for someone of his size. His relentlessness nature helps make up for his 
lack of size and strength. He is below average breaking tackles and displays average vision. He 
often bounces to the outside to avoid contact. Consider Taylor a late round Devy prospect. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  16

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Explosion 
- High Motor
- Tenacity 
- Threat out of the backfield
- Short area quickness
- Body control 

- Size 
- Strength 
- Speed
- Tackle breaking 
- Vision 

- DiRienzo

J.J. TAYLOR

https://twitter.com/21taylor04?lang=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s9QSwo_B6bE


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2020 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'0" N/A

205 N/A

10/3/1999 N/A

189

Freshman N/A 74

2020 N/A

N/A 38

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK TEXAS

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

With the departure of D'Onta Foreman, Carter will have the opportunity to avoid a redshirt and 
compete for touches right away. The introduction of a new coaching staff at Texas also bodes well 
for Carter, as they will have no ties to the returning RB stable. Carter is more of a straight line 
athlete and lacks great elusiveness. He has an odd running style but appears to be very effective in 
a zone-blocking one cut system where he can explode through holes and use his good speed. 
Carter shows good hands and can be effective receiving out of the backfield even if he isn't overly 
agile. 

I'm not a huge fan of Carter 's game, but i certainly think he can have success in Tom Herman's 
wide open scheme. His power is slightly underrated and I think he can earn a role as a committee 
back with the current favorite to start, Kyle Porter, sooner rather than later. He has pro potential, 
but absolutely needs some refinement to his game during his time in college. Reminds me of a less 
explosive Tevin Coleman.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Speed - Good straight-line speed in the 

mid 4.5 range.
- Agility - Not overly elusive or quick in tight 

spaces, tightness in his hips.
- Running Style - Flailing running style that 

is not typical among RBs.

- Stefan

TONEIL CARTER

https://twitter.com/carter_toneil
https://youtu.be/pbHUtKor2ws


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2020 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

5'10" N/A

205 N/A

4/13/1999 N/A

190

Freshman N/A 75

2020 N/A

N/A 39

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

RUNNING BACK ARIZONA STATE

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Benjamin is a superb prospect and has many of the important traits you look for in a future NFL 
running back. His most outstanding trait is his terrific balance which is on display nearly every run, 
as you watch him keep his feet while would be tacklers slide off of him. Is physical and will run you 
over, but also has the quick, nimble feet, elusiveness, and vision to break defenders ankles on cuts 
in the open field. Not a burner and runs in the high 4.6 range. Good acceleration but not great. 
Benjamin looks natural catching balls out of the backfield in drills and displays a nasty stiff arm 
and tremendous jump cut frequently. 

This high-end 4-star recruit will likely need a bit of seasoning at the position, but he is a player with 
good potential. Expect him to add about 10 pounds to his frame to maximize his strength and 
power, while still maintaining his great agility. I see him filling in the footsteps of Kalen Ballage in 
2018 and running with the starting job. Wherever you think he should be drafted in Devy leagues is 
probably too low considering the player he reminds me most of: Devonta Freeman.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  16

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Balance - His low center of gravity and 

great balance make him hard to tackle.
- Vision - Makes violent cuts to find lanes 

into the open field at opportune times.
- Power - Trucks defenders and sheds 

tackles consistently.
- Agility - quick twitch in tight spaces.

- Long Speed - Not a burner.
- Burst - Lacks great acceleration when 

open lanes appear.

- Stefan

ENO BENJAMIN

https://twitter.com/eno_benjamin5
https://youtu.be/aESrEJZa4xw


Height Carries

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Catches

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

5'10" 424

208 2431

4/21/1996 27

199

Senior 18 76

2018 153

1 102

RUNNING BACK ARIZONA

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Wilson is very active with the stiff arm and he sheds well by keeping his powerful legs moving. He 
runs dirty between the tackles. He displays great vision and agility running out of the shotgun. He 
gets his best head of steam running out of the pistol.

Wilson will have to compete with fellow senior Zach Green and his QB Brandon Dawkins for 
rushing attempts in 2017. Wilson is clearly the most talented back but injuries have derailed most 
thoughts of majority usage. At one point, Wilson had missed or left early in 13 of 15 games from 
2015-2016 thanks to a lingering ankle injury. That streak was before he missed the final five 
contests of 2016.

He has seen very limited targets for a seemingly translatable third down back. Hopefully the 
Wildcats can get him more involved in that aspect this season.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  17

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Inside vision
- Balance and remaining balanced after 

first contact
- Gritty in pass protection

- Majority of his runs are of the delayed 
handoff variety

- Not much variance in his usage.
- Lacks receiver skills and targets on tape

- Johnson

NICK WILSON



WR BIG BOARD

1 Courtland Sutton SMU

2 N'Keal Harry Arizona St

3 DeKaylin Metcalf Ole Miss

4 Deon Cain Clemson

5 Equanimeous St Brown Notre Dame

6 Calvin Ridley Alabama

7 Auden Tate Florida State

8 Ahmmon Richards Miami

9 James Washington Oklahoma State

10 Bryan Edwards South Carolina

11 Christian Kirk Texas A&M

12 Joseph Lewis USC

13 Donovan Peoples-Jones Michigan

14 Jerry Jeudy Alabama

15 A.J. Brown Ole Miss

16 Antonio Callaway Florida

17 Jauan Jennings Tennessee

18 Richie James MTSU

19 Tee Higgins Clemson

20 Deebo Samuel South Carolina

21 Demetris Robertson California

22 Allen Lazard Iowa State

23 Miles Boykin Notre Dame

24 Trevon Grimes Ohio State

25 Simmie Cobbs Indiana

26 Tyrie Cleveland Florida

27 George Campbell Florida State

28 Dante Pettis Washington

29 Austin Mack Ohio State

30 Jhamon Ausborn Texas A&M

31 Kyle Davis Auburn

32 Michael Gallup Colorado State

33 Preston Williams Colorado State

34 Jordan Villamin Oregon State

35 Anthony Miller Memphis

36 Tyler Vaughns USC

37 Nate Craig-Myers Auburn

38 Terry Godwin Georgia

39 Lawrence Cager Miami

40 Jake Wieneke South Dakota State 

41 Jeff Thomas Miami

42 Ahmir Mitchell Michigan

43 Jeremiah Holloman Georgia

44 Jaylen Smith Louisville

45 Darren Carrington Oregon

46 Michael Pittman USC

47 Chase Claypool Notre Dame

48 Cedrick Wilson Boise State

49 DaMarkus Lodge Ole Miss

50 Kelvin Harmon NC State



WR BIG BOARD

51 Henry Ruggs Alabama

52 D.J. Chark LSU

53 Jester Weah Pittsburgh

54 Binjimen Victor Ohio State

55 Tyrell Shavers Alabama

56 Devonta Smith Alabama

57 Theo Howard UCLA

58 J'Mon Moore Missouri

59 Donnie Corley Michigan State

60 Javon McKinley Notre Dame

61 Trent Irwin Stanford

62 Amari Rodgers Clemson

63 Tarik Black Michigan

64 Diondre Overton Clemson

65 Quartney Davis Texas A&M

66 Tren'Davion Dickson Houston

67 Melquise Stovall California

68 Juwan Johnson Penn State

69 Jalen Reagor TCU

70 Drake Davis LSU

71 Nyqwan Murray Florida State

72 Dylan Crawford Michigan

73 Devonte Boyd UNLV

74 Devin Duvernay Texas

75 Ty Jones Washington

76 Dillon Mitchell Oregon

77 Keith Gavin Florida State

78 Penny Hart Georgia State

79 Ray-Ray McCloud Clemson

80 Jovon Durante West Virginia

81 Markell Pack Ole Miss



2018 WR RANKINGS

1 Courtland Sutton SMU

2 Deon Cain Clemson

3 Equanimeous St Brown Notre Dame

4 Calvin Ridley Alabama

5 Auden Tate Florida State

6 James Washington Oklahoma State

7 Christian Kirk Texas A&M

8 Antonio Callaway Florida

9 Jauan Jennings Tennessee

10 Richie James Middle Tennessee

11 Deebo Samuel South Carolina

12 Allen Lazard Iowa State

13 Miles Boykin Notre Dame

14 Simmie Cobbs Indiana

15 George Campbell Florida State

16 Dante Pettis Washington

17 Michael Gallup Colorado State

18 Preston Williams Colorado State

19 Jordan Villamin Oregon State

20 Anthony Miller Memphis

21 Terry Godwin Georgia

22 Lawrence Cager Miami

23 Jake Wieneke South Dakota State

24 Jaylen Smith Louisville

25 Darren Carrington Oregon

26 Cedrick Wilson Boise State

27 DaMarkus Lodge Ole Miss

28 D.J. Chark LSU

29 Jester Weah Pittsburgh

30 Binjimen Victor Ohio State

31 J'Mon Moore Missouri

32 Trent Irwin Stanford

33 Juwan Johnson Penn State

34 Nyqwan Murray Florida State

35 Deonte Boyd UNLV

36 Penny Hart Georgia State

37 Ray-Ray McCloud Clemson

38 Jovon Durante West Virginia

39 Markell Pack Ole Miss



2019 WR RANKINGS

1 N'Keal Harry Arizona State

2 DeKaylin Metcalf Ole Miss

3 Ahmmon Richards Miami

4 Bryan Edwards South 

5 A.J. Brown Ole Miss

6 Demetris Robertson California

7 Tyrie Cleveland Florida

8 Austin Mack Ohio State

9 Kyle Davis Auburn

10 Tyler Vaughns USC

11 Nate Craig-Myers Auburn

12 Ahmir Mitchell Michigan

13 Michael Pittman USC

14 Chase Claypool Notre Dame

15 Kelvin Harmon NC State

16 Theo Howard UCLA

17 Donnie Corley Michigan State

18 Javon McKinley Notre Dame

19 Diondre Overton Clemson

20 Quartney Davis Texas A&M

21 Tren'Davion Dickson Houston

22 Melquise Stovall California

23 Drake Davis LSU

24 Dylan Crawford Michigan

25 Devin Duvernay Texas

26 Dillon Mitchell Oregon

27 Keith Gavin Florida State



2020 WR RANKINGS

1 Joseph Lewis USC

2 Donovan Peoples-Jones Michigan

3 Jerry Jeudy Alabama

4 Tee Higgins Clemson

5 Trevon Grimes Ohio State

6 Jhamon Ausbon Texas A&M

7 Jeff Thomas Miami

8 Jeremiah Holloman Georgia

9 Henry Ruggs Alabama

10 Tyrell Shavers Alabama

11 Devonta Smith Alabama

12 Amari Rodgers Clemson

13 Tarik Black Michigan

14 Jalen Reagor TCU

15 Ty Jones Washington



Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'4" 127

215 2135

10/10/1995 19

3

rs-Junior 0 1

2018 0

0 3

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER SMU

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

An outstanding hands catcher with great ability to high point and win the 50/50 ball, Courtland 
Sutton will be a house hold name very soon. He displays very good awareness as he is always where 
he needs to be.  Sutton is able to come back to the ball or adjust his body to the ball. He is 
outstanding at tracking the ball and making difficult over-the-shoulder catches. He accelerates 
quickly throughout his vertical stem and has enough speed to compete with defensive backs down 
field. Times his vertical leap strategically to effectively high point the ball. His elite size at 6'4" and 
215lbs gives him a huge advantage when boxing out defenders in the red zone. His experience 
playing safety gives him an edge when understanding how to read defensive schemes. Sutton is not 
a burner, but does possess enough speed especially for his size. He is not the best route runner and 
could improve is footwork and timing in his breaks. He is fluid in his open field movements, but lacks 
the bend and hip dip to break out of his routes without losing speed. Inexperience playing WR and 
playing against lesser competition are his biggest knocks. Sutton is a WR1 and should be considered 
a top 3 Devy prospect. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  1

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Elite size 
- Attacks the ball at the catch point
- Very good body adjustment to the ball 
- Outstanding ball tracking 
- Awareness
- Hands Catcher 
- Concentration 

- Route Running 
- Experience 
- Competition level

- DiRienzo

COURTLAND SUTTON 

https://twitter.com/SuttonCourtland?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w7f3YV_w6dc


Height 6'4" Catches 58

Weight 220 Yards 659

DOB 12/17/1997 TDs 5

Overall Ranking

4

Positional Ranking

Class Sophomore Carries 3 2

Draft Eligible 2019 Yards 69 Class of 2019 Ranking

TDs 2 1

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER ARIZONA STATE

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

N'Keal Harry is a big and physically imposing receiver. He's able to use his size to out muscle 
defenders to get open. Harry has good leaping ability. He uses this to this advantage to out leap 
defensive backs to come down with the ball. Harry has good speed for his size. He's not the type of 
wide out that will routinely blow past secondaries but he has enough speed to create chunk plays. 
He was able to haul in 63% of his targets has a true freshman. He accounted for 21% of Arizona 
State's passing yard with the departure of senior wide receiver Tim White, Harry is looking to be 
the primary target for the Sun Devils in 2017. The one concern I have for Harry is his size. He's 
already a big receiver but how will his growth over the next two years affect his athletic ability.

Harry should be going in the first round of your Devy drafts right now. He's currently battling with 
DeKaylin Metcalf from Ole Miss and Ahmmon Richards from Miami for the top spot in the 2019 
class. This should be an interesting battle the next couple of years to see which receiver will be the 
top coming out of the 2019 class. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  1

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Size - Great size for such a young receiver.

- Ability to get the ball - Has good ability to 
get ball out of air. 

- Physicality after the catch - Hard to bring 
down after catch. Very physical receiver.

- Had a few drops - Had a few drops during 
season. Nothing too concerning.

- Future size could limit athleticism - How 
big will he get? He's so young and already a 
big receiver, will his size he a determent to his 
athleticism by time he's done in college? 

- Brandt

N'KEAL HARRY

https://twitter.com/nkealharry15
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cuPdD2xQlFY&t=33s


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2019 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'4" 2

224 13

N/A 2

6

Sophomore 0 3

2019 0

0 2

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER OLE MISS

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Metcalf is the son of former All-American and NFL offensive lineman Terrence Metcalf. He was a state 
champion in 110 meter hurdles and the triple jump. Metcalf is listed at 6'4" 224 on the official Ole Miss site 
and it shows in his pictures and workouts that have surfaced this off-season.

Metcalf has the ability to be a true "X" WR. He has a tremendous build and a never-ending work ethic. With 
his length and vertical, Metcalf has a massive catch radius. He is able to snatch everything in his vicinity and 
he makes one-handed catches look routine. Metcalf shows nice focus and adjustments as a pass catcher. 
When he attacks the ball he has very good body control and an ability to alter his position mid air to make 
difficult catches. He has a knack for getting behind defenders and knows how to gear down or speed up 
while tracking to shield defenders and catch the ball in stride. He moves well for his size but he needs 
improvement both as a route runner and with his straight line speed. 

Metcalf brings a different element to the team and demands attention from opposing defenses with his 
ability to affect game. He looks like a future superstar and has the mentality to be great.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  1

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Size - Massive frame. Length. Muscular 

build.
- Body Control - Makes impressive 

adjustments mid jump to catch the ball.
- Hands - Snatches the ball. Natural catcher.
- Mentality - Every ball is his.

- Speed - Ran a 4.72 in high school but that 
will improve as he matures.

- Routes - Needs to refine and expand his 
route running. 

- Chaney

DEKAYLIN METCALF

https://twitter.com/dkmetcalf14?lang=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IIN8YpqXG_o


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'1" 72

210 1306

8/9/1996 14

7

Junior 1 4

2018 -5

0 5

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER CLEMSON

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Cain has been an impact player for Clemson his first 2 seasons on campus. He was able to rack up 
over 700 yards and 9 touchdowns as a sophomore despite playing in only 40% of Clemson's 
offensive snaps. Cain's playing time was handcuffed due to a number of future NFL draft picks. Cain 
has been a big play threat during his two seasons averaging over 18 yards per catch. He displays a 
great ability to create separation between himself and the defender while the ball is in the air. 

Cain has some red flags off the field. He was suspended for both of Clemson's playoff games during 
his freshman season. In limited playing time Cain hasn't had the opportunity to run a diverse route 
tree. His niche within the Clemson offense the past two seasons was to go deep and run screen 
passes.

Cain has a shot at being a first round NFL draft pick. With a bigger role in Clemson's offense Cain 
has the potential to be a top 6 pick in rookie drafts. Once Cain has more playing time I expect he'll 
be able to widen his route tree and become a much more diverse and complete receiver.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  1

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Separation - Gains separation with the ball 

in the air.
- Big play potential - Cain has averaged 18 

yard per reception. 
- Impact - Has been able to make a big 

impact with a number of future NFL 
players ahead of him within the offense.

- Off the field - Suspended for a period as a 
freshman.

- Route tree - Simple concepts. Needs to 
expand  and develop more routes.

- Brandt

DEON CAIN

https://twitter.com/cainera1_
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KH5yETKyQJ4


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'5" 59

204 969

9/30/1996 9

8

Junior 0 5

2018 0

0 6

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER NOTRE DAME

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

St. Brown has a very tall, long frame which bodes well for him as a future prospect. His speed allows him to 
stretch the field and act as a deep threat. St. Brown does have good change of direction and quick feet but 
he stays too tall in and out of his breaks which causes him to lack separation at times throughout his routes. 
His long arms allow him to extend and snatch the ball over defenders. St. Brown adds value across the 
middle on his slants and has a knack for gaining extra yards after the catch. He doesn't show much 
elusiveness but does have a good idea of running lanes and vision in the open field. As a deep threat he 
knows how to track the ball well and make the right adjustments. He isn't the strongest receiver but he 
shows a willingness to block on the outside.

St. Brown did breakout this past season but he is still very raw as a prospect and has a lot of work to do in 
order to live up to his hype. He needs to add a few extra pounds and be more physical as a receiver. His 
route running needs some refinement and although I have seen him break right in his routes and show 
quickness he needs to do it consistently and at a higher level. If he can add a few things to his game as a 
receiver and continue to grow I believe his hype will be warranted. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  1

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Length - Long frame and wingspan. Makes 

for a big target.
- Adjustments - Shows good body control 

and tracking skills.
- Hands - Natural catcher. Strong hands to 

haul in and secure through contact.

- Thin Build - Doesn't possess a ton of 
strength or physicality.

- Routes - Shows precise routes on occasion 
but rounds them off more often than not.

- Chaney

EQUANIMEOUS ST. BROWN

https://twitter.com/Equanimeous
https://youtu.be/-8BNzcGBAF8


Height 6'1" Catches 161

Weight 188 Yards 1814

DOB 12/20/1994 TDs 14

Overall Ranking

11

Positional Ranking

Class Junior Carries 6 6

Draft Eligible 2018 Yards 23 Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs 1 9

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER ALABAMA

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY
Ridley exploded onto the scene as a freshman at Alabama but he had a difficult sophomore 
season. His catches and yards dipped in 2016 but that can be attributed to the offensive scheme 
as well as the quarterback play.

He consistently works back to the ball on intermediate routes to help his QB. He has a good initial 
burst after the catch. He is effective enough with the ball in his hands that Alabama used him on 
sweep plays in 2016. He can be relied on to block in both the run and screen game.

Ridley could stand to improve on 50/50 balls whether by adding some size to his frame or catching 
more with his hands than his body. Even though most wouldn't complain about his route running, 
he doesn't consistently get separation from defensive backs.

Ridley will be 23 years old on draft day and being an "old" rookie will turn some people off.  
Ultimately, if you want to roster Ridley, you would be better off drafting him now rather than 
waiting until he's a rookie.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  1

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Quickness
- Smooth route runner
- Body control
- Tracks ball well

- Thin frame
- Lacks power
- Prefers to body catch

- McDaniel

CALVIN RIDLEY

https://twitter.com/CalvinRidley1
https://youtu.be/_8k4lHAzpTI


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'4" 25

209 409

2/3/1997 6

13

Junior 0 7

2018 0

0 10

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER FLORIDA STATE

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Size is definitely Auden Tate's calling card. His 6'4" frame suits him well as he can box out defenders 
and make difficult catches outside his frame.  He displays excellent concentration as he molds his 
hands to the football to make some incredible high point catches. He is a high point highlight reel as 
he times his body adjustment to the ball very well to beat the eyes of the defender and win at the 
catch point. He has above average ball tracking and contorts his body to make difficult catches 
whether low, high, or inaccurate outside his frame. He is a legitimate outside receiver who will make 
his living in the end zone. His route running is raw and he lacks the understanding of route leverage. 
His length and hands use helps him beat out defenders at the LOS, but he lacks the short area 
quickness to eat into the cushion of the defender. He  doesn't posses great speed and lacks fluid 
change of direction ability. Adding more muscle to his frame is ideal for him at the next level. Overall, 
Tate has all the physical tools to be a very good outside receiver. His catch radius and tenacity at the 
catch point makes him a mismatch against most defenders. Drafting Tate in Devy drafts should be a 
priority.  

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  2

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- High Pointing
- Above average concentration 
- Body adjustment
- Elite Size 
- Ball Tracking 
- Catch Radius 
- Blocking 

- Route Running 
- Lateral Agility 
- Acceleration
- Long Speed 

- DiRienzo

AUDEN TATE

https://twitter.com/lil_t8te?lang=en
https://youtu.be/zMQjpp_iRCI


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2019 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'1" 49

192 934

5/20/1998 3

14

Sophomore 2 8

2019 8

0 3

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER MIAMI (FL)

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

This season will be huge for Richards as he will have to adjust to a new QB. He knows how to 
prepare himself pre-catch and set up his next move to gain some YAC. He has excellent 
agility and will prove to be a big time play maker. His talent is very real and he has exceeded 
Miami's expectations thus far. If he works hard to get stronger his ceiling will continue to 
rise. 
Red-shirt sophomore Malik Rosier looks to be the man to take over for Brad Kaaya and he 
has had accuracy issues. He might struggle out the gate but having a receiver like Richards 
will do him wonders. Richards has been solid on all levels with his game. He has proven he 
can be trusted and shows a good catch radius. He shows an ability to win off the line, stack 
defenders, track the ball, and maintaining balance through contact. His stock will continue to 
rise as he develops.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  2

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Play Maker - Devastating after the catch.
- Agility - Very fluid in his movements.
- Awareness - Knows how to get open or 

create a throwing lane for his QB.

- Route Running - Will over-run his routes at 
times.

- Strength - Needs to improve his arm 
strength to beat press coverage

- Johnson

AHMMON RICHARDS

https://twitter.com/AhmmonR2
https://youtu.be/AFJQXpvmTKw


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'0" 152

205 2923

4/2/1996 26

17

Senior 6 9

2018 58

0 13

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER OKLAHOMA STATE

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

James Washington is an ultra-talented wide receiver that is a big play waiting to happen. He has 
elite speed that allows him to take the top off the defense and the athleticism to make highlight 
reel type plays. Washington is constantly making spectacular catches over DBs and winning on 
50/50 passes.

Washington will need to show he can run a larger route tree, as he is currently not asked to run 
many variations. He will also need to get better at getting off press coverage. At times, he can 
struggle getting separation down field when the DB presses him.

As it sits, Washington is a top 15 Devy prospect. With continued production, and some minor 
improvements, we could see him rise even further and become a big time play maker at the next 
level.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  2

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Speed - Has excellent breakaway speed.
- Athleticism - Uses his elite athleticism to 

make highlight reel plays and is dynamic 
with the ball in his hands.

- Hands - Consistently making plays over 
DBs.

- Route Running - His offense requires him 
to run a very limited route tree.

- Press Coverage - Struggles to get off press 
coverage and separate down field.

- Garrett

JAMES WASHINGTON

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WkTe3NTR6PA&t=95s


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2019 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'3" 44

210 590

11/13/1998 4

20

Sophomore 0 10

2019 0

0 5

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER SOUTH CAROLINA

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Edwards is a natural athlete with a striking build. He had a tremendous season as a 17 year old freshman. 
His stats weren't dominant, but the level at which he played was. Edwards has a great release off the line 
and he's able to stack defenders once he gets by them. When the ball is in the air Edwards knows how to 
use his body to shield DBs. He tracks the ball perfectly and catches in stride. Edwards has impressive body 
control and timing when attacking the ball to win contested catches. He plays very balanced and quick. 
Edwards' size, and ability to out jump defenders has earned him a lot of trust from his quarterback. His 
natural hands and extension on catches add to that as well. 

Early on in his routes he will look for the ball and defenders know what 's coming. He tends to still come 
down with the ball but he needs to learn to be patient and show "late" hands. His build is already that of an 
NFL WR and I think he'll learn how to harness that physicality. I am impressed by his ability to be sudden 
throughout his routes. He has shown he can be a legit deep threat and win contested balls. Now he needs 
to build on that and add to his arsenal. Edwards has the tools needed to be a receiver at the next level. With 
at least two more years left to polish his game he has a very bright future.  

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  2

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Agile/Quick - Starting from his release to 

his breaks he shows nice suddenness.
- Youth - Had a very good freshman season 

in the SEC as a 17 year old.
- Control - Makes great adjustments. 

Contorts body to make catches. Timing. 
Balance.

- Patience - Turns head early and tips 
defenders when the ball is coming.

- Separation - Despite his route running 
CBs are able to stick in his hip.

- Chaney

BRYAN EDWARDS

https://twitter.com/Edwards_Bryan4
https://youtu.be/GgABxG4DE1w


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

5'11" 163

200 1937

11/18/1996 16

23

Junior 19 11

2018 89

0 16

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER TEXAS A&M

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

The first things that jumps out from Kirk's film is his play making ability with the ball. Texas A&M 
schemes the ball into his hands as much as possible. You see him on the receiving end of a lot of 
screens and short quick passes. His play making ability is also evident in his 5 career punt return 
touchdowns through two seasons. Thus far in his career, he's averaging just under 12 yards per 
reception. This small number is due to the way he is used in the A&M offense. Kirk isn't targeted a 
lot downfield. The majority of his targets are short passes or screens. He's one of the most electric 
players in the country with the ball in his hands. You don't see him drop or juggle many passes. He 
does a good job of catching the ball away from his body. Used purely as a slot receiver, he is on the 
shorter side but has a great build for his short stature. 

Right now, Kirk is a borderline first round Devy pick.  In 2018 rookie drafts, Christian should be 
going off the board late in round one with a chance to climb into the top half. His athletic ability 
gives him the potential to blow up the combine and rise up boards.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  2

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Sure handed - Good hands. No drop issues. 

Catches ball away from body.

- Play making ability after the catch - Electric 
with the ball in his hands. Big play potential.

- Elusiveness - Shifty runner. Defenders have 

difficult time getting him to the ground.

- Size - Bigger defenders in NFL could give him 
some issues.

- Brandt

CHRISTIAN KIRK

https://twitter.com/christiandavon2?lang=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j85Bz2oMz7k


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2020 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'2" N/A

207 N/A

11/22/1999 N/A

26

Freshman N/A 12

2020 N/A

N/A 2

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER USC

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Joseph Lewis is a 5-star recruit for the Trojans. He lands in a spot that should let him to see snaps early. USC 
has some depth at the position but Lewis' build at such a young age will allow him to be a big time threat 
for that offense. He comes into college built better than most 20 year olds and he'll spend the majority of 
his freshman season as a 17 year old. 

At times Lewis looked disinterested during his release and throughout his routes but as soon as he got the 
ball in his hands he turned into a different player. He showed enough speed to win deep consistently. His 
natural ability to track the ball and catch in stride really stands out  Lewis is able to out-physical defenders, 
use his strong hands, and plus body control to win contested catches. He has top level acceleration which is 
impressive for someone of his stature. 

The sky is the limit for Lewis being so young. Joining a team with one of the top prospects at the 
quarterback position will help him raise his floor and develop quicker. I think his vision and knack for 
creating yards after the catch is amongst the top in his class.  Lewis should be a household name early. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  3

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Vision/YAC - Electric with the ball in his 

hands. Finds the right lanes sets up 
blockers.

- Speed - ran a 4.63 forty but his football 
speed shows a legit deep threat.

- Youth - Will be a 17 year old true 
freshman. Early development. 

- Routes - Rounds off routes. Runs them at 
a slower pace. Did show a better ability to 
be precise at The Opening.

- Raw - Of course, being a young receiver 
this is expected. Needs to develop and 
use his physical gifts more consistently.

- Chaney

JOSEPH LEWIS

https://twitter.com/jodyforthewin
https://youtu.be/RPUpPUKwHMg


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2020 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'2" N/A

193 N/A

2/19/1999 N/A

27

Freshman N/A 13

2020 N/A

N/A 3

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER MICHIGAN 

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

When watching Peoples-Jones, it doesn't take long to realize that he is a special talent. He uses his 
6'2" frame well to win at the catch point. His 38.8" vertical  and excellent awareness allows him to 
beat out most defenders. His elite athleticism is on display in a game vs. Dearborn High when he 
executes a comeback route, breaks two tackles and maintains outstanding balance and body 
control to gain 10 extra yards.

Peoples-Jones' biggest weapon is his 4.45 speed. His initial first step and short area quickness 
allows him to eat into the cushion of the defensive back. He can then use his above average 
acceleration and long speed to get into the open field in a hurry. He is a natural hands catcher and 
displays very good concentration. His route running is raw, but he has loose hips and fluid lateral 
agility to become a very reliable route runner once coached up. Overall, Peoples-Jones is a day one 
starter for Michigan and should be considered a priority Devy prospect in dynasty. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  3

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Body adjustment 
- Strong hands
- Release off the LOS 
- Competitive toughness 
- High-pointing  
- Concentration 
- Size to speed combination 

- Expanded route tree 
- Add weight to frame 

- DiRienzo

DONOVAN PEOPLES-JONES

https://twitter.com/dpeoplesjones?lang=en
https://youtu.be/2nMoPm8lDKk


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2020 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'1" N/A

184 N/A

4/24/1999 N/A

28

Freshman N/A 14

2020 N/A

N/A 4

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER ALABAMA

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Jerry Jeudy, a consensus five-star wide receiver, enrolled early at Alabama and didn't wait long to 
make an impact. He finished the spring game with 134 yards and 2 TDs on 5 catches. That was 
enough to earn him A-Day MVP honors.

Jeudy is an incredible route runner. He is fluid and very smooth getting in and out of his breaks. He 
already understands the litt le nuances and is able to set up defensive backs to create more space for 
himself. However, he can get carried away at the line of scrimmage from time to time, taking too 
many steps to get his route started. Jeudy has above average awareness, nice body control, and soft 
hands. He displayed his "my ball" mentality during Alabama's spring game. He tracks the ball well 
and has the body control to adjust to poorly thrown balls. He's not a burner but he shows a nice 
burst after the catch.

If you're in a Devy league and drafting freshman is part of your strategy, you should add Jerry Jeudy 
to your roster before the price goes up.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  3

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Very smooth once he's into his routes
- Has a "my ball" mentality
- Hands
- Adjusts to ball well

- Add size to frame
- Get stronger
- Can get carried away with too many steps 

getting into his route at the line of 
scrimmage

- McDaniel

JERRY JEUDY

https://twitter.com/jerryjeudy
https://youtu.be/S9MKAqmD8ag


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2019 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'1" 29

225 412

6/30/1997 2

29

Sophomore 0 15

2019 0

0 7

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER OLE MISS

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

A.J. Brown is an ultra-talented WR with excellent athleticism. He is extremely dynamic with the ball 
in his hands and can turn any catch into a TD run. He also uses his athleticism to consistently make 
plays over DBs and win on 50/50 balls. He has very strong hands to go along with a thick build.

Brown needs to refine his route running as he sees a very limited route tree as of now. He also saw 
limited action as a freshman, but should see his snap count go up in his sophomore campaign.

Brown is currently a top 30 Devy WR and is flying under the radar. He is a player that may be 
attained at a low price and see his stock go up after a productive season. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  3

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Hands - Has strong hands he uses to 

attack the ball.
- Athleticism - Excellent athleticism that 

makes him dynamic with the ball in his 
hands.

- Route Running - Has only run a very 
limited route tree.

- Experience - Saw little time as a true 
freshman.

- Garrett

A.J. BROWN

https://twitter.com/Brown1arthur?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BCB1XDL9EPw&t=194s


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

5'11" 89

197 1399

1/9/1997 7

31

Junior 8 16

2018 51

1 19

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER FLORIDA

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Antonio Callaway is one of the most electric athletes in the country with the ball in his hands. He 
can be a difference maker as a return man, runner or receiver. Callaway has dealt with some 
pretty poor quarterback play in his time at Florida but that appears poised to change in 2017 and 
I believe his productivity should greatly increase as a result.

His 40 time was listed at 4.64 while he was a recruit in high school. If true, that would be 
troublesome come NFL draft time. That being said, he very clearly appears to be a 4.4 runner 
when watching his game film. At 5'11" and 197 pounds, Callaway lacks prototypical NFL WR1 size 
but he does show a nice catch radius and very strong hands. I believe that Callaway should be a 
very high-value dynasty asset. While he may not be a dominant WR1 at the next level, I believe he 
has the speed and overall athleticism to stress defenses over a long and fruitful NFL career.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  3

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Speed - Ran 4.64 in high school but either 

had a bad day or just plays much faster 
than that. Elite juice on tape.

- Hands - Regularly pulls down one-handed 
catches with nice catch radius.

- Versatility - Asset as a returner and ball 
carrier on gadget plays.

- Size - Listed at 5'11 and 197 pounds he 
lacks prototypical NFL WR1 size.

- Judgment - Displayed poor judgment as 
freshman during alleged off-field incident. 
Has made several poor decisions on 
special teams that were costly to his team.

- Francis

ANTONIO CALLAWAY

https://twitter.com/Ripbobby_G
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2VBwzzelQQk


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'3" 54

210 729

7/10/1997 7

33

Junior 12 17

2018 42

0 21

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER TENNESSEE

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Jennings has shown strong hands and awareness at the catch point. He will also out-muscle 
press and man coverage. He looks to eventually be a complete WR who you move around 
any scheme. 

He seems like a Vince Mayle/Terrence Williams/Pierre Garçon type who could potentially be 
a solid WR2-3. He certainly has the potential to be more Garçon than the other two.

He is not one of those sure-fire first rounders that can change the complexion of your 
offense. He is also not a guy where you ever question his effort. How he matures in the Vols' 
offense this year will go a long way in determining his true NFL floor.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  3

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Toughness - Will battle defenders for the 

ball physically and shed tackles in the 
open field.

- 50/50 Balls - Ability to win on contested 
catches.

- Strength - Plays to his size and sometimes  
bigger than. 

- Mental - Slightly too emotional at times.
- Size - Could use a few more pounds of 

muscle.
- Speed - Doesn't elite speed or leg 

explosion

- Johnson

JAUAN JENNINGS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SD7xPc_IrHI


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

5'9" 212

180 2959

9/5/1995 20

37

rs-Junior 51 18

2018 497

5 23

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER MIDDLE TENN. STATE

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY
Richie James, through two seasons, has been an ultimate producer. Two seasons with 100+ 
receptions and 1300+ receiving yards and 8+ touchdowns. James showcases a good set of hands and 
doesn't have drop issues. MTSU uses James in many different ways. He's lined up at WR, RB and out 
of the wildcat formation. In 2016 vs FAU, James rushed the ball 22 times for 207 yards and 3 rushing 
TDs including 120 yards receiving with a touchdown. Listed at 5'9" but appears he could be shorter 
than that. His size could be a major limitation at the professional level. Another red flag for James is 
his level of competition. James is most always the best player on the field in CUSA games. He appears 
to not even have to give full effort on many of his big plays. James did have some impressive 
showings in 2016 vs SEC teams like Missouri and Vanderbilt. No matter the competition, James has 
been able to produce. James is quicker than fast and I do question his top end speed. 

Right now James looks to be a middle to late second round pick in 2018 rookie drafts. The NFL 
combine could be a deciding factor in his draft stock once we get his true size and athletic scores.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  4

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Balance - Displays good balance in his runs 

after catch.

- Good Hands - If its in his catch radius great 
chance he comes down with it.

- Great Productivity - Stats speak for 
themselves.

- Versatility - Used in a number of different 
ways.

- Size - Small. Will have issues at the next level 
due to size. 

- Weak Competition - Plays in Conference 
USA. Not many top flight defenses.

- Top End Speed - Has good quickness but 
doesn't appear to have elite top end speed.

- Brandt

RICHIE JAMES

https://twitter.com/RichardJamesII
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IOBIcu0OrQU&t=98s


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2020 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'4" N/A

188 N/A

N/A N/A

39

Freshman N/A 19

2020 N/A

N/A 6

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER CLEMSON

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Higgins has a tremendous ability to come down with the ball. His leaping ability gives him the 
opportunity to win most jump ball situations. Higgins is a pretty good basketball player as well, this 
shows up on the gridiron when he showcases his leaping ability. Higgins is also blessed with good 
size. Listed at 6'4" with long arms he's able to cover a big radius to catch the ball. Higgins might 
have the best hands in the class of 2020. Catches the ball with his hands and doesn't use his body. 
With the departure of a number of top targets in the Clemson offense Higgins will have the 
opportunity to compete for major playing time this fall. Has the potential to be red zone nightmare 
for defenses. Higgins will not be confused with a burner. He was clocked at a 4.75 which I believe 
might be a bit high. He appears to be more of a 4.6 type of guy. 

Higgins is currently a top 5 wide receiver in the class of 2020. Higgins is a potential mid to late first 
round rookie pick in 2020. With his lack of elite speed Higgins is a guy who could potentially be 
overlooked in your Devy and rookie drafts.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  4

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES

- Ability to get ball - Has tremendous ability to 
go up and get ball. Will win most jump ball 
opportunities.

- Hands - Secure handed. Catches the ball 
with his hands doesn't use his body. 

- Catch Radius - Size, arm length, and leaping 
ability gives him a good catch radius.

- Speed - Was clocked at 4.75 in high school. 
H.S. times can be misleading but still an area 
of concern.

- Strength - Needs to add strength.

- Change of direction - Not the quickness 
when changing direction. Won't make a lot of 
defenders miss.

- Brandt

TEE HIGGINS

https://twitter.com/teehiggins5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cc54sZ3bQdA


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'0" 71

205 944

1/15/1996 2

40

rs-Junior 15 20

2018 98

6 25

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER SOUTH CAROLINA

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Samuel is the leading receiver on the up and coming South Carolina team. He shows a lot of versatility as a 
receiver, runner, and returner. Samuel has running back traits and turns into one with the ball in his hands. 
He has light feet and elite change of direction. Very elusive runner who isn't afraid of contact and he fights 
for extra yards. Shows a ton of  effort to get open and it continues once he has the ball in his hands. His 
release, hands, and quick feet allow him to create separation on a number of routes. He gets corners 
leaning one way and counters across face to break open. 

Samuel shows good concentration and he adjusts well to haul in passes with defenders in his hip or draped 
all over him. Times his jumps well to high point the ball and he has the balance to stay on his feet after 
coming down with it to create yards after the catch. He has nice vision as a runner in the open field. 

Despite not having ideal size as a receiver, Samuel shows good physicality and very strong hands to make 
catches through contact. He has natural hands and catches the ball over either shoulder. As South 
Carolina's offense continues to grow so will Samuel. He has developed nicely and his best days are ahead. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  4

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Versatile - Turns into a running back with 

the ball in his hands. Productive kick 
returner.

- Elusive - Agile runner. Good change of 
direction, slips tackles.

- Routes - Sets up CBs with his release. 
Footwork and  fluidity throughout routes. 

- Urgency - Not a big concern but he 
sometimes waits on the ball rather than 
working back and attacking it.

- Production - scored 6 rushing touchdowns 
but only 2 receiving touchdowns in his 
career.

- Chaney

DEEBO SAMUEL

https://youtu.be/dWi6Iu22ExY


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2019 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'0" 50

175 767

4/13/1997 7

41

Sophomore 0 21

2019 0

0 10

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER CALIFORNIA

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Robertson was a RB and DB in High School so route concepts are still a bit new to him. He 
was recruited as an athlete and was committed to play for Alabama (as a high school junior). 
He opened up the process again per his mother 's request.

He is brutally deceptive on comeback routes as he usually separates to the tune of 5-10 
yards. Yet, he did not seem to find his niche or many holes in the screen game. 

His game was enhanced by the upperclassmen and fellow WR Chad Hansen who went 
92/1249/11 in 2016. Having a top NFL prospect at QB in Davis Webb also helped Robertson 
shine. Now he will have to take that next step without them.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  4

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Route Running - Has an effortless double 

move.
- Play Making - Smooth glider with ball in 

his hands.
- Speed - Has legitimate 4.30 speed to burn 

defenders with.

- Experience - Only one year at WR so far.
- Toughness - Rarely ventures to the middle 

of the field or across it.

- Johnson

DEMETRIS ROBERTSON

https://twitter.com/d_rob4?lang=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6YftiWpA8ZU


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'5" 170

223 2419

12/11/1995 16

42

Senior 0 22

2018 0

0 26

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER IOWA STATE

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Lazard has great size at 6'5" and 223 pounds and he uses his frame well. He runs good enough 
routes to get by. His breaks on underneath routes are crisp. He is reliable in short yardage. Other 
than that, he doesn't create much separation, especially versus man coverage. He is at his best  
when catching the football. He does next to nothing after the catch. 

Although he's not very athletic, he has been used as a punt returner because he is sure-handed. 
He doesn't appear too willing to block but he will if it 's an immediate part of the play design.

NFL teams will love his size. They'll see it as something that they can use to their advantage in 
short yardage situations as well as in the red zone. 

Lazard decided to return to Iowa State for his senior season because he wasn't happy with his 
draft grade from the advisory committee. He'll have one more season to attempt to improve his 
stock.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  4

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Big WR
- Strong hands
- Uses frame well
- Wins at catch point

- Not very athletic
- Doesn't create separation
- Willingness to block

- McDaniel

ALLEN LAZARD

https://twitter.com/AllenLazard
https://youtu.be/jC0HMY6J-ZM


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'4" 6

225 81

N/A 1

43

Junior 0 23

2018 0

0 27

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER NOTRE DAME

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Boykin looks the part of an NFL WR1. At 6'4" and 225 pounds, he has the frame that many NFL 
organizations covet. Consistency has been an issue in his first two years at Notre Dame but he has 
made great strides according to his coaches. With his size, he can win with strong hands, timing 
and body control. Those are all areas where Boykin has showed growth and will be keys to him 
fulfilling his vast potential at Notre Dame.

There has been a lack of productivity by Boykin in his collegiate career- just 6 catches for 81 yards 
and 1 TD. His lack of productivity up to this point and lack of top end speed are concerns for me as 
he translates to the next level. I believe that he can overcome a slow 40 time as he continues to 
grow from a raw talent into a polished prospect. There are only so many WRs with his size and I 
think he has a very high ceiling. 2017 will go a long way in telling us just how high that ceiling is.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  4

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Size - Listed at 6'4 and 225 pounds, has 

ideal size for NFL WR1.
- Development - Has shown consistent 

growth as a player each season in college.
- Catch Radius - Learning to use size and 

huge frame to win on contested balls.

- Speed - Ran 4.7 40 in spring of 2016 - lack 
of NFL WR1 speed.

- Consistency - Has shown improvement in 
his approach over past year but has 
shown lack of consistency in his body of 
work while at Notre Dame.

- Francis

MILES BOYKIN

https://twitter.com/MBoykin814
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5hyAEBaFk0E


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2020 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'4" N/A

202 N/A

11/28/1998 N/A

50

Freshman N/A 24

2020 N/A

N/A 9

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER OHIO STATE

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

At 6'4" and 202lbs as a freshman, Grimes has the frame to facilitate another 10-15lbs. In regards to 
his frame, he uses his frame and length to win the 50/50 balls. His above average hand-eye 
coordination allows him to identify the catch point and maintain excellent concentration throughout 
the entire catch. He is a smooth long strider with enough burst and acceleration to eat into the 
cushion of the defender and glide past them off his initial release. Grimes can open his hips to 
change direction fluidly and get down filed in a hurry. His lateral quickness is impressive for his tall 
stature. Displays very good competitive toughness and plays to the whistle. His blocking is underrated 
as he can hold his own and sustain good balance and leverage in run-blocking assignments. His 
senior year he suffered an ACL injury. Time will tell how Grimes recovers from this injury. He will need 
to improve the quality of his route running. He stays too tall in his routes prohibiting him to accelerate 
quickly out of his breaks. Could benefit to add more muscle to improve play strength. At this point, 
Grimes should be considered a top five freshman receiver and a round five to six Devy prospect.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  5

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Wins 50/50 balls 
- Above average speed and acceleration 
- Very good concentration 
- Release off the LOS
- Down field threat
- Blocking 

- Injury History 
- Route Running 
- Play strength 

- DiRienzo

TREVON GRIMES 

https://twitter.com/teamgrimes16?lang=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y-mRiJ_JT7o


Height 6'4" Catches 67

Weight 220 Yards 1149

DOB 8/25/1995 TDs 4

Overall Ranking

51

Positional Ranking

Class rs-Junior Carries 0 25

Draft Eligible 2018 Yards 0 Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs 0 30

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER INDIANA

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Simmie Cobbs is a very athletic WR with excellent size and a huge catch radius. Cobbs uses his size 
to perfection by walling off defenders and attacking the ball making him tough to defend. For a 
player at 6'4" 220lbs, Cobbs is very athletic and moves well. He also has very strong hands and 
rarely body catches. 

Cobbs will need to show that his injury wont have a long term effect on his game and up his 
production level from the previous season. Cobbs will also need to refine his route running skills 
and expand his route tree. 

Cobbs has a very high ceiling and unlimited potential. With a litt le refinement to his game, Cobbs 
can become a top 10 Devy WR and a huge fantasy asset. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  5

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Size - Has excellent size and a huge catch 

radius.
- Athleticism - Very athletic and has great 

movement for a player his size.
- Hands - Has solid hands that are very 

strong.

- Route Running - Needs to refine and 
expand his route tree.

- Production - Has litt le production in his 2 
years.

- Injury - Missed nearly the entire season 
after ankle surgery. 

- Garrett

SIMMIE COBBS

https://twitter.com/simmie104?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kRZRP9K90rI


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2019 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'3" 14

216 298

9/19/1997 2

53

Sophomore 0 26

2019 0

0 13

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER FLORIDA

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY
With an impressive size/speed ratio, Tyrie Cleveland has the upside to be a dynamic play-maker on 
the field. He has the build to be a force on the outside and 4.38 speed to stretch the field. He can 
shift gears and accelerate quickly to separate from defensive backs. He is fluid while changing 
direction which gives defenders problems trying to redirect and pursue him. He is a natural hands 
catcher with very good awareness. Cleveland knows where to be and displays very good timing in his 
route breaks. He does a good job of hand fighting versus press and man coverage. His short area 
quickness is off the charts and he has an outstanding release off the line. He does a great job 
catching in traffic. He is able to take a hit and maintain good ball security. A threat as a returner on 
special teams and he puts on the burners to get down field in a hurry on kick returns. He needs to 
improve his footwork and sell his vertical routes better. As fluid as he is in his route breaks, he is a 
raw route runner and will need to add to his route tree. Cleveland has the athletic profile to be a 
WR1, but needs time and development for this to manifest. He is in a good situation to showcase his 
ability in 2017. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round: 5

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Size 
- Outstanding speed 
- Creates separation 
- Vertical threat  
- Lateral quickness 
- Catch in traffic 
- Hands Catcher 

- Lack of route concepts 
- Blocking 
- Footwork 

- DiRienzo

TYRIE CLEVELAND

https://twitter.com/Tyrie_1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dGE0CzrnG_s


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'4" 3

207 42

10/27/1996 0

61

rs-Soph 0 27

2018 0

0 37

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER FLORIDA STATE

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Campbell is one of the most impressive athletes in football. He has all the tools to be a dominant 
player both at the collegiate and professional level. The issue is that he hasn't been healthy or able 
to find the field since he has been in Tallahassee. The majority of the film out there on him comes 
from his high school playing days and that is after multiple years of being in college.

Injuries and inconsistencies with catching the football are what have held Campbell back from 
showcasing his elite talent. He has elite speed, vertical and size. While it is disappointing that he 
has yet to make an impact on the collegiate level, I believe a player with his measurables and 
natural ability can be a definite difference-maker at any level of football. 2017 is an important year 
for the big WR to show what he can do in what should be a very good FSU passing offense. While 
the injuries and lack of productivity are a concern I think he is a very high-value dynasty asset.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  6

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Size - 6'4" and 207 pounds, ideal frame to 

mold into prototypical NFL WR1.
- Athleticism - Elite athlete for player of his 

size. 115 SPARQ score.
- Speed - 4.36 40 time in high school to go  

with 37 inch vertical.

- Injuries - Campbell has dealt with a core 
muscle injury that kept him from playing 
the 2016 season. 

- Hands - Struggled with his consistency in 
catching the football as a high school 
player.

- Francis

GEORGE CAMPBELL

https://twitter.com/GeorgeCampbell0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=etJiW1v7niE


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'1" 100

192 1495

10/23/1995 17

65

Senior 1 28

2018 -8

0 40

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER WASHINGTON

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Pettis is a very gifted athlete at the receiver position. He broke out his junior season for 822 yards and 15 
touchdowns. Pettis is a smart player and knows how to manipulate defenders at the line of scrimmage. He 
finds the openings in zones and has the awareness to make defenders miss after the catch. Pettis has a thin 
build but he makes up for it with his jumping ability on contested catches. He can high point the ball and 
attacks everything with his hands.

Pettis adds value to his game as a returner and his vision in the open field allows him to gain a lot of yards 
after the catch. If Pettis were a litt le shiftier as a runner he would be the complete package. He has the long 
speed to stretch the field and knows how to time the ball perfectly as he tracks it down. He creates 
separation in his breaks and shows the ability to dip without losing much speed. His footwork during his 
release is very good but he needs to use his hands a litt le better to keep CBs off of him. 

Pettis is now in line to be Washington's number one receiver and the way he handles it will be a big 
indicator of how he'll be viewed at the next level. I see upside as a number two WR in the NFL.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  6

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Athleticism - Acceleration and long speed. 

Agile route runner. Elite vertical.
- Durability - Reliable player who is on the 

field every game day.
- Hands - Natural hands with a high catch 

percentage. Extends and attacks the ball.

- Elusiveness - Gains yards with vision more 
so than elusiveness. .

- Physicality - Thin build. Needs to beat the 
press with hands and not just his feet.

- Consistency - Peaks and valleys in a very 
productive offense. 

- Chaney

DANTE PETTIS

https://twitter.com/dmainy_13
https://youtu.be/ZDIp3yNDmjU


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2019 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'2" 2

215 15

N/A 0

68

Sophomore 0 29

2019 0

0 16

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER OHIO STATE

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Austin Mack is a highly touted prospect for the Buckeyes. He brings to the table some excellent 
burst not only out of his breaks, but especially once the ball in his hands. He is extremely athletic 
and often has lined up in the backfield. He also brings great hands and is able to make plays over 
defenders.

Mack needs to refine his route running a bit and get more crisp. And being that he only saw limited 
action his freshman season, he will need to display these top traits consistently. 

Mack came to Ohio State highly touted as a prospect and should still be thought of in that light. Be 
sure to grab him where you can before he becomes too hot of a commodity. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  6

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Burst - Has excellent burst and 

acceleration especially with the ball in his 
hands.

- Athleticism - Very good athlete that often 
would line up in the Wildcat. 

- Hands - Does a great job snagging the ball 
away from his body. 

- Route Running - Needs to be a bit more 
crisp in his route running. 

- Experience - Saw very limited action 
hauling in only 2 receptions last season. 

- Garrett

AUSTIN MACK

https://twitter.com/austin_mack10?lang=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YqKWhzf937E&t=119s


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2020 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'3" N/A

217 N/A

9/3/1999 N/A

69

Freshman N/A 30

2020 N/A

N/A 12

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER TEXAS A&M

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Ausbon steps into a rising Texas A&M offense with a number of play makers. He possesses a hulking frame 
at a very young age so the physicality is there he just needs to develop into a complete receiver. He is able 
to power through tackles and he also shows the strength to win catches through contact. He has nice 
footwork and light feet for his size. Ausbon shows a quick release off of the line and can jab either way 
which helps him create separation early. After his initial release he is able to stack defenders but doesn't 
have the acceleration and speed needed yet to keep a step on DBs. 

Ausbon is gifted with natural hands and concentration which helps him catch everything fairly easy. He 
moves well and displays a good suddenness as a route runner which bodes well for his future development. 
He doesn't show the best agility with the ball in his hand to elude defenders but it is definitely there he just 
needs to do a better job of creating for himself.  The ceiling for Ausbon is very high and he has a wide open 
shot to see a lot of snaps as a true freshman. He looks like a player who can grown into a true number one 
and as he continues to develop and mature as a football player his athleticism will follow. He is in a nice 
situation to make a very big name for himself and I feel it will happen sooner rather than later.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  6

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Size - Built like a pro at an early age.
- Release - Shows he can manipulate 

defenders with nice footwork. 
- Physical - Huge frame and knows how to 

use his strength to his advantage.

- Speed - He doesn't possess elite speed 
but he has enough to still win down field.

- Elusiveness - Shows agility as a route 
runner but not as much when he has the 
ball in his hands. 

- Chaney

JHAMON AUSBON

https://twitter.com/TheJhamonAusbon
https://youtu.be/L7waFPyWnt0


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2019 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'2" 12

219 248

N/A 2

71

Sophomore 0 31

2019 0

0 17

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER AUBURN

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Even though Davis was ranked as the #27 WR prospect coming out of high school he had 
nearly 30 schools show genuine interest in his services.

Injuries limited Davis in 2016, but the true freshman performed well enough. His 20.7 ypc on 
12 receptions was very impressive. He should settle into a bigger role in 2017. His name will 
gain stream if he starts to have some big time games versus SEC opponents.

Davis is fast enough for his size. He was a track and basketball letterman in high school as 
well as a peer leader. So the athleticism and maturity is there. He plays a very physical game 
and is a big time playmaker with the ball in his hands.

He fits right in with the 2019 WR class and has immense potential.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  6

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- 50/50 Balls - Shields defenders with 

precision.
- Physicality - Plays with extreme 

physicality.
- Play Making - Creative and patient with 

ball in his hands.

- Speed - Lacks top end  game speed.
- Route Running - Need  to work more on 

shorter routes and winning in the short 
passing game.

- Nuance - Lacks deception pre-catch.

- Johnson

KYLE DAVIS

https://twitter.com/KDSZN
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Iu4Pedt1Nyw


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'1" 76

195 1272

3/4/1996 14

73

Senior 4 32

2018 15

0 44

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER COLORADO STATE

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Michael Gallup is a very athletic wide receiver that burst onto the scene at Colorado State. Gallup is 
a very dangerous player with the ball in his hands where he is a threat to score at any moment. He 
has a high level agility and is very fluid in his movements. He is crisp in and out of his breaks 
making his route running top notch.

Gallup's biggest knock is that he spent his first 2 seasons playing at a Community College. His lack 
of experience playing against top competition is worrisome. He will need to show consistency at 
this level of competition. 

While somewhat under the radar now, Gallup has the ability to rise very quickly. If he is able to 
consistently win, he will begin shooting up draft boards.  

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  7

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Athleticism - Freak athlete that is 

dangerous with the ball in his hands.
- Agility - Very smooth in his movements.
- Route Running - Solid route runner who is 

crisp in and out of his breaks.

- Frame - Has a somewhat thin frame, 
needs to add a bit of muscle.

- Experience - Spent first 2 seasons playing 
at a Community College. Needs to show 
he can play with higher level of 
competition.

- Garrett

MICHAEL GALLUP

https://twitter.com/mg4dontplay?lang=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RRK_VvNUJWw


Height 6'4" Catches 16

Weight 211 Yards 247

DOB 3/27/1997 TDs 2

Overall Ranking

74

Positional Ranking

Class Junior Carries 0 33

Draft Eligible 2018 Yards 0 Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs 0 45

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER COLORADO STATE

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY
Jumping out on tape is Preston William's size. He is clearly a man amongst boys. At 6'4 and over 
200lbs, Williams has a good advantage to beat out defenders for the 50/50 ball which becomes 
more like 80/20 for him.  Big time red zone threat that knows how to use his large, long frame to 
box out defenders. Good hands catcher, frames the football with his hands and catches away from 
his body. He is also a good hands fighter at the LOS against press. Doesn't faze him when being 
jammed since he is able to use his size and strength to break from it. Good initial first step and has 
a decent amount of acceleration for his size. He does struggle to drop his hips and display good 
ankle flexion to fluidly change direction. Stiff in his route breaks and lacks top end speed. 
Possesses enough wiggle to get away with faking out oncoming tacklers, but doesn't consistently 
work. Tends to be fooled by defenses while running his route. Will need to improve his 
understanding of different coverage schemes. His blocking technique has flaws and could use 
some improvement. All-in-all, Williams is an NFL ready prospect that will make a living in the end 
zone. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  7

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Attacks the ball at the catch point
- Elite size for the position 
- Red zone threat 
- Good hands catcher 
- Creates separation vs man and press 
- Strength

- Route running
- Lateral agility 
- Blocking
- Speed

- DiRienzo

PRESTON WILLIAMS

https://twitter.com/pkdub007?lang=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a7kuXj_Ge18


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'5" 99

220 1491

8/12/1995 12

79

Senior 0 34

2018 0

0 48

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER OREGON STATE

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Villamin plays like a bigger and stronger version of Rod Streater. He is very successful and 
patient on contested catches. He plays with a calm smoothness and quiet confidence about 
him. He is mainly used an outside WR. He also functions as the Beavers' deep threat. He 
contributes at a solid rate on the slants and flat routes as well.

All signs point to Villamin being the team's WR1 in 2017. They may even force feed him 
considering the Beavers ranked 110th in nation with an average of 173.8 passing yards per 
game. That could do wonders for Villamin's Devy stock.

He is currently still recovering from a knee injury, so he did not participate in the spring 
game. He has however been taking situational reps this spring. The OSU training staff 
expects he will be fully ready to rock very soon if not by mid summer.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  7

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Route deception; especially downfield
- Great hands catcher
- Very strong in traffic and on contested 

catches

- His catch radius is not being used to its 
fullest potential

- Struggles to adjust on short or quick 
passes

- Legs need to be stronger

- Johnson

JORDAN VILLAMIN

https://twitter.com/villythebeaver
https://youtu.be/4hnhDPLa5bw


Height 5'11" Catches 142

Weight 190 Yards 2128

DOB 10/9/1994 TDs 19

Overall Ranking

80

Positional Ranking

Class rs-Senior Carries 21 35

Draft Eligible 2018 Yards 123 Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs 3 49

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER MEMPHIS

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Miller attacks defenses in different ways. He shows the speed needed to be a legit deep threat. He finds 
holes in the defense when the play breaks down and the QB is in a scramble. Miller has adequate hands as 
a pass catcher. He can reach low or high to haul in a pass. He shows the right adjustments to catch the ball 
in stride or contort his body to reach back and snag a ball that is thrown behind him. If the pass is catchable 
he usually makes the play.

Miller is able to recognize coverages and knows how to attack a zone. He is a clutch player who shows up 
late in games. When the lights are on Miller shines. He played very well against Ole Miss over the past two 
seasons. He posted exactly 10 catches and 132 yards in both outings and scored a TD against them in the 
2015 season.

Miller has enough strength to drive his legs and fight through contact. He his agile in the open field. Miller 
shows good hips and flexibility both as a route runner and with the ball in his hands. His stock is trending 
upward and he has the profile to be a solid slot receiver at the next level.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  7

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Athleticism - Speed to be a deep threat. 

Climbs the ladder and attacks the football.
- Elusive - Makes defenders miss. Very agile 

as a runner. 
- Hands - Rarely lets the ball in on his body. 

Uses his hands to catch everything.

- Age - 23 year old rs-Senior.
- Build - On the shorter side and not a ton 

of bulk.
- Physicality - Strong runner, but he won't 

out muscle the defender is contested 
situations. 

- Chaney

ANTHONY MILLER

https://twitter.com/AnthonyMiller_3
https://youtu.be/4rMMtUa68Bs


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2019 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'1" N/A

180 N/A

6/1/1997 N/A

81

rs-Freshman N/A 36

2019 N/A

N/A 19

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER USC

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Tyler Vaughns used redshirt in 2016 as a freshman. On his high school film, Vaughns displays an 
ability to grab anything in his radius. He has a great set of hands. Once he gets the ball in his hands 
he shows an ability to make defenders miss to gain additional yardage. Vaughns is able to make 
acrobatic leaping catches to show off his athletic ability and great set of hands. Vaughns has good 
speed but I would not consider it to be elite game changing speed.

Vaughns looks to snatch up the open targets in 2017 for USC. With the departures of  JuJu 
Smith-Schuster and Darreus Rodgers USC will have two openings out wide. One spot is expected to 
be taken by Michael PIttman. Vaughns will be in the running for the other opening in the USC 
receiving core.

Vaughns is a player with a lot of potential. Once he's able to get on the field I expect Vaughns to 
show his play making ability and rise up Devy boards.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  7

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Hands - Vaughn displays an ability to catch 

anything in his radius.

- Athleticism - Difficult to bring down in open 
field. Once he has the ball in his hands he's a 
hand full to bring down.

- Weight - Appears to be very thin. Will need to 
add weight and strength as part of his 
development. 

- Brandt

TYLER VAUGHNS

https://twitter.com/tswag03
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h_Oz0_iuPNg


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2019 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'2' 4

204 70

N/A 1

82

Sophomore 0 37

2019 0

0 11

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER AUBURN

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Craig was a top 10 wide receiver recruit in the class of 2016 but saw very limited action during the 
2016 season. During Auburn's spring game in 2017, Craig had a very dominating performance that 
may catapult him into the Tigers number one receiver.

Craig shows really good speed for his size. He has the potential to be elite with his size and speed 
combination. His athletic ability is on display down field when he's able to leap and contort his 
body to make catches. Craig also shows good physicality after the catch and is hard to bring down.

Her has the potential down the line to be a top receiver in the country. He has a rare combination 
of  size, speed, athletic ability and physicality. With the addition of Jarrett Stidham to the Tigers, 
Craig has a potential to have a breakout 2017 season. He is a mid round Devy player who has a ton 
of potential and could very easily fly up boards once he sees an up tick in playing time in 2017.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  7

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Size and Speed - Has good combination of 

size and speed. 

- After the catch - Difficult to bring down after 
the catch due to his physicality and athletic 
ability.

- Body Adjustment - Can contort his body to the 
ball.

- Experience - Limited playing time thus far in 
career. Should see major playing time in 2017.

- Raw - Still learning and developing to play the 
position. More playing time should aid in his 
development.

- Brandt

NATE CRAIG-MYERS

https://twitter.com/NateCraig_AU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oV7ueA83P8I


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

5'11" 73

180 776

10/23/1996 2

83

Junior 11 38

2018 51

1 50

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER GEORGIA

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Terry Godwin is entering his junior year without exceeding 400 receiving yards the last two 
seasons. Many will look at this as a red flag, but the Bulldogs are a run-heavy offense and it is 
masking the talent that Godwin posses. He has very strong hands and catches in traffic with a 
relentless nature. Sells his head movements to throw off defenders when breaking in his routes. 
Knows where he is throughout his vertical stem and tracks the ball very well. Can make difficult 
over the shoulder catches while at full speed. QB-friendly receiver as he shows quick mental 
processing and has above average body control. He is capable of making mid-air adjustments to 
the ball. Godwin has good, not great speed. He can get into the open field quickly but lacks a 
second gear. He has good knowledge of route running but is jerking in his cuts. Lacks fluid lateral 
quickness and relies on fakes and gestures to throw off defenders. Needs to add muscle to his 
frame. Size could limit his role at the next level. Will be to improve his ability to beat press and man 
coverage. Godwin is an intriguing player and should be considered a mid-tier Devy prospect. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  7

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Body adjustment 
- Strong hands
- Body Control 
- Above average ball tracking 
- Concentration
- Vision  

- Size 
- Route Running 
- Beat press and man coverage 
- Initial short area quickness
- Lacks fluid lateral quickness 

- DiRienzo

TERRY GODWIN

https://twitter.com/dpeoplesjones?lang=en
https://youtu.be/2nMoPm8lDKk


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'5" 8

218 70

N/A 1

84

rs-Soph 0 39

2018 0

0 51

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER MIAMI (FL)

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Standing at 6'5", Lawrence Cager challenges DBs at the catch point. He has a long frame that allows 
him to climb way up the ladder to win 50/50 balls. Cager has outstanding arm extension and catches 
the ball outside his frame. Known for making some spectacular one handed catches. Very good 
mid-air body adjustment. Very good awareness, comes back to the ball and tracks the deep ball very 
well. Above average speed for his size. Cager has added a ton of muscle to his frame recently. Good 
hands fighter to create additional separation on vertical routes. Plays with good competitive 
toughness. His toughness manifests in his bocking as well. Maintains good leverage with his blocks 
and pushes defenders around. Will need to improve his blocking technique and footwork. Raw route 
runner. Lacks consistent focus in his routes. Sells routes well, but he has difficulty dropping his hips 
for fluid breaks in his routes. Plant-and-go at the stem, and he lacks the ideal initial acceleration to 
beat better competition. Suffered a season-ending injury in 2016. Cager is an unknown at this point, 
but his athletic profile and size makes him a high-upside Devy prospect. Cager 's potential definitely 
makes him worth a flier in the later rounds of Devy drafts.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round: 7

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Elite size 
- Attacks the ball at the catch point
- Body Adjustment 
- Blocking
- Tracks the ball very well 
- Red zone threat
- Hands catcher

- Route running 
- Fluid route breaks 
- Lateral agility 
- Injury concern 

- DiRienzo

LAWRENCE CAGER

https://twitter.com/LawrenceCager3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N62BlopbaNI


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'4" 223

215 4192

N/A 43

85

Senior 1 40

2018 52

0 52

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER SOUTH DAKOTA STATE

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Wieneke?s size is definitely a huge factor in the way that he plays. He regularly uses his length to 
take advantage of defensive backs. He is brilliant at avoiding tackles which helps creates a lot of 
yards after the catch. While he is not quite Odell Beckham, he has great hands and is more than 
capable of the circus catch. He is extremely strong and is more than capable of fighting off any 
defensive backs that may get in his way. He uses several subtle moves  in his routes to set up and 
get past opposing defensive backs.

While his size is definitely a huge selling point, unfortunately, his speed doesn?t match up, which 
could put some NFL teams off him. He is fast enough to be effective, but he's not going to win 
many foot races.

Over the past three seasons, only two wide receivers in all of college football have more receiving 
yards than Jake Wieneke. Those two? Corey Davis and Cooper Kupp.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  8

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Tall and rangy receiver
- Strong hands
- Highly productive
- Quality route runner

- Not particularly fast
- Inconsistent at getting open
- Coming out of FCS so tougher to get 

noticed

- Hanmore

JAKE WIENEKE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UQGHapBUasU


Height 5'10" Catches N/A

Weight 165 Yards N/A

DOB N/A TDs N/A

Overall Ranking

86

Positional Ranking

Class Freshman Carries N/A 41

Draft Eligible 2020 Yards N/A Class of 2020 Ranking

TDs N/A 14

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER MIAMI (FL)

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Thomas is an agile and slick WR. He also played as an ultra-mean shutdown cornerback in 
high school. That versatility has helped him immensely. He has to contend with Lawrence 
Cager and Ahmmon Richards' targets. Thomas will likely be relegated to the slot early on.

Thomas will garner some John Ross comparisons as well as Phillip Dorsett because he's 
attending "The U". He is not just a speed guy. Thomas is that overused term we all associate 
with awesomeness, he is a "FREAK". The ACC better be ready to slow this kid down. He can 
win with hands and with sharp cuts. He also understands how to break off of a route to help 
his QB out of a jam. 

He will be knocked and dismissed because of his size but he's young and that should come 
as he matures. The Hurricanes always have fast talent and Thomas should be able to stand 
out and win with his speed against future opponents. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  8

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Routes - Willingness to fight for position
- Speed - A true burner
- Change of direction - Stop and go ability. 

Burst.

- Physicality - Upper body lacks strength.
- Size - Needs weight

- Johnson

JEFF THOMAS

https://twitter.com/theregoes4
https://youtu.be/sQpvTCDsiuU


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2019 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6' 3" N/A

205 N/A

5/12/1998 N/A

93

Sophomore N/A 42

2019 N/A

N/A 25

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER RUTGERS

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Mitchell was a top 200 recruit in the class of 2016 when he originally enrolled at the University of 
Michigan. He transferred before his freshman season even started. A suspension from the 
university played a part in the transfer. After enrolling at Rutgers, Mitchell suffered an ACL tear in 
the spring of 2017. This will most likely cost Mitchell most if not the entire 2017 season. 

Mitchell is a big physical receiver who played multiple positions in high school. He's shown good 
ability to break tackles and to be physical after the catch. Mitchell looks really raw at the receiver 
position. He doesn't run crisp routes. Mitchell needs reps to refine his game but due to his injury 
that may be another year before this is possible. 

Mitchell has a lot of questions about his game. Due to his transfer and injuries those questions 
could still be on hold for another year. Right now, Mitchell shouldn't be on your radar to draft 
unless you are in an extremely deep Devy league. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  8

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Physicality - Appears to have good physicality 

for a receiver.
- Raw - Needs refinement to his game. Not 

very experienced at receiver position.

- Athletic ability - Mitchell isn't the best 
athletic at his position and a ACL injury could 
limit his ability as well. 

- Brandt

AHMIR MITCHELL

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3r1cfkBXlmQ


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2020 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'1" N/A

195 N/A

10/30/1998 N/A

94

Freshman N/A 43

2020 N/A

N/A 16

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER GEORGIA

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Jeremiah Holloman is a true freshman enrolled at the University of Georgia. He brings an excellent 
athletic profile to the table starting with his high end speed he uses to burn defenders. When the 
ball is in his hands, he turns into a big time play maker and also uses excellent hands to snag in 
passes.

Holloman will need to show that he can win on contested catches and be able to go up and beat 
DBs for 50/50 balls. He will also need to improve his route running as to not be reliant on his speed 
and become more complete. 

With his talent and big play ability, Holloman will have his opportunities to contribute for the 
Bulldogs sooner rather than later. Keep him on your radar in 2017. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  8

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Speed - Has the ability to take the top off 

the defense and can out run defenders.
- Hands - Is an excellent "hands catcher" 

plucking the ball away from his body.
- Play Maker - He is electric with the ball in 

his hands.

- Contested catches - Rarely goes up and 
battles DBs on contested passes.

- Route Running - Needs to be more precise 
and crisp with his route running.

- Garrett

JEREMIAH HOLLOMAN

https://twitter.com/obey_classics?lang=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2-Z821HAqno


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'4" 56

210 975

8/1/1997 7

96

Junior 0 44

2018 0

0 55

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER LOUISVILLE

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Jaylen Smith was an unheralded 3-star recruit who matured physically upon his arrival in Louisville. 
He stepped up as a big play threat in 2016 and was top 3 in the nation in ypc. Smith has impressive 
speed for his size and runs by defenders with ease once he gets his momentum going. Has good 
leaping ability and catches the ball well with his hands away from his body. Size and speed are 
definitely where he wins and allow him to create those explosive plays. Shows soft hands and a 
natural ability to use them, but he struggles with consistency in this area. Loses his balance at 
times, as he runs with extensive forward lean. Not very agile due to tightness in his hips. This also 
causes him to curve off breaks in routes and limits the sharpness in his cuts.

Smith steps into a great situation in 2017 with 3 of Lamar Jackson's weapons graduating. He'll have 
every opportunity to prove he is a more well-rounded WR this season. If you're looking for an 
under the radar deep threat with some upside, Smith might be your guy. With some refinement to 
his game, Smith may make the NFL jump in 2018. Reminds me of Tyrell Williams.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  8

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Speed - Good straight-line speed in the 

high 4.4/ low 4.5 range.
- Catch Radius - Can adjust and bring down 

inaccurate passes outside his frame.
- Opportunity - Most productive returning 

WR by far in an explosive offense.

- Balance - Runs with heavy forward lean 
and loses his balance at times.

- Drops - Inconsistent concentration and 
hands with 16% drop rate in 2016.

- Agility - Stiff hips make for elongated cuts 
and limited lateral quickness.

- Stefan

JAYLEN SMITH

https://twitter.com/jaylensmith_12?lang=en
https://youtu.be/3Io4_jzl9YQ


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'2" 112

195 1919

10/11/1994 15

99

Senior 2 45

2018 27

0 57

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER OREGON

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY
Carrington had a breakout season as a freshman in 2014 before missing half of the 2015 season 
due to a failed drug test. Despite being suspended, his limited 2015 production still nearly 
matched his production from 2014 and 2016.

He is a long strider with good length but on a skinny frame.  He is a legitimate deep threat and 
effective in the screen game, but there are still questions about the routes in between. He has 
great ball skills and catches the ball primarily with his hands. He is fluid and smooth in his routes 
even though he lacks great burst after the catch.

Carrington struggles as a blocker in the run game but it 's not for a lack of effort. He at least 
attempts to get in the way of the would be tackler but he if he tries to take a defender head on, 
he's going to lose because he's just not strong enough.

Carrington has the potential to be an NFL WR but he needs to be more consistent. He is a player 
worth monitoring in the 2018 NFL Draft.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  9

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Ball skills
- Hands catcher
- NFL genes

- Skinny frame
- Average long speed
- Limited route tree
- Blocking ability

- McDaniel

DARREN CARRINGTON

https://twitter.com/dcisaballa24_7
https://youtu.be/RGdLVRw1gJw


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2019 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'4" 6

210 82

N/A 0

100

Sophomore 0 46

2019 0

0 26

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER USC

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Michael Pittman, son of a former NFL running back and highly touted recruit, will finally get his 
shot as a primary receiver for the Trojans. Pittman is excellent in jump ball situations and is 
consistently winning against DBs. He uses his strong hands and upper body to win even through 
contact and combos good speed to break free in the open field.

Pittman will need to clean up his route running if he expects to win at the next level. His routes 
need to be more crisp so he can get in and out of his breaks quicker. This will help him create more 
separation from defenders and allow him to use his speed once he does so.

With Pittman taking over as potentially the top WR at USC, we should see him start to pop up on  
fantasy players radar. Look for him to rise quickly in the ranks. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  9

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- 50/50 Balls - Does an excellent job of 

battling DBs for jump balls.
- Strength - Has strong hands and strong 

upper body to haul in passes with contact.
- Speed - Solid speed especially for a player 

his size.

- Separation - Struggles to create 
separation from DBs.

- Route Running - Needs to get more crisp 
in his route running, which will help with 
some of the separation issues. 

- Garrett

MICHAEL PITTMAN

https://twitter.com/mikepitt_jr?lang=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A4uByBipFOA


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2019 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'4" 5

220 81

7/7/1998 0

104

Sophomore 1 47

2019 9

0 28

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER NOTRE DAME

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Claypool is an imposing physical specimen. He has the ideal build to be a productive wide receiver one at 
the next level. To go with his build, he has top tier athleticism. He seen limited opportunity as a freshman 
and he is still raw but he should see a good dose of snaps as a sophomore.

Claypool has elite movement for his size. He has next level hips, bend/flexibility for someone standing at 
6'4" 220. He is very fluid he just needs to develop, expand, and polish his route running. Over time at Notre 
Dame he will be able to do so and once he refines his routes he'll be a very dangerous receiver. Claypool is 
a long strider with very good top end speed and acceleration. Although he is built very well he could use his 
physicality better when attacking the ball and fighting through contact as a receiver.

I really like how he plays in space and shows nice vision/awareness as a runner. He is able to cut on a dime 
and looks very shifty. He almost moves like a 200 pound running back and that is very exciting for him going 
forward as a player. From a pure talent standpoint I believe Claypool will be one of the top receivers in his 
class before all is said and done.  

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  9

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Size - Ideal build for a WR1. Long frame 

with a physical structure.
- Speed - Can beat defensive backs deep. 
- Elusive - Some very elite movement for a 

player at his size to elude defenders.

- Routes - Limited route runner from a 
development standpoint. Has the traits 
but not the experience.

- Aggressiveness - Needs to use his physical 
build to his advantage. 

- Chaney

CHASE CLAYPOOL

https://twitter.com/ChaseClaypool
https://youtu.be/-7TYDu9aCSo


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'3" 56

188 1129

N/A 11

108

Senior 3 48

2018 7

0 60

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER BOISE STATE

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Cedrick Wilson is the son of a former NFL WR. A QB until playing JUCO football in college, Wilson is 
still in the infant stages of learning the position. That being said, he does show remarkable polish 
and understanding for a player that is still relatively new to the position. Wilson averaged over 20 
yards per catch in 2016 and proved to be one of the nation's top deep threats. Even more 
impressive, he did such while playing with torn ligaments in his foot and ankle.

Wilson shows he can win on a variety of routes and is just as likely to take a screen for an explosive 
play as he is on a vertical route. Wilson shows nice athleticism, route running and instincts in 
space. While the 10 drops in 2016 bothered Wilson, I still see him as a sure-handed WR that can 
make tough catches in traffic. Wilson had a 1,000 yard receiver to complement him in 2016 and will 
now be the focal point in 2017. I think he is currently an extremely underrated dynasty asset. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  9

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Deep Threat - Averaged 20.2 ypc in 2016.
- Strength - Listed at 6'3" and 188 pounds 

but plays with the strength of a player at 
200+ pounds.

- Upside - Only played WR for three years 
and just scratching surface of potential.

- Injury - Suffered some torn ligaments in 
his foot and ankle in 2016 but played 
through the injury.

- Drops - Dropped 10 passes in 2016 and 
has vowed to improve that number in 
2017.

- Francis

CEDRICK WILSON

https://twitter.com/cedwilson95
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GOu30KsmQ5Y


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'2" 16

190 215

5/12/1997 3

109

Junior 1 49

2018 -5

0 61

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER OLE MISS

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

As a receiver, Lodge has a lot of work to do to live up to his five-star recruiting hype and become 
relevant in the Rebels' offense. 

He only has 16 catches in two seasons. Yes, he's always been part of a very talented receiving corp 
but it 's up to him to make the most of any opportunity that he gets. One of those opportunities 
came in 2016 when D.K. Metcalf suffered a broken foot in the second game of the season. With 
Metcalf out for the season, Lodge had every opportunity to step up but failed to do so.

So far, Lodge has been underwhelming, but if that five-star talent is still there, he still has time to 
prove himself. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  10

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Strong for his size
- Good vertical jump
- Wins 50/50 balls

- Lacks quickness
- Below average burst
- Needs to improve route running

- McDaniel

DAMARKUS LODGE

https://twitter.com/damarkuslodge18
https://youtu.be/z5Q6nedOYQ0


6'3" 27

190 462

12/15/1997 5

Sophomore 0

2019 0

0

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

114

Positional Ranking

Class Carries 50

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2019 Ranking

TDs 32

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER N.C. STATE

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Harmon's freshman campaign for the Wolfpack jumps off the screen. He led his team in 
touchdown receptions in 2016 and broke a school record for the most receiving TDs by a freshman 
with 5. Also averaged an explosive 17 yards per catch. Harmon is a nice athlete with plus speed, 
agility, burst, and jumping ability for his size. Enables him to be dangerous after the catch. He has 
added muscle mass since leaving high school and may continue to develop athletically. He is 
already a skilled route runner as a rising sophomore. Shows good technique in his routes and 
creates separation with his outstanding use of hands in press-man coverage. Has a "my ball" 
mentality when the ball is up for grabs and fights well for the ball in the air. Displays excellent body 
control and sideline awareness, as he adjusts well to the ball and consistently manages to get a 
foot in bounds. Harmon body catches at times, but has solid hands and will go up and high point 
the ball when he needs to. I really like Harmon's potential and think he can take another step 
forward as a sophomore. Compelling player to track in 2017. Reminds me of Andre Johnson.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  10

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Route Running - Good technique in and 

out of his breaks and great use of hands.
- Contested Catches - Strong in contested 

situations with a "my ball" mentality.
- Sideline Awareness - Shows a great 

understanding of where the boundary is. 
- Athleticism - Plus athlete.

- Tendency to Body Catch - Doesn't always 
catch the ball with his hands outside of his 
frame. 

- Age - An older prospect relative to his 
peers.

- Stefan

KELVIN HARMON

https://twitter.com/wide_receiver3?lang=en
https://youtu.be/9JRfPou8EEI


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2020 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'0" N/A

175 N/A

1/24/1999 N/A

117

Freshman N/A 51

2020 N/A

N/A 19

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER Alabam a

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Ruggs speed is next level. Maybe not 4.22 but he could likely run 4.30 all day/everyday and 
he is yet to play a college down.

He somehow even finds another gear after his initial burst. Alabama should mold him into 
Jarvis Landry (but faster) like freak. Hopefully he can add weight through a great strength 
and conditioning program. Fifteen to twenty more pounds would do amazing things for his 
value and his frame would carry it just fine. Ruggs displayed his lateral quickness on the 
gridiron, but you get an even better feel for it watching his basketball highlights. He moves 
extremely well on so many levels and he has the ability to jump out of the building to high 
point the football. Very natural catcher and he's electric with the football in his hands.

Playing time may not be a realistic thing in 2017, but grabbing him now will bring good value 
in the future.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  10

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Speed - Has electric top end speed.
- Balance - With the ball in his hands he is a 

very balanced runner.
- Agility - Has flexible/swirling hips making 

him fluid in his movements.

- Size - Lack of general thickness, will need 
to put on some muscle.

- Route Running - Needs to mature in his 
route concepts.

- Johnson

HENRY RUGGS

https://twitter.com/__RUGGS?lang=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=amzbJvor_ug


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'3" 26

187 466

9/23/1996 3

118

Senior 13 52

2018 201

3 67

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER LSU

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

DJ Chark is a rare under the radar senior prospect lacing it up for the Tigers. He brings some elite 
level speed that he uses to win deep as well as making plays on jet sweeps. His route running is 
above average with quick, crisp cuts in and out of his break with litt le wasted movement. He also 
does an excellent job tracking the ball when it is in the air.

The biggest question mark for Chark is his lack of playing time and production thus far in his 
career. He has seen very limited playing time through 3 years and hasn't been overly productive in 
that time seeing only 26 receptions and less than 500 yards in his career. 

Chark is one of the high upside, high risk type of players. Not many prospects see success at the 
next level with such low production. But his big play ability makes him a player to watch out for. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  10

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Speed - Has high level speed and is a big 

play threat with the ball in his hands.
- Route Running - Has crisp route running 

and good spacial awareness.
- Ball Tracking - Does a great job of tracking 

the ball when it is in the air.

- Size - Has a thin frame. Will need to put on 
some muscle.

- Production/Playing Time - In 3 years, he 
has seen very litt le playing time and 
limited production. 

- Garrett

DJ CHARK

https://twitter.com/djchark82?lang=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YFFuJFaPJcY&t=109s


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'3" 36

210 868

2/7/1995 10

119

rs-Senior 0 53

2018 0

0 68

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER PITTSBURGH 

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Weah took two years to see real snaps in college. Once he did he was a big reason for Nathan Peterman's 
success. He averaged 24.2 yards per catch in 2016 which is second best in the nation. He was able to 
accumulate his yards per catch both as a deep threat and on the ground after the catch showing nice vision 
as a runner.

Weah has a nice physical build and he knows how to use his body. He shows nice balance to complete the 
catch, stay on his feet through contact, and pick up yards. Weah has good strength as a runner and sheds 
arm tackles fairly easy. He does a good job high pointing the ball and catching with his hands. Having the 
ability to win downfield at his size is something teams really covet in the NFL.

I think Weah needs to improve as a route runner and expand on his ability to create separation. His release 
and footwork need refinement. He tends to rock out of his release instead of spring forward. He likes to hop 
into his cuts/breaks instead of maintaining a fluid motion. If he can continue his development and show 
more as a receiver He has a very good chance of being a big time receiver in the NFL

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  10

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Efficient - Touchdowns and yards happen 

when he's targeted.
- Size -  Has the ideal build of a true WR1. 

Shows good physicality as a receiver. 
- Body Control - Adjusts well down field and 

stays on his feet after high pointing the 
ball.

- Raw - Runs limited routes. Needs to show 
more suddenness and cleaner footwork.

- Blocking - Lacks effort from a blocking 
standpoint when his teammates have the 
ball. 

- Chaney

JESTER WEAH

https://twitter.com/J_Weah
https://youtu.be/wFKj5ljN9fY


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2019 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'4" 4

195 64

1/15/1999 1

120

Sophomore 0 54

2019 0

0 69

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER OHIO STATE

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Victor is a tall, lanky receiver who is somewhat limited athletically. He has long arms and towers 
above defenders using this size to his advantage. Despite his great length, Victor does not show an 
outstanding vertical and will let the ball travel into his body at times. Has okay straight-line speed 
for his size, but doesn't display a second gear and doesn't have exceptional burst or explosiveness. 
Victor has improved his 40-time from high school (4.72) to college (4.62), and with continued 
physical development may become a legitimate pro prospect at OSU. He still needs to pack on at 
least 5-10 pounds to his this frame in an attempt to add strength to his game. 

He will be given an opportunity to compete for a starting job in 2017. Victor looks like he has the 
potential to earn targets in the red-zone based on his sheer size over college DBs. If he can 
improve his athleticism and produce as a sophomore, he'll be more worthy of a spot on your Devy 
roster. As it stands right now, he should only be targeted in the latter rounds of deeper leagues, if 
at all. Reminds me of Quinshad Davis. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  10

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Length - Long athlete who uses his height 

and wingspan to win the football.
- Burst - One-speed player who lacks 

explosiveness to his game.
- Athleticism - Not a great overall athlete 

who displays underwhelming agility and 
leaping ability. 

- Stefan

BINJIMEN VICTOR

https://twitter.com/BinjimenVictor?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
https://youtu.be/woC_u1E468g


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2020 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'6" N/A

209 N/A

N/A N/A

121

Freshman N/A 55

2020 N/A

N/A 20

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER ALABAMA

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Tyrell Shavers is a high upside prospect for the Crimson Tide. He brings a very large frame and 
length standing at 6'6" with long arms to boot. He does a great job using that size to rise up over 
defenders and/or shield them away in jump ball situations. He also adds in some good agility and 
movement to his game.

Shavers will need to do some work refining his game in order to win at the college level. His route 
running needs to be more crisp so he doesn't have to rely on his size to win against defenders. He 
is also playing along side a number of talented WRs so his opportunities may be limited. 

Being a true freshman on a team loaded with talent, Shavers won't get a whole lot of opportunities 
at first. But his upside is so great that he may prove to be a discount at this point in time. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  11

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Size - At 6'6" he has excellent size and 

length to use against defenders.
- Agility - Very athletic and fluid in his 

movements.
- 50/50 Balls - Does a great job using his 

size to win in jump ball situation.

- Route Running - Needs to refine his route 
running and not rely on his size.

- Opportunity - Playing at Alabama with a 
crowded WR core and may not get an 
opportunity soon.

- Garrett

TYRELL SHAVERS

https://twitter.com/rell4six?lang=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sDXLIqttAa4


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2020 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'1" N/A

160 N/A

11/14/1998 N/A

123

Freshman N/A 56

2020 N/A

N/A 21

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER ALABAMA

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Smith is a very dynamic receiver. He is very polished early on as a route runner. He is extremely quick with 
his release off the line and shows very good acceleration and top end speed down field to beat corners. He 
knows how to get behind the defender, stack, and shield to make a play on the ball. He is mature with his 
ability to show late hands as to not tip off the defender when the ball is close. 

I really like the way he wins contested catches and he comes down with everything by extending and going 
up over defenders using his strong hands to complete a catch.  He high points the ball as well as anyone in 
his class and he might have the best hands. He does everything so smoothly but has that added 
suddenness throughout his routes. He can maintain speed during his routes when he breaks and shows 
burst on his double moves.

To put Smith's play in simple terms, he's just better than the corner 's who try to cover him. He joins a 
crowded 2017 WR class for Alabama and they already have nice depth on the roster. That will likely cause 
him to see litt le to no time early. Once Smith does see the field his talent will be very apparent.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  11

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Routes - Shows the ability to run polished 

routes.
- Speed - Great speed and acceleration on 

the field. 
- Hands - Catches everything thrown his 

way. Natural extension and ability to us 
hands.

- Light Build - Needs to grow into his frame 
and add weight.

- Opportunity - Might be a while before he 
sees snaps at Alabama. 

- Chaney

DEVONTA SMITH

https://twitter.com/ChaseClaypool
https://youtu.be/-7TYDu9aCSo


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2019 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

5'11" 12

175 88

12/19/1997 1

124

Sophomore 0 57

2019 0

0 34

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER UCLA

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

A long strider with enough speed and acceleration to beat defenders down field. Howard consistently 
breaks away from defenders at the LOS and he gets into the open field quickly. He does a great job of 
using his hands and body jukes to beat press coverage. On many occasions, he is able to change 
direction with ease, showing excellent lateral agility to break tackles. Howard has good awareness and 
is an advanced route runner in this stage of his football career. He is a natural hands catcher and does 
a great job of positioning his hands and body well to catch outside his frame. He doesn't have ideal 
size but he shows a nice vertical leap to make contested catches. He benefits from having Josh Rosen 
under center and should see an increased workload in 2017. He could benefit from adding muscle to 
his frame and increasing his strength to assist him when catching in traffic and fighting off defenders. 
His recorded 4.38 40 according to ESPN testing results plays well into his role as a deep threat. I would 
say that his role will be limited at the next level due to his size and could be considered a slot receiver. 
Howard is a WR3 with WR2 upside. He should be considered a mid-late round Devy prospect. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  11

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Speed 
- Short Area Quickness
- Lateral Agility 
- Hands Catcher
- Awareness
- Route Running 

- Functional strength 
- Catch in Traffic
- Power to break tackles 
- Blocking

- DiRienzo

THEO HOWARD

https://twitter.com/theohoward2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jP6rAKbuEGA


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'3" 93

205 1395

5/23/1995 11

125

rs-Senior 0 58

2018 0

1 70

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER MISSOURI

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Moore shows nice acceleration at the line and has a quick release which helps him get past defenders. With 
the ball in his hands he moves at a fast pace as a long strider and looks like he has good top end speed. His 
long frame allows him to extend and high point the ball. He also anticipates and adjusts very well when 
timing his jumps to win contested catches. He makes the right plays on the ball down the field and shows 
the ability to track it when it 's in the air.

Moore works back to the ball well but could look to be consistent with how aggressive he is as a pass 
catcher. His build does hinder him some when catching the ball through contact and he sometimes allows 
the defender to get the upper hand and defend the pass. That is attributed to good position by the 
defender because of Moore's lack of separation at times. 

I think he needs to develop more and use this season to refine his routes before he makes his transition to 
the NFL. He does a nice job with his feet at the line but he tends to stay tall and not show much fluidity 
during his breaks, The Tigers' offense is on the rise and Moore will be a huge contributor to their success.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  11

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Length - Has a lanky build and a nice wing 

span. Long frame.
- Release - Moves well at the snap. 

Footwork and acceleration are plus. 
- Hands - Natural hands catcher. Can make 

the difficult catches.

- Strength - Doesn't possess the physicality 
needed to beat press. Allows himself to 
get jammed up.

- Routes - Nice change of direction but he 
tips off defenders by not keeping a 
constant speed throughout his routes. 

- Chaney

J'MON MOORE

https://twitter.com/jmon_moore
https://youtu.be/4rMMtUa68Bs


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2019 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'2" 33

186 453

2/19/1998 3

126

Sophomore 8 59

2019 44

0 35

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER MICHIGAN STATE

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY
Corley's 453 receiving yards are the most in Spartans' history by a true freshman. He spent some 
time on defense (4 games playing cornerback). That might have taken away from his stats in 2016 
but it could be invaluable going forward as a wide receiver.

On film, the first thing you notice about Corley is his mastery of the jump ball. He excels at this 
because of his body control and ability to remain focused no matter what 's going on around him. 
He is quickly able to calm himself in the air at the catch point. You'll also notice that he has a quick 
release and a catch radius that is favorable to his quarterback.

He is fast-tracked to become the WR1 at Michigan State in 2017, but he needs to get stronger and 
add some weight to his skinny frame so that he can hold up to the physicality that comes with 
being a team's top receiving option. Corley doesn't have elite speed, but he has enough speed, 
especially for the Big Ten.

Everything about Corley says that he will contribute at WR for a long, long time.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  11

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Body control
- Concentration
- Quick off the line of scrimmage
- Catch radius

- Skinny frame 
- Not elite speed

- McDaniel

DONNIE CORLEY

https://twitter.com/hit_squad9
https://youtu.be/AsfznG-NJAY


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2019 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'2" N/A

220 N/A

N/A N/A

127

Sophomore N/A 60

2019 N/A

N/A 36

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER NOTRE DAME

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Javon McKinley is one of the more decorated high school recruits to come out of Corona, 
California. McKinley shows tremendous polish and maturity for such a young player. His high 
school coach, who has sent over 100 players to play D-1 football, actually compared him to WR 
great, Jerry Rice. He shows great hands, route running ability and athleticism to make guys miss.

McKinley broke his leg during his freshman season at Notre Dame. While many players have 
successfully recovered from similar injuries, it is something that is worth paying attention to as it 
pertains to his value as a Devy asset. Following the injury, McKinley is behind the curve in the WR 
room that features a bevy of big, talented WRs. His maturity should help to offset that some but it 
could be a challenge to find many reps in 2017. I think 2018 is more likely to be his year to be 
productive but this could be a scenario where buying early on him pays dividends in the future. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  11

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Polish - Very well developed and nuanced 

for such a young player.
- Productivity - One of the more productive 

WR to come out of a big-time California 
high school football program.

- Intelligence - 4.0 student whose 
intelligence shows on-field and off.

- Injury - Broke leg in middle of 2016 season 
and is still recovering. Reported to still be 
limping in Spring of 2017.

- Speed - Ran 4.61 40 in high school which 
is fine but unknown at this point how 
much the leg break will impact him in 
future.

- Francis

JAVON MCKINLEY

https://twitter.com/mcjavon
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ctMb24WPci4


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'2" 49

199 592

N/A 1

129

Junior 1 61

2018 0

0 72

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER STANFORD

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Three things stand out on Trenton Irwin's high school tape: max effort, separation with route 
running, and ability to consistently win 50/50 balls. Outside of max effort, we have yet to see this in 
two seasons at Stanford. Irwin, a four star WR, carried so much hype with him as a freshman, both 
at Stanford and in Devy leagues. It seems that hype has completely died down. In fairness, some of 
this could be attributed to the poor QB play.

At Stanford, Irwin has lined up equally outside and in the slot, but he has only seen the field in 
3-WR sets. When on the field., he shows a good release, tracks the ball well and is predominantly a 
hands catcher. He has shown to be a willing blocker when called upon. 

Based on the departures on the offensive side of the ball, he should hear his number called more 
often in 2017. Thus far, his college career has been a disappointment statistically, but he seems to 
be a low-floor/high-ceiling type of wide receiver.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  11

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Well-rounded player
- Tracks ball well
- Hands catcher
- Good release

- Didn't create many opportunities for 
himself

- Only on field in 3-WR sets
- Doesn't move well laterally

- McDaniel

TRENTON IRWIN

https://twitter.com/trenton_4
https://youtu.be/bT4sqeZNb04


Height 5'10" Catches N/A

Weight 209 Yards N/A

DOB 9/23/1999 TDs N/A

Overall Ranking

134

Positional Ranking

Class Freshman Carries N/A 62

Draft Eligible 2020 Yards N/A Class of 2020 Ranking

TDs N/A 23

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER CLEMSON

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

A versatile recruit out of Knoxville, Tennessee, Amari Rodgers offers a team a variety of ways to use 
him as an offensive weapon. Possesses adequate speed to gain separation downfield. Quick first 
step off the line of scrimmage. Does a lot of his damage when matched up in open space. Has 
excellent awareness and concentration. Tracks the ball well and does a good job to adjust his body 
to the ball. He identifies the catch point quickly, often adjusting himself perfectly to beat out the 
defensive back and snatch the ball in the air. He showcases good lateral agility to turn and burn 
away from defenders, gaining momentum and speed as the play unfolds. Experience playing RB, 
WR, DB and a weapon as kick returner. Could struggle to gain separation at the next level due to lack 
of functional strength and physicality. Displays a good amount of toughness, but can get bullied at 
the LOS. Likely a slot receiver at the next level with a Curtis Samuel type role. If he can add some 
muscle to his frame and improve his route running, he could prove to be a viable weapon for an NFL 
team. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  12

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Balanced runner
- Loaded strength in the hips
- Seemingly effortless agility
- Tracks the football well

- Not a burner (will likely get clocked in the 
mid to high 4.5s)

- Functional strength

- DiRienzo

AMARI RODGERS

https://twitter.com/arodgers_3
https://youtu.be/0GkZulE0esg


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2020 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'4" N/A

208 N/A

2/10/1998 N/A

139

Freshman N/A 63

2020 N/A

N/A 24

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER MICHIGAN 

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

With Donovan Peoples-Jones missing time this spring with nagging injuries, Tarik Black has been 
the most impressive player in camp. Apparently there was some doubt amongst the Michigan 
faithful about Black's readiness as an early enrollee. He silenced all of that noise on one 4th 
quarter drive in Michigan's spring game. Michigan fans got a glimpse of what he can do.

Black will make his quarterback's job much easier. He has a big frame, gets off the line of 
scrimmage well, has a large catch radius, tracks the ball well, and excels at winning 50/50 balls. He 
is quick in and out of his breaks and comfortable working the middle of the field. Even though 
Black has desired size, he's not as strong as he could be and this affects his blocking ability to an 
extent. He is still young, and as a result, has plenty left to learn about the WR position.

Donovan Peoples-Jones will rightfully get all of the hype and be the first Michigan WR drafted in 
Devy drafts, but do not sleep on Tarik Black. Watching these two push each other for the next three 
years will not only be fun to watch but will benefit them both.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  12

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Size
- Hands
- Concentration
- Physical enough to beat press coverage
- Adjusts to the ball well

- Strength - not as strong as he should be 
for his size

- Blocking ability
- Improve route running

- McDaniel

TARIK BLACK

https://twitter.com/letmerockk_?lang=en
https://youtu.be/cHjoddBd8cU


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2019 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'5" 2

200 48

4/19/1999 1

140

Sophomore 0 64

2019 0

0 41

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER CLEMSON

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Overton is still a very raw player. He didn't play football from 2009 to 2014 because he chose to 
focus on basketball. Not many wide receivers are very polished coming into college but only 
playing two seasons of high school football didn't help the matter. Fortunately, basketball can 
translate to the wide receiver position. You can see this with Overton because he is able to high 
point the ball, always catches with his hands and can use his body to box out defenders.

He still has plenty to learn when it comes to the nuances of route running. He is decisive with the 
ball in his hands. He knows he's not going to beat anyone by dancing or juking so he's developed a 
nice habit of getting upfield immediately after the catch. 

Some people see a raw player as a turn-off and others see a player with plenty of upside. How you 
view Overton ultimately depends on your perspective.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  12

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Large catch radius
- Sure hands
- High awareness and decisive after the 

catch
- Also highly recruited in basketball 

- Experience
- Route running

- McDaniel

DIONDRE OVERTON

https://twitter.com/rainman_4
https://youtu.be/IH6n7twbWYA


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2019 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'3" N/A

181 N/A

4/7/1998 N/A

142

Sophomore N/A 65

2019 N/A

N/A 43

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER TEXAS A&M

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Quartney Davis has very good size for the position at 6'3". He strategically using his size well. 
Climbs the ladder fast and effectively to win 50/50 balls. Big time red zone threat that has proven 
he can make mid-air adjustments to the ball and leap over multiple defenders while possessing 
excellent concentration. He shows he can catch away from his body, showcasing strong hands. He 
has enough juice to get down field quickly. Long strider that eats up a lot of real estate with each 
stride. Can make defenders miss using good ankle flexion and body movements. Possesses a 
powerful stiff arm, throwing down anyone in his way. Good blocker but will need to add bulk to his 
frame to maintain leverage and initiate a good punch. His frame prohibits from blocking out 
defenders. His ability to high point will be limited without the proper functional strength and going 
against better college talent. Needs to improve his route running. Missed the 2016 season due to 
an ACL injury. Davis is a weapon anywhere on the field. He relies on his athleticism since he lacks 
functional strength. If he recovers fully, he is an essential Devy piece in the 10th or 11th round. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  12

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- High Pointing the ball
- Mid-air body control 
- Concentration 
- Stiff arm
- Vertical threat 

- Functional strength 
- Route Running
- ACL injury 

- DiRienzo

QUARTNEY DAVIS

https://twitter.com/quartneydavis1?lang=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IXUI3SlNS7s


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2019 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

5'10" 0

175 0

N/A 0

146

Sophomore 0 66

2019 0

0 44

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER N/A

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Dickson has been on quite the journey since he entered college. He enroll at Baylor in January of 
2016. Later that summer he announced he would transfer after the Baylor off the field troubles 
surfaced. In June of 2016, he enrolled at the University of Houston. In September of 2016 he 
decides to leave Houston. As of now Dickson has not announced any decision on where he will be 
playing football at next. He has not stepped foot on a college football field yet but at Navasota 
High School, Dickson set a national high school record of 39 receiving touchdowns during his 
junior season. Coming out of high school, he ran a 4.71 40 at one of the Nike camps. With his size 
and lack of speed Dickson could have some issues once he finally steps foot on a field. He did excel 
at the 20-yard shuttle and the vertical jump. His 20-yard shuttle shows up on film, he's a shifty 
runner at the catch. 

At this point it 's hard to project the future for Dickson until he finally finds a home and plays. At 
this point, he may be too risky of a Devy pick due to his lack of size, speed and playing time.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  13

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Shifty after the catch - Handful to tackle. 
- Ball skills - Showed good ability to adjust 

to ball in air in high school.

- Size - Not the biggest. Should limit role.
- Speed - Quicker than fast. 
- Will he ever play? - Already transfered 

twice during his freshman season. 
Currently doesn't have a team.

- Brandt

TREN'DAVIAN DICKSON

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EmQuV1l7RcY&t=357s


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2019 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

5'9" 42

182 415

1/28/1998 3

147

Sophomore 3 67

2019 10

0 45

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER CALIFORNIA

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Stovall displays very good ability to contort his body to the ball. He has very sudden movements in 
space allowing him to be a threat as a downhill runner with enough boost to breakaway from 
defenders. His short area quickness allowed for Cal to get creative with him on screens and 
end-arounds. Varies his route speed and can down shift when necessary to process his 
surroundings and evade defenders. Good acceleration out of his breaks. Processes the ball 
trajectory to be where he needs to be to make the play. His size limits him in contested catch 
situations. He has a difficult time breaking tackles due to lack of strength. Yards after the catch 
come from his acceleration and not his ability to break from defenders under his own strength. 
Many of Stovall's receptions down field were due to Cal's system and he was wide open. Lacks the 
instincts needed for the position. Doesn't posses the proper lateral quickness under pursuit to 
fake out his opponent. Stovall is an average receiver with room to grow as a route runner. His size 
will limit his upside. He's a middle of the road Devy prospect in the later rounds of Devy drafts. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  13

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Body Adjustment to the ball
- Threat on screens and slants
- Short area quickness
- Awareness

- Functional strength 
- Size 
- Route Running 
- Ability to break tackles
- Win in contested catch situations 
- Blocking 

- DiRienzo

MELQUISE STOVALL

https://twitter.com/QuiseUno__
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VFbRlU7Efvk


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'3" 2

215 70

9/13/1996 0

158

Sophomore 0 68

2018 0

0 83

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER PENN STATE

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Johnson is a horse, a thoroughbred if you will. He is also a jump ball technician. He should 
have no issues ripping through the Big 10 this season. 

Tabbing him now will create added value and that can be a great bargaining chip to dangle in 
front of people. You know those guys in your league that only draft WRs who are 6'2" taller. 
They will hate you for grabbing this guy who is only going to get stronger. Even if Johnson 
struggles, you can likely flip him for a litt le bit more than you spent on him. His size alone is 
way too intriguing.

His comps will vary from Andre Holmes to Terrell Owens. Yet we do not see a gentle giant 
here like Holmes in the receiving game. Johnson is that big "X" all offensive coordinators 
want and all defensive coordinators fear. He can win on the outside as well as scrape balls 
from balls down over the middle.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  14

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Size - Has prototypical big size at 6'3" 

215lbs.
- Physicality - Plays extremely physical vs 

opposing DBs.
- Strength - Very strong in the legs and hips.

- Speed - Takes a litt le time to reach top 
speed.

- Control - Too physical at times and needs 
to stay under control.

- Johnson

JUWAN JOHNSON

https://twitter.com/Ju_heard_
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wFlhbdTqcso


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2020 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

5'11" N/A

185 N/A

1/2/1999 N/A

164

Freshman N/A 69

2020 N/A

N/A 28

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER TCU

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Reagor is a super explosive and electric WR prospect. He has a special blend of speed and burst 
that shows up on a play by play basis. Big play threat with good ball tracking skills. His outstanding 
athleticism and solid hands should get him on the field early at TCU. His best trait is his ability to 
create yards after the catch via great vision and solid change of direction skills. He has excellent 
return ability that stems from his vision and long speed. Speed to burn that is close to 4.40 flat in 
the 40 yard dash. Overall it was hard to find any weaknesses with Reagor, but he could certainly 
afford to pack on a few pounds and his wiry frame should allow him to do so.

Ranked as the #13 WR recruit by 247 Sports, Reagor is going overlooked because of many of the 
giants in this class. I would argue he should be ranked higher and may very well end up being the 
top WR under 6 feet in his class. He may be going undrafted in Devy leagues this season, but that 
needs to change because this receiver has genuine NFL upside. Reminds me of Stefon Diggs.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  14

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Straight Line Speed - Track speed in the 

low 4.4s.
- Run After Catch Vision - Displays great 

vision in the open field.
- Ball Tracking - Adjusts well to the ball in 

the air, high points, and good catch 
radius.

- Size - Slender build at the moment, but his 
frame should allow him to pack on 
muscle.

- Stefan

JALEN REAGOR

https://mobile.twitter.com/TheJalenReagor
https://youtu.be/J9ugnBTXrmg


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2019 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'3" 1

217 19

12/14/1996 0

166

Sophomore 0 70

2019 0

0 50

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER LSU

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

This IMG product has pro-ready size and elite top-end speed to pair with it. His high 4.3/ low 4.4 
speed lends itself to big play ability. Reportedly has a 40+ inch vertical, but Davis doesn't always 
use this trait to his advantage. He has a tendency to let the ball come to him, rather than 
maximizing his size and athleticism by catching the ball away from his body. Regardless, Davis is a 
playmaker with the ball in his hands and looks explosive on end-arounds and in the return game. 
Has enough lateral quickness to make jump cuts and elude defenders in the open field. He also 
has the strength to break tackles on the second level. 

With the departures of Malachi Dupre and Travin Dural there will be plenty of targets up for grabs 
in the LSU offense in 2017. Davis has the ability and pedigree to earn significant playing time and 
become a downfield threat for the Tigers. Played some special teams last season and should 
continue to do so moving forward at the very least. Davis is a tantalizing prospect who is absolutely 
worth drafting, as he could be in line for a 2nd year breakout. Reminds me of DeVante Parker.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  14

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Speed - Clocked a 4.38 40-yard dash as a 

freshman at LSU.
- Size - Big receiver who is physically 

superior to most DBs.
- Special Teams - Displays promise in 

multiple special teams situations.

- Inconsistent high pointing - Doesn't show 
the tenacity to attack the football in the 
air.

- Stefan

DRAKE DAVIS

https://twitter.com/ZabuzaaMomochi?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
https://youtu.be/trCn6jyqxqI


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

5'11" 33

176 506

7/28/1997 5

167

Junior 0 71

2018 0

0 88

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER FLORIDA STATE

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Murray is a small shifty receiver who will be very limited in the NFL. Due to his size and receiving 
ability, I don't expect Murray to be more than a part-time player in the NFL. Murray could add 
value to a team with his potential to be a return man. When playing receiver Murray allows passes 
to get into his body too often. Once he makes the catch he shows a great ability to make plays. He 
shows good shiftiness that allows him to make big plays. This past season Murray showed his big 
play potential by having a 92-yard receiving touchdown against Michigan.

Murray is a player that should be down very low on Devy boards. I don't see Murray developing 
into a big-time player. If you are in a very deep Devy league and need a late round playmaker 
Murray is a player who can fill that role. Murray will be limited at the next level keep this in mind 
when you draft Murray.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  14

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Speed 

- Elusiveness - Difficult to bring down in open 
field. Shifty runner.

- Size - Listed at 5'11" but appears smaller on 
tape. Small size and frame will limit him at 
next level.

- Gadget Player - Don't see Murray as a full 
t ime player in NFL. More of a gadget, part 
time, and returner.

- Brandt

NYQWAN MURRAY

https://twitter.com/yung_Talented8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=amTlk8yoRj0


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2019 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'2" 4

195 47

2/10/1998 1

170

Sophomore 3 72

2019 15

0 52

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER MICHIGAN

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Kekoa (formerly Dylan) Crawford is a very athletic sophomore WR for Michigan. He is a very fluid 
athlete that uses his speed to beat defenders in many different ways including even running the 
ball. He has excellent speed to win and solid hands doing a great job of plucking the ball away from 
his body.

While Crawford runs solid routes, he needs to get a bit quicker in and out of his breaks in order to 
win more consistently. He also needs to get better at winning on jump balls and beating DBs at the 
point of attack.

With all that said, Kekoa Crawford has tremendous upside. His traits make him a very complete WR 
and if he is able to improve in a few areas, we could see him make a big impact for the Wolverines. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  15

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Speed - Smooth runner that has the 

speed to out run defenders.
- Athleticism - Very fluid athlete and is very 

good running the ball as well.
- Hands - Does a great job catching the ball 

away from his body.

- Quickness - Needs to get quicker in and 
out of his breaks.

- 50/50 Balls - Needs to improve his leaping 
ability to win on jump balls.

- Garrett

KEKOA CRAWFORD

https://twitter.com/kekoa_cRAWford?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sm1zhqIu9X0&t=169s


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'1' 164

180 2630

10/5/1993 15

173

Senior 1 73

2018 5

0 90

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER UNLV

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Boyd has had three good years of production on below average UNLV teams. He missed the final 
three games of the 2016 season with a broken arm. He shows great quickness off of the line of 
scrimmage. This allows him to beat his defender early. Boyd needs to add weight and strength to 
continue his development. Boyd also plays against below average competition. Going into the NFL 
he will see a major upgrade in competition. Boyd shows decent speed after the catch. He is no 
burner but has above average speed for a receiver.

Boyd is currently lower on most Devy boards at this point. His true ability is hard to measure with 
being on a sub-par UNLV team and playing weak competition. Boyd is a player who is good enough 
to make an NFL team but I don't expect him to be a major contributor at this point. Boyd is worth a 
late round flier in Devy drafts but don't expect greatness out of him.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  15

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Quickness off the line - Shows very good 

quickness and explosion off the line of 
scrimmage.

- Production - Was on pace for his third 
straight 50+ catch and 900+ yard season 
before a broken arm in 2016.

- Size - Needs to add weight and strength.

- Competition - Doesn't play against top 
competition very often.

- Brandt

DEVONTE BOYD

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9XKjXfYrQwE


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2019 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

5'11" 20

195 412

N/A 3

179

Sophomore 0 74

2019 0

0 54

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER TEXAS

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Devin Duvernay has truly elite sprinter speed. His 10.27 100m and 4.32 40 are among the nation's 
best as a high school athlete. As a freshman in 2016, he showed his sprinter speed translates well 
on the field as he averaged over 20 yards per reception. Texas has a bevy of huge WRs and 
Duvernay provides a nice yin to their yang as he is will be one of their most dynamic players in 
space.

Duvernay is listed at 5'11" and 195 pounds so he doesn't fit the traditional mold for an NFL WR1. 
What he may lack in prototypical size, he makes up for with speed and an overall well-rounded 
game for such a young player. Duvernay has the ability to impact a team right away as a return 
man and I think he can be a very nice deep threat to compliment a bigger WR1 at the next level. I 
think Duvernay is poised for a big year in 2017 and is currently an undervalued dynasty asset. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  15

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Deep threat - Averaged 20.6 ypc as a 

freshman in 2016.
- Speed - Ran 10.27 100 m and 4.32 40 as a 

senior in high school.
- Versatility - Speed makes him a very 

valuable asset in return game.

- Size - At 5'11" and 195 pounds, lacks 
prototypical size for NFL WR1.

- Blocking - Will need to prove that he can 
block defenders at collegiate level when 
giving up so much size to them.

- Francis

DEVIN DUVERNAY

https://twitter.com/Dev_Duv5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1espaDQKXh8


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2020 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'4" N/A

206 N/A

N/A N/A

184

Freshman N/A 75

2020 N/A

N/A 34

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER WASHINGTON

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Jones is a hulking receiver with a giant frame for a true freshman. He's somewhat of a raw 
prospect, but has the physical tools to become a big time red zone mismatch for the Huskies in the 
future. Jones best trait is his ability to track the flight of the football and make adjustments to it 
mid-route. This is especially true deep down the field on balls over his shoulder. He is a solid hands 
catcher and appears to have a giant pair of mitts. Jones will be a great boost to the run game once 
he is able to earn playing time in Washington, as he shows a willingness and physicality in this 
department. Because Jones is so huge, lateral cuts to elude defenders sap a lot of his speed and it 
takes him a while to get his momentum going again limiting YAC opportunities.

It remains to be seen whether or not Jones will earn any meaningful playing time as a freshman, 
but there's no doubt that Washington Head Coach Chris Peterson will get the most out of this 
player over the course of his career. He is certainly intriguing because of his size and has the tools 
to become a big time touchdown producer. Reminds me of Keyarris Garrett.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  16

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Ball Tracking - Excellent at reading the 

flight of the football and adjusting.
- Hands - Natural hands catcher.
- Size - Mismatch for opposing corners 

every time.
- Blocking - Aggressive and willing blocker 

in the run game.

- Agility - Loses momentum when he has to 
make lateral cuts.

- Acceleration - Has a good initial burst off 
the line, but lacks explosion out of his 
breaks.

- Stefan

TY JONES

https://twitter.com/tyjones206?lang=en
https://youtu.be/ua7RN0BBejY


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2019 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'1" 2

195 9

N/A 0

191

Sophomore 0 76

2019 0

0 56

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER OREGON

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY
In high school, Dillon Mitchell had the ball in his hands on nearly every play. He caught passes, 
took handoffs, took snaps from shotgun, returned kickoffs and punts.  Mitchell is ultra-athletic and 
the type of electric that makes you hold your breath whenever he touches the ball. 

Mitchell had 104 yards and 2 TDs on 7 catches in Oregon's 2016 spring game. However, he only 
appeared in six regular season games as a true freshman due to an injury that he suffered during 
the summer. He caught just two passes during those six games, but did become the Ducks' 
primary punt returner.

The biggest question about Mitchell is how he performs without the ball in his hands. After that, 
he'll need to prove that he can run more than two routes. In high school, he ran primarily  ran go 
routes and caught screen passes depending on how far off the defensive back played.

If he can stay healthy, Mitchell should become a household name by the end of the 2017 season. 
He is worth a stash in deep Devy leagues right now.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  16

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES

- Athleticism
- Electric with ball 
- Top-end speed
- Elusiveness

- Route running experience
- How is he without the ball in his hands?

- McDaniel

DILLON MITCHELL

https://twitter.com/dmfm1
https://youtu.be/XEOCN3k8phE


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2019 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'3" 0

225 0

N/A 0

195

Sophomore 0 77

2019 0

0 58

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER FLORIDA STATE

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Gavin is a huge, imposing prospect who is extremely well built. He is already mature beyond his 
years physically. His size and strength show up in his game, as he uses these physical tools to 
bounce off defenders and win in contested situations. He also displays surprising agility for his 
large stature. Able to create yards after the catch because of this strength/quickness combination. 
Gavin shows off a good catch radius with solid hands and timing of his jumps. Also tracks the ball 
well over his shoulder. He is a threat as a possession receiver as well as down the field and in the 
red zone. Has solid speed for his size but lacks great burst.

Gavin was overshadowed in a crowded Seminoles receiving corps during his freshman campaign. 
He was, however, able to show off some of his game breaking promise with a 66-yard kickoff 
return to his credit. Gavin is a playmaker with the potential to become a legitimately complete WR. 
With some seasoning and production under his belt, he should turn into an exciting NFL caliber 
prospect. Reminds me of Dwayne Bowe.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  17

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Strength - Strong at the catch point and 

powers through arm tackles.
- Athleticism - Really nice athlete for a 

player of his size and build.
- Ball Tracking - Tracks the ball well over his 

shoulder and makes good adjustments.

- Burst - doesn't display consistent 
explosion and burst.

- Stefan

KEITH GAVIN

https://twitter.com/datboiikg_7?lang=en
https://youtu.be/4Wyrb-YGTcs


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

5'8" 80

180 1170

N/A 9

196

rs-Soph 3 78

2018 11

0 99

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER GEORGIA STATE

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Penny Hart is an off the radar receiver in the Devy world if there ever was one. Most of this has to 
do with him playing at a small school in Georgia State, but Hart also drifted into obscurity in 2016 
due to injury. Hart had to take a medical redshirt last season because of a hamstring injury 
followed by a broken foot. This occurred only a year after being named Sun Belt Freshman of the 
Year. He had an outstanding freshman campaign in 2015, outproducing Redskins' 2017 6th round 
draft pick Robert Davis. Hart 's outstanding production as a freshman puts him in an elite tier in 
terms of breakout age. He showed to be a good athlete with plus agility and burst, as well as a 
sharp route runner out of the slot. His very small stature limits him to a slot role, but that position 
has shown to become much more coveted in today's pass happy NFL.

Expect Hart to bounce back in a big way in 2017 and quickly regain some of the hype he had 
following 2015. Hart 's athletic ability and production put him square on the Devy map even if he is 
only a slot guy. Reminds me almost exactly of Ryan Switzer. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  17

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Agility - Is a very quick twitch, elusive 

player.
- Burst - Explosive with a great first step off 

the line. 
- Route Running - Runs crisp routes and is 

sharp in and out of his breaks.
- Breakout Age - Elite breakout age.

- Size - Diminutive build at only 5'8"
- Limited - Is limited in that he can only 

profile as a slot receiver.

- Stefan

PENNY HART

https://twitter.com/pennyhart2_?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
https://youtu.be/jULDewPUUqM


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

5'10" 78

180 723

10/15/1996 3

197

Junior 12 79

2018 76

0 100

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER CLEMSON

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

McCloud is a former 5-star athlete recruit who played primarily RB in high school. He isn't a burner, 
but has above-average agility and burst. Clemson recruited him to be a WR in the Sammy Watkins 
role in their offense that features the jet sweep. Ray-Ray hasn't really lived up to his billing thus far, 
but he is a playmaker who excels on quick-hitters and in the return game. Following the departure 
of Artavis Scott in front of him, he will be given every opportunity to shine in 2017.

McCloud dealt with injuries on multiple occasions during his first two seasons, and adding bulk to 
his frame to become more durable is something he'll have to improve. He flashed during several 
games in 2016 and showed off his ability with the ball in his hands by churning out YAC on jet 
sweeps and WR screens. He brings his RB mentality after the catch, fights for extra yards, and is 
elusive in space. McCloud shows solid hands and good decisiveness but had many focus drops and 
was loose with the football which led to several turnovers. McCloud has the talent to play on 
Sunday's but needs to put it all together in 2017. Reminds me of a smaller ArDarius Stewart.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  17

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Elusiveness - Performs a great hip fake to 

consistently elude defenders in space.
- Toughness - Surprisingly tough to bring 

down given his size and fights for yards.
- Gets upfield quickly - First move is 

typically to get north-south. 

- Concentration - Concentration drops 
where he takes eye off the ball.

- Ball Security - Fumbling/turnover issues.
- Size - Will need to bulk up to handle 

collisions. 
- Contested catches - Hasn't yet displayed 

consistency in contested situations.

- Stefan

RAY-RAY MCCLOUD

https://twitter.com/RMIII_34
https://youtu.be/WULgVtmPJbU


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'0" 60

172 726

2/7/1997 7

198

Junior 3 80

2018 15

0 101

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER WEST VIRGINIA

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

At 6'0" and only 172 pounds, Durante is undersized for an outside receiver and he presents a small 
target for his quarterback. He ran a limited route tree in high school and runs a limited route tree 
at West Virginia. He is guilty of concentration drops. 

Durante wins with his athleticism and deep speed. He is extremely competitive whether it 's at the 
catch point or while blocking. His play style fits perfectly with what West Virginia wants to do on 
offense. He could blossom with Will Grier at quarterback, but that 's likely where it stops.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  17

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Athletic ability
- Speed
- Competitive
- Blocking

- Size/Small target
- Concentration drops
- Limited route tree

- McDaniel

JOVON DURANTE

https://twitter.com/fballisl1fe
https://youtu.be/7HE39cD80Jo


Height Catches

Weight Yards

DOB TDs

Overall Ranking

Positional Ranking

Class Carries

Draft Eligible Yards Class of 2018 Ranking

TDs

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

6'2" 56

184 710

5/21/1995 4

200

Senior 3 81

2018 -2

0 103

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

WIDE RECEIVER OLE MISS

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Pack has been buried by upperclassmen during his first three seasons at Ole Miss. He enters 2017 
with three underclassmen on his tail in A.J. Brown, D.K. Metcalf and Van Jefferson. Junior DeMarkus 
Lodge will also being pushing Pack to be his best self in 2017. Pack should have an opportunity to 
make waves but he has a very thin margin for error with so much talent boiling below him. Metcalf 
is likely the most talented of the bunch.

After just an 11 catch junior season the Devy world is certainly not cooing over Pack. He could be a 
sneaky late round add given his age and lack of stats.

The former high school QB will need to bulk to be taken seriously by NFL level scouts next winter. 
His speed has been characterized in the 4.5 range. He could a similar career arc to that of Kenny 
Stills. He also displays a lot of Snoop Minnis in his game.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  17

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Very agile for a player of his height
- Solid vision and patience after the catch
- Slippery in the seam

- Very thin framed
- Lack of production
- Limited route tree

- Johnson

MARKELL PACK

https://youtu.be/5lAmyxXrIBM


TE BIG BOARD

1 Mark Andrews Oklahoma

2 Isaac Nauta Georgia

3 Alize Mack Notre Dame

4 Mike Gesicki Penn State

5 Dallas Goedert South Dakota State

6 Colby Parkinson Stanford

7 Devin Asiasi Michigan

8 Kaden Smith Stanford

9 Troy Fumagalli Wisconsin

10 Hayden Hurst South Carolina

11 Adam Breneman UMass

12 Octavious Cooley Ole Miss

13 Brock Wright Notre Dame

14 Cam Serigne Wake Forest

15 Cole Kmet Notre Dame

16 Josh Falo USC



2018 TE RANKINGS

1 Mark Andrews Oklahoma

2 Alize Mack Notre Dame

3 Mike Gesicki Penn State

4 Dallas Goedert South Dakota 

5 Troy Fumagalli Wisconsin

6 Hayden Hurst South Carolina

7 Adam Breneman UMass

8 Cam Serigne Wake Forest

1 Isaac Nauta Georgia

2 Devin Asiasi Michigan

3 Kaden Smith Stanford

4 Octavious Cooley Ole Miss

1 Colby Parkinson Stanford

2 Brock Wright Notre Dame

3 Cole Kmet Notre Dame

4 Josh Falo USC

2019 TE RANKINGS

2020 TE RANKINGS



Height 6'5" Catches 50

Weight 250 Yards 807

DOB 9/6/1995 TDs 14

Overall Ranking

48

Positional Ranking

Class rs-Junior Avg YPC 16.1 1

Draft Eligible 2018 Class of 2018 Ranking

29

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

TIGHT END OKLAHOMA

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Andrews accounts for a ton of explosive plays. The majority of his snaps are from the slot but he 
has shown he is effective running routes from his in-line position as well. Andrews has an excellent 
release and quick feet off of the line. He displays nice footwork and sets up his routes nicely. He 
knows how to sell the run in play action or hold the block and release into the open field. 

Andrews has nice change of direction for his size and very good top end speed. He gains a lot of 
yards after the catch and has shown once he reaches top speed he can out run defenders.

Andrews has very good instincts and understands where to sit in zones. He is very good at moving 
into open space where the QB can find him during the scramble drill. He has the willingness and 
build to be a prominent blocker, it will just take time for him to develop that aspect of his game 
because of the way Oklahoma uses him. He is very good in the red zone and a reliable target with 
his ability to catch anything in his vicinity. He's what teams look for in a dynamic pass catcher.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  4

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Routes - Understands route concepts and 

how to run them properly
- Athleticism - Should test very well at the 

combine whenever he decides to declare.
- YAC - Gains a lot of yards after the catch.

- Age - He was old as a senior in high school 
and red-shirted as a freshman in college.

- Incomplete - Like most tight ends he will 
need to develop as a blocker and show he 
can be complete at the next level.

- Chaney

MARK ANDREWS

https://twitter.com/Mandrews_81
https://youtu.be/ooLbLAU4pQ8


Height 6'4" Catches 29

Weight 246 Yards 361

DOB 5/21/1997 TDs 3

Overall Ranking

49

Positional Ranking

Class Sophomore Avg YPC 12.4 2

Draft Eligible 2019 Class of 2019 Ranking

12

Projected Devy Draft Round:     1

TIGHT END GEORGIA

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Isaac Nauta was a 5-star recruit in high school and followed up that lofty ranking with being named 
to multiple Freshman All-American teams in 2016. Nauta was Georgia's third leading receiver in 
2016 and put together one of the more impressive freshman seasons at TE in recent history.

Nauta has very good hands. While his 40 time is listed at 4.59 from a camp in high school, he often 
appears to be slow off the line but really shows the nice speed once he gets some momentum 
down field. Not only is he a good pass catcher that could be more of a move TE, he has shown that 
he can play in-line and is a talented run and pass blocker. His versatility makes him a tremendous 
asset to the vast majority of NFL teams, regardless of scheme. Nauta knows how to use his big 
frame to his advantage and while he isn't very good jumper, his frame and length make him a very 
appealing target to throw to. I believe he has both an extremely high dynasty floor and ceiling.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  5

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Size - Listed at 6'4" and 246 pounds, 

Nauta has prototypical NFL TE1 size
- Versatility - Talented pass catcher that can 

also play more in-line and is a good 
blocker

- Speed - Ran a 4.59 40 in high school

- Vertical - Vertical jump is listed at 28'7" 
from The Opening in high school which 
would rank him poorly in comparison to 
other NFL TE

- Acceleration - While he shows nice long 
speed he is often slow off the ball in his 
acceleration

- Francis

ISAAC NAUTA

https://twitter.com/inauta18
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LhGXtc2_O90


Height 6'5" Catches 13

Weight 245 Yards 190

DOB N/A TDs 0

Overall Ranking

60

Positional Ranking

Class Junior Avg YPC 14.6 3

Draft Eligible 2018 Class of 2018 Ranking

36

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

TIGHT END NOTRE DAME

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY
Alize Mack came to Notre Dame as highly touted as a tight end could be. However, he's pretty 
much been M.I.A. since arriving on campus. Even though he appeared in all 13 games as a 
freshman he never had more than 3 catches in any of those games. He missed the entire 2016 
season due to academic issues. While being forced to watch his teammates, he vowed to come 
back better and stronger. Both Head Coach Brian Kelly and new Offensive Coordinator Chip Long 
have vouched for him off the field in 2017.

Mack has a rare combination of size, physicality, and athleticism. These traits were on display in 
the 2017 spring game. He was targeted early and often by QB Brandon Wimbush. Mack has 
committed to understanding protections and becoming a better blocker in 2017. He is a matchup 
nightmare because he's too fast for most linebackers and too big for most defensive backs to 
handle. Even with very litt le on-field action, it 's safe to say Mack projects very well as a hybrid TE. 
Most of his  weakness are off the field. He should reach his full potential in 2018 if he can handle 
himself in the classroom.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  5

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Very intriguing athletic ability
- Physicality
- Great hands

- Maturity
- Responsibility
- Lack of experience
- Blocking

- McDaniel

ALIZE MACK

https://twitter.com/alizemack97
https://youtu.be/CXKTc7Bnxxg


Height 6'6" Catches 72

Weight 252 Yards 918

DOB 10/3/1995 TDs 6

Overall Ranking

67

Positional Ranking

Class Senior AVG YPC 12.8 4

Draft Eligible 2018 Class of 2018 Ranking

53

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

TIGHT END PENN STATE

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

This rising senior is one of the top TE prospects in his class and for good reason. He has solid 
overall athleticism for his imposing size. Gesicki takes a while to get going but has plenty of steam 
once he builds up momentum. Has soft hands that you like to see out of a target with his frame 
and displayed outstanding body control while reeling in several one-handed catches. Gesicki was a 
great basketball player in high school and uses that rebounding technique to go up and spear the 
football at its highest point on 50/50 jump balls. Tracks the ball very well and can contort his body 
to make high degree of difficulty catches. Mismatch in the red zone and can split out wide to take 
advantage of his size and large catch radius. Not overly agile and would rather stiff-arm or run 
through defenders than try to elude them. Displays the requisite toughness to win across the 
middle and up the seam. Gesicki had a huge breakout campaign as a junior. If your team is looking 
for young TE depth he is certainly worth a shot in Devy leagues, as i expect him to be a top 3 
selection at the position in the 2018 NFL Draft. Reminds me of Tyler Eifert.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  6

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Catch Radius - Long arms and great 

vertical leap create for a huge target.
- Hands - Reliable and makes a number of 

acrobatic one-handed grabs.
- Size - At 6'6" 250 has prototypical size and 

towers over DBs.
- Body control - great mid-air adjustments.

- Agility - not overly agile or quick laterally.
- Speed - Lacks a second gear to pull away 

from DBs in the open field.

- Stefan

MIKE GESICKI

https://twitter.com/mikegesicki
https://youtu.be/cQezozStm-0


Height 6'5" Catches 126

Weight 250 Yards 1877

DOB 1/3/1995 TDs 14

Overall Ranking

90

Positional Ranking

Class Senior Avg YPC 14.9 5

Draft Eligible 2018 Class of 2018 Ranking

53

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

TIGHT END SOUTH DAKOTA STATE

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Dallas Goedert stormed onto the college football season in the 2016 season opener against TCU. 
He finished that game 5 catches for 96 yards and a TD. He finished the 2016 season with 92 
catches for 1,293 yards and 11 TDs. South Dakota State lines him up as an in-line TE, in the slot and 
on the outside. Goedert 's versatility makes him a tremendous asset both at the collegiate and the 
professional level. Goedert is listed at 6'5" and 250 pounds. He isn't going to be the fastest, nor 
most agile TE in his class. Goedert wins with his massive frame and his hands. I would put his pass 
catching ability up there with any player in the 2018 class, including wide receivers. He has plenty 
of acrobatic catches on his resume and he has outstanding concentration and body control when 
attacking the football. He is not an elite athlete and doesn't always create tons of separation but 
even when he is covered he finds ways to make catches. He has proven to be a capable blocker in 
addition to an outstanding receiver and I believe he will be a high-value dynasty asset at TE.
 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  8

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Size - Listed at 6'5" and 250 pounds, has 

prototypical size for the NFL.
- Catch Radius - Catches everything thrown 

his way, ability to make acrobatic catches 
and shows strong hands through contact 

- Versatility - Lines up all over the field and 
has skills to be both a move and in-line TE. 

- Speed -  Doesn't have great acceleration 
nor long speed.

- Route Running - Not the twitchiest athlete, 
often relies on his instinct and incredible 
catch radius as opposed to getting 
consistent separation.

- Francis

DALLAS GOEDERT

https://twitter.com/goedert33
https://youtu.be/v3zMnFTGrOE


Height 6'7" Catches N/A

Weight 235 Yards N/A

DOB 1/8/1999 TDs N/A

Overall Ranking

92

Positional Ranking

Class Freshman Avg YPC N/A 6

Draft Eligible 2020 Class of 2020 Ranking

15

Projected Devy Draft Round:     1

TIGHT END STANFORD

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Colby Parkinson is an absolute freak athlete committed to play at Stanford. His ability to make 
plays in the open field is rarely seen at the TE position. He has excellent, strong hands and rarely 
lets the ball into his body. His route running is very precise and he almost looks like a WR when 
running them.

Parkinson will need to put on some weight in order to hold up against NFL level defensive lineman. 
He looks like a WR/TE tweener at the moment. He is also playing in a loaded offense that is stacked 
at the TE position.

It may be a year or two before we are able to see Parkinson on the playing field or with a ton of 
opportunity. But his playing style and athleticism may make it worth holding on to and waiting.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  8

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Athleticism - Freak athlete for the TE 

position. Can make plays in space.
- Hands - Does a great job plucking the ball 

out of the air.
- Route Running - Very precise route runner 

and very aware of open spaces.

- Tweener - Needs to put on weight to be 
able to hold up as a true TE at the next 
level. 

- Opportunity - Stanford is loaded at TE, it 
may be a few years before he gets his 
shot.

- Garrett

COLBY PARKINSON

https://twitter.com/cj51?lang=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dBtQl_gVKAY


Height 6'5" Catches 2

Weight 241 Yards 18

DOB 8/14/1997 TDs 1

Overall Ranking

138

Positional Ranking

Class Sophomore Avg YPC 9 7

Draft Eligible 2019 Class of 2019 Ranking

40

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

TIGHT END UCLA

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

A combination tight end with strong hands to catch and to sustain blocks. Possesses enough speed 
and athleticism to stretch the field and create leverage in man coverage. A threat in the middle of 
the field with enough get-up to outrun and elude defenders. Can play outside from the slot or 
in-line. His experience  on defense shows up in his blocking as he anchors himself very well and 
delivers a good punch upon impact. He can accelerate down the seam, maintaining very good field 
awareness throughout his vertical stem. Constantly is able to facilitate YAC in the middle of the 
field. Where he struggles is his change of direction. Slightly tight hipped and too upright in and out 
of his breaks. His lack of lateral quickness also effects his ability to sustain blocks while executing a 
proper kick slide. Recently transfered from Michigan to UCLA. Will have a good opportunity in 
UCLA's offense to showcase his ability. Asiasi is a very good tight end prospect, but it is to be 
determined how he will be used at UCLA. Consider him a mid-round devy prospect and top 10 TE 
devy prospect overall. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  12

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Blocking 
- Speed and acceleration 
- Catching 
- Gains YAC

- Lateral ability 
- Route Running
- Upright running style 

- DiRienzo

DEVIN ASIASI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OFxDIml291Y


Height 6'5" Catches N/A

Weight 259 Yards N/A

DOB 4/24/1997 TDs N/A

Overall Ranking

149

Positional Ranking

Class rs-Fresh Avg YPC N/A 8

Draft Eligible 2019 Class of 2019 Ranking

46

Projected Devy Draft Round:     1

TIGHT END STANFORD

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY
Kaden Smith has all the tools to the be the next great Stanford tight end. He is already a natural, 
well-rounded receiver of the football at the position, as he lined up at wide receiver often in his 
high school offense. Has a knack for winning 50/50 balls, and his tremendous catch radius makes 
him hard to overthrow. His ability to track the ball in the air and over his shoulder also makes him 
a big play threat. Because the Stanford offense plays with their tight ends on the line of scrimmage 
nearly every play, he will need to prove he can be a reliable blocker to earn every-down playing 
time. He does have the size to do so, and I don't foresee this being an issue for this exciting young 
prospect. 

Smith was a top 3 recruit at his position and top 100 overall player coming out of high school, but 
has flown under the radar in Devy circles due to injury. Had to redshirt his 2016 season at 
Stanford, as he was still recovering from a torn MCL and ACL that he injured during his senior year 
of high school. 2017 could be a breakout season for this NFL caliber talent. Reminds me of Zach 
Ertz.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  13

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Hands - Displays strong, soft hands that 

help him win at the catch point.
- Catch Radius - Makes great adjustments 

on balls and wins contested situations.
- Size - Has prototypical tight end size and 

absorbs contact well over the middle.

- Speed - Decent speed but doesn't pull 
away from defenders in the open field like 
some of the more athletic tight ends can.

- Stefan

KADEN SMITH

https://twitter.com/thekadensmith?lang=en
https://youtu.be/aUNKgTMJWWg


Height 6'6" Catches 89

Weight 247 Yards 1080

DOB 2/17/1995 TDs 3

Overall Ranking

151

Positional Ranking

Class Senior Avg YPC 12.1 9

Draft Eligible 2018 Class of 2018 Ranking

79

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

TIGHT END WISCONSIN

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Following last year 's Cotton Bowl, former Western Michigan Head Coach P.J. Fleck, raved about 
Fumagalli. Fleck said, "That 's the best tight end we have faced in our four years here. He's 
incredible." Fleck is not the only coach or player I have heard say that Fumagalli is the best tight 
end they've ever played. The 6'6" and 247 pounder has a very unique back story. He was born with 
a condition that required his left index finger be amputated shortly after birth. Turning down 
scholarship offers from other programs, Fumagalli decided to go to Wisconsin with a grayshirt 
offer. You would never know that Fumagalli was playing with nine fingers as he has some of the 
best hands at the TE position that I've ever seen. His massive frame and length create a fantastic 
target for quarterbacks and he has incredible body control and hand strength. Playing at 
Wisconsin, Fumagalli has proven that he can be an asset as a run blocker in their power-run 
scheme. While he likely won't test like an elite athlete, his instincts, strength and ability to catch 
everything thrown his way make him an extremely valuable dynasty asset as a TE.  

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  13

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Size - Listed at 6'6" and 247 pounds, has 

prototypical size for the NFL.
- Length - Tremendous catch radius. Comes 

down with anything thrown in his vicinity. 
- Versatility - Complete package and lines 

up all over the field.

- Speed - Doesn't consistently create 
separation and often needs to win with 
his catch radius and frame .

- Injuries - Had growth plate surgery on left 
elbow in high school and has also dealt 
with upper and lower body extremity 
injuries in college.

- Francis

TROY FUMAGALLI

https://twitter.com/TroyFumagalli
https://youtu.be/Ij-aatDdBpQ


Height 6'5" Catches 56

Weight 250 Yards 722

DOB 8/24/1993 TDs 1

Overall Ranking

152

Positional Ranking

Class Junior Avg YPC 12.9 10

Draft Eligible 2018 Class of 2018 Ranking

80

Projected Devy Draft Round:     1

TIGHT END SOUTH CAROLINA

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

He turned down a baseball scholarship to Florida State after he was drafted by the 
Pittsburgh Pirates. He never made it further than the Gulf Coast League (rookie league).

Hurst was the ultimate middle-of-the-field safety valve in 2016 as 30 of his 48 receptions 
went for first downs. He was very trustworthy in the slot. He is not exactly being groomed in 
exotic NFL blocking schemes in the Gamecocks' system.

Hurst should see a slight up tick in targets in 2017. Hopefully for fantasy football purposes 
he will enter the draft in 2018.  At his heightened age, the sooner the better. 

He is a litt le a stiff in the hips when sprinting in the open field. Reminds me a litt le of Tyler 
Eifert and quite a bit of Jeremy Sprinkle. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  13

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Strong upper body (added 15 pounds of 

muscle to walk-on South Carolina)
- Deceptive for a big guy
- Hits tacklers before they hit him
- an absolute fighter on 50-50 balls

- Age
- Limited route tree (mostly posts & slants)
- Blocking needs help

- Johnson

HAYDEN HURST

https://youtu.be/KDeo_EyyiJQ


Height 6'4" Catches 85

Weight 243 Yards 994

DOB 3/31/1995 TDs 11

Overall Ranking

160

Positional Ranking

Class Senior Avg YPC 11.7 11

Draft Eligible 2018 Class of 2018 Ranking

84

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

TIGHT END MASSACHUSETTS

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Breneman was a top 50 recruit and 2nd ranked tight end in the class of 2013, then the injuries hit. 
Breneman missed his senior season of high school due to a knee injury. He then enrolled at Penn 
State and saw light action as a freshman. He then missed the entire 2014 season due to a knee 
injury and only played in 3 games during 2015 . After the 2015 season, Breneman announced his 
retirement due to injuries. In the summer of 2016 he decided to transfer to UMass. Breneman had 
an extremely productive 2016 with 70 receptions and 808 yards with 8 touchdowns. 

Breneman shows good hands and catches the ball away from his body. Shows the ability to adjust 
to the ball in the air to make the catch. Has good speed and athletic ability for a tight end. 
Breneman has a good frame but could use some added weight to gain strength for the next level.

Breneman is solid tight end with some upside. If he can stay healthy Breneman could be a steal as 
a late Devy pick. His receiving ability gives him the opportunity to find a spot on an NFL roster.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  14

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Hands - Makes good catches away from 

body.
- Receiving ability - Breneman a top notch 

receiving threat at the tight end position.

- Injuries - Missed his senior year of H.S. 
and the 2014 season at Penn State due to 
knee injuries. Had a short retirement after 
the 2015 season.

- Weight - Needs to add additional weight 
to be effective at next level. Definitely 
needed to help him in his blocking.

- Brandt

ADAM BRENEMAN

https://twitter.com/AdamBreneman81
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YMx2mYzWCao


Height 6'3" Catches N/A

Weight 257 Yards N/A

DOB N/A TDs N/A

Overall Ranking

162

Positional Ranking

Class Sophomore Avg YPC N/A 12

Draft Eligible 2019 Class of 2019 Ranking

86

Projected Devy Draft Round:     1

TIGHT END OLE MISS

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Cooley ran both inside and outside routes in high school. He should be more agile than opponents 
will give him credit for early on. Although he will probably not see too many targets as a 
sophomore, he could earn himself some red zone looks. He can also play the "X" and he will do a 
ton of damage in the slot. He will eventually devour college LBs and require at the very least a 
safety spy.

Also played DE in high school so he certainly brings some physicality with him. He already 
understands  how to leverage himself against press man coverage and how to get open. Also, he is 
not often tackled by the first player that contacts him and he generally requires more than one 
person to get him down.

Investing in TE who hasn't even played a college down is usually not necessary. If you are in a TE 
premium league Cooley is a must. He could be very pro ready come 2019.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  14

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Bulldozer with ball in his hands
- Route tree should be well-rounded by the 

time he is draft eligible
- Stepping into Evan Engram's role at Ole 

MIss

- Likely 4.7 guy at best
- Not an in-line TE yet
- Not a freak

- Johnson

OCTAVIOUS COOLEY

https://twitter.com/octavious6
https://youtu.be/iLZWJCjUQPY


Height 6'4" Catches N/A

Weight 252 Yards N/A

DOB N/A TDs N/A

Overall Ranking

178

Positional Ranking

Class Freshman Avg YPC N/A 13

Draft Eligible 2020 Class of 2020 Ranking

31

Projected Devy Draft Round:     1

TIGHT END NOTRE DAME

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Brock Wright is a very talented and prototypical TE that will be lining up for Notre Dame. His ability 
to play along the offensive line and to be flexed out makes him very versatile; a trait coveted at the 
next level. He has great toughness and strength to make catches through contact. His route 
running and footwork is solid for a TE his size.

Wright isn't the fastest player on the field, even for the position he plays. You won't see him take 
the top off the defense anytime soon. He also could stand to get a bit more athletic to help him 
make more plays with the ball in his hands.

Wright is widely considered the #1 TE for the 2020 class and rightfully so. His versatility and 
toughness will make him highly coveted a the next level.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  15

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Versatility - Can play in-line or can be 

flexed to the outside.
- Toughness - Does a great job of making 

catches through contact.
- Route Running - Very crisp route running 

with quick feet. 

- Speed - Not a very fast player and wont be 
winning over the top of the defense.

- Athleticism - Not the worst athlete, but 
also wont be making a ton of plays in the 
open field. 

- Garrett

BROCK WRIGHT

https://twitter.com/brockjwright40?lang=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GHUnm1zcGUs


Height 6'3" Catches 130

Weight 250 Yards 1519

DOB 8/6/1994 TDs 12

Overall Ranking

183

Positional Ranking

Class rs-Senior Avg YPC 11.7 14

Draft Eligible 2018 Class of 2018 Ranking

96

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:     1

TIGHT END WAKE FOREST

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Serigne isn't a very flashy player. He's not going to wow anybody with his measureables or 
athleticism. Serigne is a sure handed tight end who gets the job done.  Very tough player who will 
fight through contact. Serigne lacks ideal height for a tight end, but appears to even shorter on 
film. Also appears to have below average athleticism and speed for a tight end. Serigne runs good 
routes and catches the ball clean when targeted. Serigne is heading into his fifth year at Wake 
Forest. He'll be on the older side once he gets to the NFL. Serigne has seen a decline since his 
redshirt freshman year in receptions, yards and touchdowns. 

Serigne is currently ranked as a top 15 Devy tight end. I don't expect Serigne to stay in the top 15 
though. Due to his size and athletic traits It would surprise me to see that top 15 ranking stick. 
Serigne is a very solid tight end but doesn't do anything special. Will he be able to stick around the 
NFL with his lack of size and athleticism?  Serigne will have a battle ahead of him to be able to stick 
in the league. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  16

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Toughness - Plays with toughness. Fights 

through contact and takes multiple 
defenders to take him down. 

- Hands - Has a good set of hands. Sure 
handed.

- Height - Listed at 6'3" Serigne looks very 
short for a tight end. 

- Athleticism - Lacks good athleticism or 
speed. 

- Brandt

CAM SERIGNE

https://twitter.com/camserigne4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nEuwQqkm_WI


Height 6'5" Catches N/A

Weight 240 Yards N/A

DOB 3/10/1999 TDs N/A

Overall Ranking

186

Positional Ranking

Class Freshman Avg YPC N/A 15

Draft Eligible 2020 Class of 2020 Ranking

36

Projected Devy Draft Round:     1

TIGHT END NOTRE DAME

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Kmet moves well enough to be used as a flex TE and win in the passing game. His size and strength 
allow him to play in-line and block. He already has the build so going forward it 's just about 
development to become a complete TE. 

As he grows and becomes stronger and faster he will be a chess piece for the offensive 
coordinator to move all over the field. He owns the seam with his big frame and doesn't hesitate 
when he feels contact coming. Kmet has very good body control and high points the ball the way a 
6'5" player should.

In the run game, Kmet shows very good strength and a nice base to stand rushers up and drive 
them back. It will take time to get him acquainted to how things are done in college but he should 
transition well. Kmet shows enough speed to get past defenses and tracks the ball well. He has 
very good hands and he'll earn his playing time as a pass catcher first.

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  16

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Body Control - He can go up and get the 

ball and has nice control/balance.
- Size - Huge build and he's already 

developed athletically.

- Routes - Limited route runner. Needs to 
expand his route tree and show more 
fluidity.

- Stiff - Doesn't have much suddenness with 
the ball in his hands. More of an upright 
runner who takes what the defense gives 
him.

- Chaney

COLE KMET

https://twitter.com/ColeKmet
https://youtu.be/VtKRpj8Qdlw


Height 6'6" Catches N/A

Weight 235 Yards N/A

DOB 8/10/1998 TDs N/A

Overall Ranking

188

Positional Ranking

Class Freshman Avg YPC N/A 16

Draft Eligible 2020 Class of 2020 Ranking

37

Projected Devy Draft Round:     1

TIGHT END USC

DFF CONSENSUSCAREER STATSPROFILE

SUMMARYSUMMARY

Falo is an athletic tight end that can hurt defenses from more than one spot on the field. He has 
great height at 6'6" but still needs to grow into his frame. However, he already understands how to 
use his frame to box out defenders while working across the middle of the field. He has reliable 
hands. He has enough length and speed to terrorize defenses down the seam. His understanding 
and ability as a route runner separates him from other tight ends in the 2020 class. His 
effectiveness in the passing game is enough to overshadow his shortcomings as a blocker. 

Because of their depth at the TE position, USC has the luxury of letting Falo develop. They could 
choose to have him bulk up and improve his blocking in 2017 or put him on the field and let their 
other TEs handle the blocking assignments while Falo focuses on what he's already good at. 

Project ed Devy Draf t  Round:  16

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
- Downfield threat
- Body control
- Route running
- Catch in traffic

- Blocking
- Strength
- Power
- After the catch

- McDaniel

JOSH FALO

https://twitter.com/josh_falo
https://youtu.be/8I6GW4ego_M


THANK YOU

247Sports Scout

Bleacher Report Sports-Reference

CBS Sports The Opening

ESPN Twitter

Draft Breakdown YouTube

Hudl University websites

Rivals

Thanks for downloading Devy Watch. It makes the time we invested worthwhile. If you 
have any feedback, please reach out to us on Twitter either individually or 
@DevyWatch or email us at dffdevywatch@gmail.com.

Thanks to Michael Goins for giving us the opportunity to write for and help grow 
Dynasty Football Factory and thanks to the rest of our teammates for picking up our 
slack while we worked on this project.

If these resources didn't exist, this project would have been nearly impossible. That 
said, thanks to these websites for the quality work they do.

http://www.twitter.com/devywatch
mailto:dffdevywatch@gmail.com
http://www.dynastyfootballfactory.com
http://www.dynastyfootballfactory.com
http://www.dynastyfootballfactory.com
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